merican.
A'V’IT A UV
.1
MAilUAIU

atjbntisfmrnts.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
••

as

Lowest.

C. C. BURRILL & SON.

Correspondence Solicited.

KLLS1VORTH, 31IC.

PARTIAL LIST OF

Represented

at

this

Also dealers in Fikst

I meeting of tin; KllfWorili
Building aHKoetmion
Lord—A lirneoli't
Liwi* Friend «.t Co.—( lotldng.

SUCH AS

ford.

tained

legality.

of customers collect-

ed free.

England.

Money

to

loan

on

com-

Telegraph

telephone

Let

know

us

wliat

want.

you

for insurance at

our

(left

SOX,

holidays)

FURN1TUKE

a

of all

I-

kinds

AND

New Account Hooks.

'

Diaries for 1896, and Almanacs.

BEDDING.

The largest line of each in Hanis found at

cock Count)'
Room

All

FREDERICK A. COOMBS’.
M. KOSl KIi,

CARPENTER

CUSHMAN & SON, I

W.

A.

No. 1 Franklin St.,

Oranges

are

Ellsworth.

WaTKK

lligli!

(iRKKN

We sell them
.3 for 25 cts.
I 5 lor 25 cts. >

?Valencias.

/

FROM

10c. to 40c. per 11).

E. G. SMITH.

SoieRare Bargains.
bc-ve some rare bargains in holiday goods
not sold
during the
season.
Among them

I

E

I

»

^

f

are

,

Silver Novelties.
Silver Plated Ware.
Austrian China Ware.
Cut Glass Ware.

'

hardly

need say that my stock of

gold and silver. and
JEWELRY, latest patterns,

WATCHES

nnd CLOCKS,
afford,

an

excellent

o|.|.ortuidty

LAKE

M

K.

BOOM.

;

for cliolce.

E. F. ROBINSON.

entertained

at

girls” who

about

The

£35.

candies

vestry

last

day

any

kitchen

forenoon,

maid and
man.

been fitted up in the

has

Gray

house.

Rev. H. W. Conley
bor Sunday.

to the

preached

Miss May E. Wit bam
Boston Saturday.

came

at

Bar Har-

home

from

Lena Grindle arrived home from Bath

Minnie Staples lias gone to Surry to attend t he high school.
C. J. Treworgy’s mill shut down Satlate

run.

of

ft

*'*

table of

name—met last Satur-

now

Ellsworth,

progressive

as

with still another
commercial imerA movement is on foot to procure,
esls.
by purchase 01 by bu lining, s steam boa
to be put on Union river for the comAin- and carrying
bined
purj..-<
ever,

comes

forward

as

plan for enlarging

her

freight.—Industrial Journal

an unusually
A special meeti .g of Win. -It. II. Rice
young people had u pleasant j post, No. 55, is called for Monday evenJan. 13, ai 7.3J o’clock, for the instalparty at Rev. H. W. Conley’s Thursday ing,
I lation of officers. Officers of the Relief

urday

after

A dozen

evening.

Ernest L. Curtis

Thursday—Thy Kingdom

come,
Miss Eflie F. Walker
families, schools and

Friday—Prayer for
young people’s societies,

Thursday evening, sermon by Kev. o.
Penman; Friday, Presiding Rider II. W*
Norton; Sunday, Rev. L>. L. Yale.

Miss Clio M. Chllcott

Sunday-The peril and the power of ambi-

tion.Miss Edna It. Vincent

Services begin promptly at 7 o’clock.
Church

The Methodist and Congregational
churches unite in union services for the
week. The rirst of the special services
was held at the Congregational church

Notes.

service will be held at the
Congregational church, Sunday afte**
noon, Jan. 12, at 3 o’clock.
Communion

home-made

to

David

A.

McRae,

of

Eugene Jones,

The bride

lansdowne

chiffon,

of

Boston,

best

gow n of white
and carried a

The
lilies-of-the-valley.
recipient of many handMr. and Mrs. McRae left
some presents.
wti the noon train.
They will reside at
No. 1 Appleton street, West Everett,
Mass.

bouquet
brine

j
I

and

wore a

was

of

the

The steamer “Senator” is frozen in in
the middle of Green Lake. The “Senator'
was frozen in at the tish works, but when
the ice broke up after the thaw it was deto
better winter
cided to take her
quarters at the foot of the Jake. Capt.

“**«

day evening at the heme of Miss Mary F.
Hopkins. A paper on the life of Scott
was read by 11. E. Walker, and a paper on
the poem “Lady of the Lake,” was read
by Mrs. H. W. Cushman.
And

Saturday morning.

dignity

V

church.
This (Wednesday) evtring
services
will be held at the Congregational church*
Sermon by Kev. J. T. Richardson.
The services for remainder of the week
will be held at the Methodist church.

Wednesday—Prayer for a fuller recognition
of Christ’s lordship over us,

was

About fifty friends and relatives,
including members of the bride’s class ol
The
the high school, were assembled.
ceremony was performed by Rev. H. F.
Day, of Surry, brother-in-law of the
groom. Miss Alice Adams was brides-

week, Sundays

unoccupied store in the new Odd Fellows
building, and the store will be used ns n
banquet hall until the hull in the baseis finished, as
ment
originally contemplated.
Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island Falls,
arrived Tuesday evening for a short visit
Mr. Campto her father, E. K. Hopkins.
bell is in Bangor, and is expected here for
a short visit
before returning to his

Week of Prayer.
Sunday evening. Rev. J. 11. \\ Wimrffr
Special services for the week of prayer de'ivered the sermon. Music- was hy a
are
being conducted by the Christian choir composed of voices from the Con*
Endeavor society at the Baptist church. gregational, Methodist and Unitarian
The subjects and leaders for the remain- choirs. On Tuesday Rev. < ii«:■ es II. Cut*
ler
ing evenings of the week are as follows:
preached at t he Congregationar

Friday

Boston.

Members of Nicolin club have been
notified by the trustees that whenever
there is ice-boaiing on Branch pond, they
may take their lady friends to the clubthe

ABSOLUTELY PURE

mid

Boston. His wife is a daughter of the
late James II. Chamberlain, of this city.

Co., of this city, have sold the vessel.

of

U. S. Gov’t Kepoit

The turkey supper served by the ladies

Whitcomb, Haynes day)

place.

at that

-•

a

Club Hoii-o* anil Summer Cottages to
be Built There.
Aroostook home.
Green I.ake is promised h real estate
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Manning returned
boom. Chris Toole, of Bangor, and E.
H. Baldwin, of Philadelpiiia, a member from their wedding trip last Friday even- r'.-f.t IIu.iLrt.ll ulurlfil with tli.- wlfuili.-i
of
the great locomotive-making Arm, ing, and are at home to their friends at
Saturday. In the middle of the lHke lit
>
have bought what is known as the Hiker
j encountered a field of floating ice cakes,
15.
corner
of
Main
Mrs.
Hutson
conto
Saunders,
estate at Green Lake and propose
which the little steamer was
through
and Hancock streets.
vert tiiat place into a summer resort.
forcing her way when the flanges of the
Mr. Baldwin, who is much impressed
An assembly in honor of Judge L. A. I
propeller were broken, and she was helpwith the beauties of t lie locality, will j Emery was held at the Coburn tiouse in less. Mr. Haskell was alone on the boat,
j
erect a |6,000 villa there early in the com- j Skowbegan, Thursday evening. Supper
ami as the night was bitter cold, t lie
ing season, and the Knickerbocker club, was served, and the evening was passed j thermometer being several degrees below
in whist playing and social intercourse.
a wealthy and exclusive organization of
with
( zero, and he was without food and
Philadelphia, will put up a club house of About lifty couples were present.
hut little fuel, fears were entertained for
elaborate design.
and
dimensions
ample
The installation of officers of Lejok his safety. In Hie morning the ice in the
The remainder of the extensive estate
loage, I. O. O. F.. on Friday evening of lake w« Id bear his weight, and he
and
lots
house
for
purchasers tins week, will be followed by a sociable, walked
will be sold
he fish hatchery.
from the large
among wealthy gentlemen
to which families of Odd Fellows will be
estate
The
cities will not he wanting.
invited.
The dale of the dedication ol
Hancock (’ounty Fail* Association.
has a frontage on the lake of a mile and
tue new building has not yet been fixed.
Election of officers took place Monday
a quarter, and contains thirty acres.
A. W. Ellis;
The minstrel and var ety entertainment evening, Jan. 6. President
Green Lake is recognized as one of the
H. E. Hamlin; treasurer,
as
by the Ellsworth Pickaninnies, Tuesday vice-president,
most attractive spots in Maine, noted
H. J. Joy; secretary and clerk, 11. F.
night, was enjoyed by a large audience.
this State is for her natural beauties.
Whitcomb; directors and trustees, A. W.
The “new women” as end men were a
H. J. Joy, F. H.
success.
The jokes and songs Ellis, H. E. Hamlin,
roaring
ELLSW Olv I 11 CALLS.
Osgood, If. E. Davis, E. H. Greely, G. A.
were appreciwere fresh and bright and
Phillips, H. F. Whitcomb.
ated.
Zabud Foster is seriously ill.
It was voted to have a horse-trot on
the
Charles
into
Arthur Joy has moved
The Literature club—it has at last risen July 4, 189ti. Committee: Messrs. Greely,

Kate Laffin has resumed her school in
the Morrison district.

BRIC-A-BRAC
I

Work.

El,I S\V« >RTH.

pleasantly

Boxer,”

“New

IMV

dozen—Jantaicas.

CANDY

j

to Sanitary

ST

and

noon

Miss Nellie O. Grindal, daughter of Mr.
|
which I and Mrs. Charles H. Grindal, was marwent ashore at Sargentville, has been | ried at the home of her sister, Mrs. Addifloated, and beached at 11. B. Harding’s son Saunders, in this city this (Wednes-

A

I draw plan*, make estimates, take contract*for nil r.a—*- «.f t.u 1111 logs. Firs-l class work-

9peclal attention given

“boys

w ere

at the Congregational
t»vpnincr wnu n errant

excepted.

BUILDER.

manship guaranteed

i

40 cts. per

AND

our

The schooner

nouse oil

A 1>TIN

of

«

Royal.

ne

at hict ic young women of Ellsworth, and
there’s many a society bud who’s put
well-done
“strikes”
and
some
very
“spares''’to her credit. Lewiston Journal.

shore

Mouldings—

patterns.

wnere

the

presided over by members of
the Happy Thought club, and was liberally patronized. This club is composed
A. W. King will lecture at the commerof young girls, and is the same that has
cial school
Friday afternoon of this
given so liberally to the Good Will farm,
week, st 2 o’clock, on “mortgages.” The and later to the Girls’ home at Belfast.
public are invited to be present.
The object for which they are working at
Fred Chase returned Saturday from n
present is not known, but they are as
visit to his home at Elkhart, Ind., and a
busy as bees.
is
back
at
his
in
New
and
brother
York,
Many friends in this city regret to
post with the eleclric light company.
learn of the loss by tire sustained by 1).
List of letters remaining uncalled for J.
Chamberlain,at Elgin, III., on Monday,
at Ellsworth post-office, Jan. 4: Janies
1
30.
The building occupied by the
Gertrude
A.
Miss
James
Davis,
Broderick,
j tirm of D. J. Chamberlain & Co., together
Mrs.
AnMrs.
Charles
G.
Moore,
j with others, was destroyed by fire. The
Gasper,
gie E. Rogers.
firm lost stock of clothing and furnishing
Rev. L. D. Cochrane, of Bar Harbor, is ! goods to the value of £35,000, on which
He is was £18,500 insurance.
in the city to-day “on business.”
The building was
warmly welcomed by his many friends not owned by the tirm. Mr. Chamberhere.
During his short stay he is the lain, the senior member of the tirm, is
guest of Mrs. A. F. Greely.
very well known here, where he was a
in business in
Bowling is the latest fad among the frequent visitor while

it

Pictures and

all

*)

...

dime sociable at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John F. Know lion, Wednesday evening of last week. The early evening was
passed in playing games, after which reThe evening
freshments were served.
closed with a pleasing programme, consisting of a duet by Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Redman, reading by Miss M. A. Greely,
trio by Mr. and Mrs. Redman and Mrs.
Dora Hopkins, and a solo by Mrs. Grace

Mrs. E. A. Austin, of Cherryfield, will
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
John H. Brimmer, in this city.

renoDscot,

Leavening Power.— Latest

■

The King’s Daughters and gentlemen
friends

*pend

at

in

\

setts.

have been at home from the colleges and
schools for the holidays, have returned
to their studies.

IN

I

Langley injured his ankle in
a moving train at the depot last Friday morning.
Miss Annie Connick is acting temporarily as clerk at Smith Bros.’ store in the

locate

on

train. They will spend a few days with
relatives of the groom in Bangor before
proceeding to their home in Massachu-

from

to

Mrs. Niccolls left

Mr. and

Mrs. G. A. Parcher is in Boston, spending a week with relatives and friends.
8he left last Thursday’.

Nearly

Bargains
from the

over

term.

will succeed to the practice of the late Dr.
E. A. Sprague.

V

Great

of Court.. J. F. Knowltou and son
Charles left for Boston last Saturday for
a week’s visit.

cinea

ELLSWORTH,.MAINE.
V-

in Ellsworth in several years, an
Ellsworth man w ho keeps a diary of tlie
weather says that on Feb. 6, of last winter, the thermometer registered twentytwo below.
enced

The Unity club will meet in the vestry
parlor of the Unitarian church, to-day
( Wednesday), Jan. 8. Supper at 6 o’clock.
Dr. George E. Parsons has finally de-

expense.

BURRIIvL

C.

from
registered
twenty
twenty-four degrees below
zero
in Ellsworth
Monday morning.
Contrary to the general expression that
this was the coldest morning experi-

absence of Mrs. Lizzie Mullan Walsh.

Terms before Insuring Elsewhere.
or

thermometer
to

Perry

mercial paper.

Philadelphia.

our

The

C.'crk

mortgages, jumping

collateral, and approved

Union Insurance Co. (Marine),
of Bangor.
Travelers Life and Accident
Insurance Co of Hartford.
Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of Philadelphia.

c.

and

strength

Coupons

German American Insurance
Co., of New York.
Insurance Co. of North Amer-

Get

has been received from Capt.
Good win, of the schooner “Alice
J. Crabtree,” long overdue at New York,
and for which much anxiety was felt.
The schooner was reported at Georgetown, S. C\, with main boom broken and
short of provisions. She had been driven off the coast.
She will go to Charleston, S. C., for repairs.

The W. C. T. U. will meet w ith Mrs.
F. Greely this (Thursday) afternoon,
at 2 o’clock.

April

Highest of all

j
(

Word

Dki-uam
John Nicholson —Notice of foreclosure
Boston
W idling Nursery Co —Agents wanted
M ISt'KLLAN EOI'S

the

ENTEBBE AP SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT E' LSWMKTH Pmht m» F'« K.

)

I

Samuel

Loan and

The marriage of Miss Julia Viola HigMiss
Kubie McGown gave a dinner
United States Bonds, State of
party to a few’ of her young lady friends gins to Louis Anderson Niccolls, of
Maine Bonds, City Bonds, Friday evening.
Franklin, Mass., took place at the home
Water Works Bonds, and
William E. Mitchell, of this city’, has of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. II.
Higgins, in this city, this (Wednesday)
Railroad Bonds, of ascer- been drawn to serve as traverse juror at forenoon. Rev. L. D. Cochrane officiated.

Home Insurance Co., of New
York.
Imperial Insurance Co., of

J

nun

A.

Securities,

ford.

I

n

The Woman’s club will meet with Mrs.
John M. Hale next Saturday afternoon.

Investment

Hanover Insurance Co., of
New York.
New Hampshire Insurance Co.,
of New Hampshire.
./Etna Insurance Co., of Hart-

ica, of

class

Agency

Liverpool & London & Globe,
of England.
Pi ken i x Insurance Co., of Hart-

*1

WLI.K

ini'.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Insurance Companies

•

>

1
10.ni,

corps will be installed at the same time.
It is hoped that the members of both
orders will make a special effort to be
present with their husbands and wives.

County Comml^f'toiurr*’ notice
Owen By rn
Fr* .. nolle**
haniinli’M C«»tt-Noilce of lorccloKure
A

Hairs Low

\ l>\ IIITI'K >1 I. S

l-.W

INSURANCE.

••

U
./)

Davis, Osgood

and W

uiu

oiub.

Committee on sp«* d f r the September
fair:
Messrs. Gr*t v
Davis, Osgood,
W hitcomb.
fwi* to he fixed by
Committee on fair
\ln#
this committed
Whitcomb,
Phillips, Davis.
The treasurer was made a committee
of one to take auch steps as may be
necessary to make the association a
member of the national trotting association for the present y« nr.

More

Wrecks
Haneoek

limit SCHOOL

15LOW.

TIIK I5IG

Reported Along
County Shore.

the

tiou

ic shake the rug

soon.

s.

L.s

t

vn.c»-

ith friends in Lo.-i
students

Joy, of Trent-on,

thi4--

Mary ft.
’.rdson,

ter

and

y !'

Bar Harbor.

in.

of

Green’s Landing the schooners “Lillian M. Warren,” of Boston, and “Willie,”

Hoyt McCauley, of iasl term’s freshman class, will attend Buc.-:sport semi-

At

Isle, dragged

anchors and went
nary this term.
islands in the harbor.
Miss Alice Laflin, ’97, and M isses Helen
The “Warren” rested in m bad place on
Hale, ’99, and Maude Bilvey, '99, who wero
|
t lie rocks, and will be n total loss. She absent
most of last term on account of
was loaded with
gravel. There was an illness, have returned to school.
insurance of f 1,300 on the vessel. The;
School opened January 7, f
a
vaca“Willie” was not seriously damaged.
tion of only two weeks. The term will
The schooner “J. & H. Crowley,” of
be of twelve weeks’ duration. The atCalais, went into Winter Harbor for sheltendance is about the same as last term.
ter. On Wednesday while beating out, a
Deer

of

ashore

squall
.She

on

struck

her

stripped

was

and
of

went

she

her

ashore.

and rig-

masts

ging, and abandoned. The schooner
bound east and was light.

was

The fishing schooner “Vanguard,” of
Oriand,Capt. Lawrence, went ashore at
Tremont.

both of her anchors
boom and wheel.
insured for f1,200. The schooner
She lost

and

rudder,

She

was

broke her

“Forest Belle,” Capt. Beale, of Machias,
hound for Boston with lumber, also went
ashore at Tremont. Her keel is gone, and

badly

bottom

chafed.

“Picturesque
The third in the

Holland.”

of stereopticon
Congregational church
was on “Picturesque Holland.”
It was
given last Thursday evening. Preceding
the lecture was a short concert by Monaghan's orchestra, wit h organ accompaniat

lectures

course

j

Bucksport Vessel Lost.
“Lena
.!
Nelson,”

Schooner

loss.
Crew saved after being in

days, and
Cargo may
two

Several snap shots of Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus, taken the day after Christmas,
were thrown on the screen, and caused
much amusement. The pictures were explained by Mr. Vale.
The lecture on Holland was read by Dr.

Pniilips.

A.

terestin

and

It

extremely

wa.*>

the excellent

views

in-

gave
that

present an idea of Ltie country
only be exceeded by a visit to Hol-

all

could
land.

l'he

lecture

next

in

l’uursd ly, Jan.
will be
fnrough

given
ject

rusalem

to

the

16,

course
waeii

w

the

per
A
the

dir

an nu

.i

new

sc,

Palestine, from Je-

Iluilding Association.

deud
was
ies

secretary

taken.

Tue

at

tile

rate oi

Island.

Moved.

mat

Maybe you’ll get llirou. h
co

d

snap without

of shares

reported
interest

in

t

n. an

u

ULSTER
OR

AN

OVERC )AT,
but if you don’t, you can r*;i\«
di conilort, and also 10 per <
of us.

our-ell lots of

curchasiug

6 per cent

-OUR-

opened, and
litiy-six shares

was

Merchant

and

fifty-seven snares weie
taken in the preceding series, which whs
opened last J uly.
During 1890 the association did as much
business as in the four previous years, oi
since it was organized in 189.).
For this
tine showing the hard work devoted tu
it by its energetic secretary, II. VV. Cush
men, credit is largely due.
lact

rigging

'Sftbfrtisnnrnts.

declared.

growth of
this organization may he inferred from
Lite

the

Turk’s

sub-

The regular monthly meeting was held
last Monday evening.
Toe regular semiannual

at

Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castona.

ill be

the Sea ol Galilee.”

and

Loan

landed

Life insurance agent
Un.i did youl
fatherand mother die of? IT..-.V Hum*
Hteri—I don’t rightly know ; but
twarn’fc
nuthin’serious.

ment.

George

Vinal

Haven, reports schooner “Jennie O.
Stubbs,” Dorr, of Bucksport, Irom Wilmington, N. C., for Cape Haytien, ashore
on Philiips reef, Caicos island, about Dee.
22, during a northeast gale, and a total

the

Tailoring

-ECONil TO NONE

partment

im Tin.

nUNTV.

but

Kverything

in Furn

ohn.g Goods.

LEWIS FRIENb
Manning Block.

v

CO.,

llsworth.

Coming KveuiH.
Wednes »ay, Jau. 8, 6 o’clock, at Unitarian enured—Circle supper by Unil,

club.

l’icKets 16 cents.

fours day, Jan. 16, ar Congregation?
lie—In one respect I’m like the rug that
church—C uicert and stereopticon lectur,
I kneel on.
She -How so?
He—Why, [
froi
Hubjeot:
“Tnrough Palestine,
She (sugges- Jerusalem to the Sea of
I’m a I wavs at your feet.
Galilee.” Tick

tively)—I’m goi^tg

w

New

of damage done by the big
of last Tuesday continue to come

Reports
storm

NOT f

Bradford McKenzie. ’9<\‘.;-ei

ets, 15 cents.

PURI Fits THE BLOOD"

C

HRISTIAN KNDKAVOR.

WOMAN AND HOME.

Topic for the Week 1 •eginiiing Jan.
12 C'«Mon»ei»t h> Rev. >. (i. l>oyle.
Topic.—The peril ami the p- wt-r of ambition.—Luke ii. 52; Dcut. viii, 11 20.

A WOMAN’S SUCCESS AS A HOME-

STEADER IN NORTH DAKOTA.

Ambition is an inordinate and eager
ED1MOK
THE \y>MAN WHO IS AN
desire of preferment, honor. sv:pcri« nty
OAKS
TV
*TKE!*T
ST
A
NOIN(«
WOMEN
or-power. The peril and the power of
ambition are illustrated in the lives of
THE SCAN DIN A YAM AN ClIiL.
inany rf the worlds most illustrious
meu.
The power of their ambition has
Scarce half a century has witnessed the
been so great that, regardless of the jn. t
real beginning of th:* peopling nf t he trailss
of
tlie
laws
of
ts.
y
gardb
rights
mississippi country. In tlio development
■*. m;!it
of (rod, they 1
only to ac- of all imlustvu of human life the wc-t
.-<1 c\
complish their pvp-vwc*--. and when p"-i- has out ill
y s hing known to 1
n attained G
1
tiou and power have 1
torv in the building of new states.
and
The hardy
has been* forgotten, and no claims that
courage, ms men and women who prepared the wav for those who
even He lias had upon them have been
followed “that their live* might fall in
considered.
pleasant places” are entitled to thought
nee we
In the first Scriptural u f
and consideration. In this pioneer work
;t 'd nut
t
am
have ]
In the
the women did their full si ire.
r.
-.fit.
bit ion and tie g:
solitude of new homes, in the midst of
fa\ r
We
told t hat J
In
the
wives
d
the
hands
strong:
danger,
t \
the
ami hearts of husbands and sons by their
With G 1 and uiau.
strong love, fortitude, h Ipfulmv-s and
tru«
:re ♦
hopefulness, and the history of each localan ir rdiua’e d
nnot bo filled
God
! .1
of this kind of amhitn n. Pan!
a
t
worthy ambr -u. Fe exnrc •
when 1
present or absent we may be atv< ptetl < f
Him.” We cannot be filled with t o
strong a desire to serve God and to so
labor that we may be accepted of Him.
Tins should be the one ambition of our
lives, and if we make it that we will
cot only grow in favor with God, but
also with man, as Jesus did.
In tlie second reference there is a solemn warning against forgetting God in
the time of prosperity. The children of
Israel could not but see the hand of God
in
their guidance and (In cot ion in the
wilderness, but in the land of Canaan it
wonld be different. There the blessings
of prosperity and wealth would come
from God through second causes, and
MARGARET LA TOfliETTE.
there might he a temptation in the pride
ity will show oases whore the mother kept
of their hearts for them to say, “Hjr
together tho familvantl managed tho farm
power and the might of mv hand hath
when the father died.
me
this
wealth.
This
is
the
The census reports show a larger proporgotten
of women owning land in North Daof
it
tion
prosperity—that
great danger
may
kota
than elsewhere in the country, folns
and
that
make
we
ambitions,
proud
The generwill take all the credit to ongselves and lowed closely by Minnesota.
of the government in giving women
forget that we are indebted to God for osity
the same chance as the men to homestead
all things.
land has enabled many of the fair sex to
False ambition always leads to de- take hold in a business wav of farm
life.
God
struction.
solemnly warns ns Every county in North Dakota lias its woagainst it. It has ruined some of the men homesteaders, whose history as manworld's greatest men, arid is supposed to agers. if compared with that of most men,
have caused the downfall of the angels would show up au excellent contrast.
A case in point is that of Miss Margaret
who fell from heaven. True ambition—
La Tourette, a schoolteacher of Lakotn,
a burning desire to serve God—receives
Ramsey county, X. D. A native of New
His blessing and favor and the favor
York state, she accompanied her parents
and confidence of men. Let ns then "la- to Dakota ten
years ago, one of a family
bor that whether present or absent we of five children.
Each one, as the legal
ago was reached, took up a homestead.
may he accepted of Him.
Bible Readings.—Gen. xi,
1-9; I The young woman iu question located her
K'ngs i, 5-53; Ps. xviii, 27 ; Prov. xvii, claim near Petersburg, on the Great
Northern railway, in tho eastern part of
19; xxix, 23; Isa. xiv, 12-20; Jer. Ii,
Nelson county.
49-53; Ezek. xxxi, 10-12; Hath, xviii,
She
with all the requirements
1-8; xx, 20-28; xxiii, 1-12; Luke xiv, of the complied
land laws and now has a well im8-11; xxii, 24-20; Rom. xii, 10; Phil, proved farm of 160 acres. She has given
ii, 3-12 ; II Tbess. ii, 1-4 ; Jas. iv, 5-10; her personal attent ion to the improvement,
I Pet. v, 6, 6; III John ix.
besides spending three terms m the State
university at Grand Forks.
In 1S95 Miss La Tourette had 138 acres
THE ENDEAVOii 1EEIH.E.
in cultivation and harvested a total of
There Is* No Excnse a Christian Can Giva
5.650 bushels of wheat.
This year was an
For Not Keeping; It
unusually good one. and 41 bushels per aero
From the beginning of the Christian may not come every year, but if half that
Endeavor movement some cue has want- quantity is harvested in connection with
ed to try his hand at tinkering the other stock feeding crops farming in North
Dakota can be made profit able.—St. Paul
pledge. "The pledge is too strong,” or Globe.
‘‘The pledge couldn't bo lived up to,”
be changed to
or “Something must
The Woman Who la au Editor.
adapt it to the peculiarities of our sociThe mistako oftenost made by the womIt is amazing bow many "pocnl- an who
ety.
adopts editorship as a profession is
iar” societies there are in the world.
iu making no adequate concession to her
There are not so many of these pledge sex.
I will do my w«*rk like a man/’ she
tinkers as there used to be, but we bear exclaims, proceeding to trample down certain needs of her nature, based on organic
of them every now and then, even in
law and never intended to be outraged.
these days. Now there is nut much obFew women can work as relentlessly and
the
if
to
altering
jection
phraseology,
with as sternly rigid endeavor as most
not changed or the
the meaning is
men may safely do. Nat tiro indicates t hat
streuuousness of the pledge is not weakwoman must observe the law of her being,
is
but
this
the
that
ened,
very thing
recognizing her right to and her need of
tho soft pedal now and then.
most pledge tinkers desire to do.
Now I should like to whisper in their
Regulating her exertions judiciously,
will do as good work and ns much
she
ears that the revised Christian Endeavor
work in the
run as will man.
She
pledge was prepared very carefully and I cannot do it long
in precisely the same way.
prayerfully. Daysof time were spent in nor should she do violence to her sex in
weighing each word, so that every cue the attempt. The woman who will 1
might be the right word in the right gest live to do her work will L-*d w! r»
place. The strength of every phrase was sponds intelligent 1}’ to the \ i« e« f G «l aconsidered and snecial nams was taken
she hears it In the rhythmic c!*I> and t! w
Dot to have a single letter or syllable in
vt
Now-nan
which the youngest and word there spoken.
the
>

••

••

<

<

pledge

weakest active member could not keep.
Twice, in the beait of the pledge, at
the risk of tautology, and perhaps to
the detriment of the queen’s English,
the phrase is substantially repeated,
“Uuhss prevented by a reason which I
can conscientiously give to the Lord
That is the only excuse
Jesus Christ
which the Christian ever ought to be
willing to give for the nonperformance
of ary known duty
This is twice admitted and insisted on in the heart of
the pledge, and it fullv excuses any confident.ous Christian, i! helms any excuse worth
giving. A Christian Endeavor society that fully understands
what the pledge means in ninety-nine
vote
ca r-?
out
of a hr.: dred will
What is needed is a
aga nst altering it.
Have a
c::<ful study of the pledge.
meeting to explain it and talk about it
ns thorough reasonan 1 to understand
ableness.
My earnest advice to pledge tinkers
is. “Don’t.’’—Secietaiy Baer.
Point* For I.'ndeavorers.

Easton, Lowell a
a Greek Chris;

ports
ety.

1

V. burn each reendeavor soci-

mu

Many of the Indian Christian Endeavor societies of !<
vest are organi
1 into a separate in n ailed the Dakota Christian Lndt .o r uni
There ishopethutt
iisiiuu i.ndeavor
will M.on gain a fuc l*« id in ihe land of
the c£*u.
5

says a Junior worker in New
Zealand, “stands Kir ‘Children Espe“C. £.,

cially.
The most nortbun «-ciety in Great
z< d on one of
%'■ lain is one just *
tlie Shetland islanoi.
The Il-v. J. Can
F-ini is now state i
fil; pi.
The dates for the

f West
of Missia-

vortte
a nt

,»♦>>;t

international

work ail (lav long in an
f*
give evening after evening t » *
-*
the theater or to delightful hut
.•
latiug clubs, where she iuu*l r
cuss papers ami chat with I r...
to whom the dob Is simply a
a
pleasant hut n«»t rigid
{something must be r*-~ gn**d
deny herself many >ol U plwv«urn
Docent recreation*. !»•... 4 < r
precedence of everything else inti,
of important'**

tar/ displays of affection which the stand*

sonic,

ers

inure

sometimes bestow upon those seated.
The philosophy of such a rule is as follows: You lean toward the direct Ion of tho
starting car so that your body, which does
not acquire the forward motion simultaneously with the car. shall, so to speak,
Tho starting of the
not be left behind.
car restores the body to its usual erect
toward
tho rear when
loan
You
posture.
the ear stops to counteract tho forward
momentum acquired by the body whi’o
In rounding a
the car was in motion.
curve you lean toward tho Inside rail to
counteract tho centrifugal force which
tends to threw objects from the center.
But the main thing for you to remember
The e
is. always face the sides of the car.
rules are particularly applicable to cab’ *
cars, which rarely fall to start or stop with
a

jerk.

When alighting from tho car, place the
left hand on the bra^s rod provided for tho
purpose (I n.-.-unie that you light on the
rail less side) and face the front of the car.
K.vrn if the car is still in motion you are
then safe.
As for hoarding moving cars.
I should advise you to wait until vour
pari) is bettor adapted for higher gymnastics.— A mcrican Jewess.
Scandinavian Girl.

A Norwegian young lady of good famv\ ho some years ago was a guest in my
house. could see nothing improper in exploring tho Bowery and Hester street by
night in tho company of a male and a fell; :Y friend, and when I meekly objected
to her striking up an acquaintance with
gentlemen in Central park of a Sunday
she laughed in my faco and told me sa\s
ceremonio that I was an old fogy.
My
ideas of propriety, sho intimated, were

ily,

ini issgrown,

iuiuMima i:\ii

anu

01

the ancient period of bondage which, happily. was now at an end.
During a recent visit to Norway I discovered that this type of woman, so far
from
being exceptional, is exceedingly
She certainly occupies the front
common.
of the. stage, is all pervasive and ubiquitous.
During the summer you must meet
Iter on the public highways, with her
knapsack on her hack, on foot or on a bicycle. attended or unattended, snapping her
linger in the face of all old fashioned notions of decorum. I cannot conceive what
kind of wife she would make, because I
cannot conceive of the kind of man who
would have the audacity to marry her.
And yet she does not infrequently marry.
I cannot help suspecting that she must, in
such a case, have exercised the right, which
she claims, of choosing, instead of waiting
to he chosen, and the poor man. in his
embarrassment, has evidently lacked the
courage to exercise his right of refusing,
instead of waiting to be refused.
Now, I do not claim, of course, that this
“virago of the brain,” this representative
of “the third sex” (to quote Mr. Le (-Julienne), is the ideal woman of Scandinavia,
still less that she would make un ideal
wife.
But she has. for all that, to be taken into account, because she is, by
her
presence and her noisy propaganda, visibly
modifying the old Ideal of Scandinavian
wifehood and womanhood.—North American Review.
Setting tht? Table.
There is no excuse for a woman of even
moderate means who fails to have an attractively set table. Satin damask and
Dresden china may he beyond her. but it
dlnarv damask and blue ami white china
within her

are

Apostle

means.

spoons may

bestir her coffee, but there is no reason why bright, well plated ones, if silver
is impossible, should he lacking.
And
with these and a mixture of brains and
taste there is no excuse for a slovenly or
unattractive table.
Tiie tablecloth should not ho only spotless, but without wrinkles. To produce a
high gloss on linen it should ho firmly
ironed with a heavy iron from a statoof
dampness into one of perfect dryness.
Starch should not be used in either tablecloths <tr napkins. Beneath the cloth a
heavy “silence doth" should he placed,
both because it saves wear on table cover
and table, and because it looks better.
The middle of the table should always
ho occupied by a bowl, in which are either
flower-, leaves «»r a growing green plant.
At one end or at the middle of the side the
mistress of the house should sit, with her
coffee or tea things before her at breakfast
or luncheon, and the vegetables which she
may servo at dinner. Opposite her should
sit the father of the family, before him
whatever of tie- n.ial he may serve.
This
'ten symmetry to
% <■
arrang'-m* M g
r- If attractive.
the taM* w
'/'■«* i !
o«l in a »j «nnnot
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symptom of a defective nervous system.
The sequel showed that ill my case, at
least, this was perfectly correct, and I believe it is equally truouf tho vast majority
of others.
Having got thus far. I set about removing the cause. I carefully avoided tea,
coffee, stimulants, late hours ami other
agents which are well known to have an

enervating influence, living at the same
The result
time .is lit'.tlihily as possible.
At the end of a few
was most gratifying.
months blushing no longer made my h o
intolerable and after a further period disappeared.— lioston Traveller.
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In Street Cars.

of the car. netW
When the car star.
lean slightly
the direction in which it
When the car is about to st<
Is going
lean toward the rear
Plant your feet
When
far apart as you comfortably can.
a car turn* a c rner. incline the body toward the in^de curve of the rail* and
when feasible, grasp the strap on the side
of the car over this inside curve, thus reNonducing the strain to a minimum.

Always face
ur

the sides

rear.
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often only a half of the
room required »•. do it in fnun the coinpre.jslng fon«* f stays. Consequently nnn
of tin* most gr
fni Ik* Hulls that a woman
is called on most often t
illustrate is
transformed hy the Ignora”,,.f ,* f, »v
rules of physical culture Into ot>. >f r> «
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UtiUcrtisrmnits.

liy True

Mrs. Helen C. Reedy, president of
Franklin county W. C. T. U., has
written a valuable book, “Mothers of
Maine,” now in print.
MfssAddie L. Harvey, State superinof lumbermen and quarrymen,
has still a number of camps on her list
t hat ate \\ it hout r< ^i:Vr m*pi'y, and desires that
superincounty or local
tendent

appointed

tendents be

Only

any article attain such a
11 igh standard of favor among
the people as that enjoyed by

can

j

supply

help

to

Merit

t hem.

Evelyn W. Neal, of Fremont, is
Stati-superintendent of work amoiiK
soldiers and sn:!<»rs, in place of Mrs.
Johnson, who lias resigned.
now

A newspaper woman who went tip to
a study of Lizzie Horden, when tint
famous woman was on trial for her life,
said that the first thing she noticed the
afternoon of her arrival in the courtroom
make

button of
i
v

ilmt

one

a

of Mi— Lorden's
with t
j ty f

shoes had
In
her foot against the rung of the chair.
the course of the afternoon the button became altogether detached and rolled away.
The next morning it had bern replaced
and one or two other loosened ones tightened. “It was a small thing, of course,”
but it
said the woman who observed it,
made an impress-ion on me as indicative
of the methodic New England nature,
which, under such a stress of circumstances, could note and replace a stray
shoe button.”
1

Ristori.

It is said of Mine. Ristori that no foreign actress ever *m it d so much sincere
admiral ion atn'Tg French people as did
Dumas declared that to see her act
she.
was worth all the lessons in elocution in
the world, and the last lines Reusset ever
wrote were dedicated to Adelaide Ristori,
a fragment that was found on his writing
table after Ids death. Last, but uot lc.a>t,
Mounet Fully dates his determination to
adopt the stage as his profession from the
evening when he first saw the tragedienne
play “Medea” at Toulouse. Although
Mine. Ristori has a handsome residence in
Paris, she dot's not often occupy it.
Silk Underwear.

Silk underwear should lie washed in a
suds of moderately hot water in which t ho
hands can be put without any discomfort.
Use plenty of the best white soap to make
tho suds, but do not rub the soap directly
on the garments.
Squeeze through the
water with as little rubbing as possible.
Rinse
If necessary, use two such waters.
thoroughly In lukewarm water, press out
as much as possible or pass, folded, flat
through a wring* r and dry as quickly as
possible. Shake out, pull into shape and
when nearly dry press on tho wrong sido
with a moderately hot iron.—New York
Post.
Reading With » Purpose.
If a woman with only a little time for
reading has an ambition to lie really well
read in some one direction, It is Imperative
It may
that she should select a specialty.
be

broad

a

specialty or
history or

a

narrow

specialty

French
bumblebees—but
whatever it is. if she is really interested in
the subject ami is able to obtain the books
she needs, she can accomplish much even
in half hour snatches. Somebody learned
French while waiting for dinner, and almost even body has time f*»r a little read
ing every day, and many a mickle makes
a mucklc.—Joiiit 'S Miller Monthly.
—

For the Hair.
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Hereafter tin cotumii tee on resolution*
the mi; oiial \VU. I’. 1‘. eonveiition
\V i! I he elloM‘11 a v • M r
beforehand. There
will be «t vin ineml « r.*, one representing
for
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superinfive from membership at
M.
of
PortDow.
large. Miss Cornelia
land, is one of the latter. This committee will receive, consider, arid prepare
during the year, resolutions to be presented to the national convention.
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Mrs. II. J. Bailey,of Winthrop, national
superintendent of peace and arbitration,
reports 110 lectures given, 171 peace sermons. 200 public meetings, general peace
day observed in many places, pledges, jk*-

SOLD by S D Wi^eirt. Apothecary. Main
ELLSWORTH. ME., aud other Leading Lr.;gmik

t it ions, |»eac*e bands formed among the
lteilrf in sit Hour*.
children* and the dejw rt ment papers,
!>l*tresa|ng Kidney and liladder dl*ca-i-> re
Pacific Manner and the Acorn, well Move*I
In *lx hour* by iIh1 "Nmv t.iu.xr -*"i in
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Miss Willard's address will soon follow,
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Why the Chinese Were Defeated.
The examinations for officers in the
Chinese army still, as from time immemorial, consisted in firing from a bow
on
horseback
and
in
lifting heavy
weights, while the greater number of t heir
soldiers were still armed with bows and

place.

Till*
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peace advocate, to become a member of
t be general council of the .Society for the
Recognition of the Brotherhood of Man,
and has accepted. The headquarters of
tins society are in London.
The
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Baby's Book.
The birthday book, bound in vellum, is
•1 FEEL FEARFULLY STALE this
a feature of tho swellest layettes for tbo
1 should think you would
morning."
latter day babb s.
This book has space if
you coughed ail night.
Begin on
f'.r inserting tho photographs that aro
Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam to-day
taken at different stages. It also has lines
and to-night you will sleep like a tired
fur tho r*
rds of tho child's progress.
Tho day ho t <*k his first step, tho minuto baby.
his lirst tooth was visible, his pet nicknames his llrst words, his preferences in
iUjtjrrtbnnrnts.
p« r.-ons and colors, all aro placed iu these
Tills b< nk i.-> put in a safe deposit.
1 i_r
<

REMEDY

rBODlU ES TUB ABOVE
Corea »:i
RFJMLT* In 80
Nerxoua ItlMHA
lulling V fury,

The

other !

X

TUB ttREAT

HINDOO

liquid which may answer either for
tho cure or prewntici of bald patches can
bo made by taking 2 ounces of oau de
cologne, 2 teaspoonf ills of cantharldes, lo
drops of oil of rosemary and tho same arrows, and w ith huge spears resembling
Their main trust, even in
quantity of oil of nutmeg ami oil of laven- pitchforks.
der, says Ladies' Every Saturday. These the recent war, was in heavy “gingall,”
a ball of about half a
pound weight
ingredients must all bo well mixed to- firing
from a brass
gether and must bo rubbed into tho bald of two men. piece held on the shoulders
part every night. It is fortunate for
That this should be possible while their
women that they don’t suffer from bald
arsenals
at
Kiangnan, Nanking, or
patches so frequently as men. Certainly Tientsin were capable of turning out
much of woman’s beauty lies in her hair.
1.7
quick-firing guns, Maxims, improved Lee-Mitford, and other rifles in
A
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When vacations urefvwaml l..r
the careful worker may save her nerve
force in many ways,
.'-'ho needs the i -t
food, served well and in abumi m
*
background of her life should U* agreeable
Of all women she require a | ha- in t home,
with the relief and freidom to l
secured
VVoeLlier her
only under one’s own roof.
home he in a hotel, in a boarding house,
or in some independent shelter v Into she
keeps house, the woman editor must have
Ti..s is as
a port to put into for repairs.
essential to her as the business man’s
homo is to him. A bright, well ord> red
home makes one over for tomorrow, howLeavever weary may have been today.
ing her office, the editor should shako off
its dust from her feet at its threshold, or,
if her work be largely done at homo and
i:. her own study, when the hours for work
she should drop every car.
a
over,
Plans, contributors, manuscripts, proof,
correspondence, perplexities, should
forgotten until the time returns for their
legitimate reappearance. Only by aeons
turning herself to this entire relief from
work when work hours are over can ti»u
editor retain her tranquil poise and her
mental freshness.
Mrs. Gangster in
Forum.
Women

no

Mrs.

Lizzie llordrn’s Rattans.

>

**•

use

The minutes of the State convention
quite evident that relief from outside was
^ are now
not forthcoming.
ready, and can be obtained of
over
in
my
Upon turning the matter
Miss Clara M. Harwell, Rockland. Price
blushconclusion
that
the
mind I came to
15 cents postpaid.
ing was not a disease, hut a symptom—a I

was
The

in modern armies, shows clearly thnt
attempt had been made to grasp the
meaning of modern warfare.—Forum.

Column.

<!'. <1. U.

111.

and so on it wont, each successively
stupid than the last, until it became

»-

T

«•

u

h

.r?

Glass dishes and vessels of all Linds mar
r< nd. r. (i !■-s liable to break if before
being u-ed tin y are boiled in water to
which s»lt has been added, l’ut the
:.
wait r, v.
Id, into a large j au, add
tho salt. 1 t in the gla-s vc.-.-els ai.d bring
the water slowly to the 1 mil.
Let It boil
t -r a f. w ?i.
!. it off the lire and
leave the gla»-» s in it until it is cold,
t luna cups and saucers may bo treated in
!"•

the

same

Kllswort11,

liluniiiug fi. bit
A f *w years ago i w .»> u blusher of t he
worst typo.
Advice 1 hud in p i!"
In
so let v
ret n memi tl one, with)
>

'Hi'i'll r-T'T nil.

..

f>>r sccur.ng pan nu iu Am
Kvery paten* taken out by u- fa brought b< f rw
the public by a notice given free of charge in the

jjrictttific Jlmcricau

Iliii'lior,

Itiir

ie< it > face a window,
^jfh
i.■
as is
e.-sary, a decoration
and a r lief n on.* is secured bv a valance
above instead of below tho footboard.
Two small brass uprights are fastened in
it, with a r* d adjoining them, on which
is hung a curtain of some light silk or
stuff in harmony with the general tone of
the room.
■

Tin* King’s Daughters and the Daughters of t he King ;u »• a o separate so.-i. 11
■>
Tiie King s Ran
are unseeturiaii,
while t o Daueoi.
of I he King is au orUer nuu.oo to the -motherhood of St. Andrew.
«.

JJK

H. GREKLY.

If tho Canton flannel covering used under your tablecloth is at times too Jong for
thobining table, l.i-ioil small loo| s to each
cori
r of it und catch them with stnull
books screwed ou tiie under s-ide of the table.
be freshened
quick.y into water and
by di; ping
ihej.i
in
the
oven
for
two
or three
plat ing
minutes imol tie* water has dried.
Th*y
will taste almost like new rolls.
w

hich become dry

Graduate of Hie
i-iaaf of '‘a.
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mast ludicrous and sorrv bights imagina
bio.
The woman who clutches her skirts in
front midway between the hip ai.d ki.ee,
bends her body fr *ru the hips almost into
a how and drags up, hthnrioi -lv
s)-;u-ting her vital energies at every
p, is
making a foolish and ridiculous mistake,
fur which site suffers severely long before
arriving at the top.
One of the handsomest pictures painted
of feminine heuuty is that of a lowly
woman a-,
ruling a fine o,.i: a :.-o. Her
slc-mlcr figure is gruc. f.«llv erect her loveace
on
t
lie colunjijlikt* ti.roat turned
ly
hair over her shoulder. Tho arms are bare
and droop with perfectly natural grace to
her l uces, where tho silken ski tare
daintily lift'd to allow the frwjiay of
tiny slipper d feet. The lady is in tho act
of ascending and seems to float upward,
the person!fication of gra o it>i if
One imagines they can see In r catch her
silken skirt at either knee, lifting
jest
to tho a^klc, expand her chest, |
l her
shorn tiers well buck and her arms down;
then the slender body rests squarely on
the hips, not dragging furw.mi, ui.d,
s
or, she r
standing perfrtly
up*
wardf easily ami gracefully.—.
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Gentle New Year!
May the mists of

other page*.

error

Ami truth reveal the

Think tf all tho loveliest places you
have ever neon, and, holding them In your
memory, extract tho very heart and core
of rach and put those together into a small

shining day.

The American has subscribers at 106
the

space, not more than 200 yards, perhaps,
hounded by a high stone wall, and then bined do not reach so many. The Ameryou may have some faint conception of tho ican is not the only paper printed in
loveliness of this old garden that 1 am
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
thinking of.
What roses grew there! And then there be, but it is the only paper that can propwere all sorts of plants and herbs and
erly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
flowers that only our grandmothers knew
rest are merely local papers.
The circulathe secret of growing.
What a paradise for insects and birds tion of The American, barring the Bar
was there I They hummed and droned and
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
chirped and twittered and nested and sang
and lived their happy lives out unmo- than that of all the other papers printed
lested.
in Hancock county.
All this busy life was at its busiest
when Cousin Marian camo to us, and as
West Frnnklin.
she stepped for the first time into tho garOne night last week, after having reden tho roses threw out sweeter breaths,
the birds sang their loveliest, and the ap- tired, Jesse Driscoll complained of feelple blossoms over her head Hushed a deeper ing ill. ile got up to get some simple
pink for very joy, or so, at least, it seemed remedies kept in the house. He was
to the hoy watching from tho garden wall.
gone some time, and his wife becoming
Tho old garden was as much his as mine, alarmed, went to search for him. She
for the tall, handsome lad was Neighbor
found him insensible. Restoratives were
Cray’s Phil, and Phil Cray had always
applied, but it was some time before Mr.
claimed a share of my childhood.
He is
‘•Grandmother Is as much mlno as If Driscoll regained consciousness.
she had been born so,” ho reasoned in his now about, but has not entirely recovered
convincing way, “for I lovo her as much from the attack.
as any boy could lovo 40 own grandmothMrs. Almina Williams died Dec. 22, aged
ers, and, as for you, Nell, tho stork only
Mrs. Williams was
seventy-three
years.
for
Is to blame
not depositing you In the
the widow of the late George Williams,
nest Intend**! for my little sister," And so
bo had his will. Hut Phil was going who died Aug. 29, last. She had been in
away to be gone five years, and ho was poor health for years. When it became
taking a farewell look of the garden, when evident that her time on earth was short,
his eyes fell upon Cousin Marian, stand- she made preparations for approaching
ing in her white dress where tho sunlight, death, which came as a welcome relief to
flickering through tho apple houghs, her, as calmly as though going on a visit.
caught the glint «>f gold in her bright hair. She
passed peacefully away, her Christian
“A picture to delight tho heart of man!"
faith and fortitude sustaining her to the
the boy thought.
Phil remained away tho whole of tho al- last. Services were held at the Union
lotted five years, graduating In his profes- church, Rev. Mr. Hanscom officiating.
sion
In \nw York
then NTu>mlimr two The remains were interred in Ray View
years abroad, making special studies in
In his frequent letters She leaves one
Paris and Berlin.
grandson.
to grandmother and mo I do not think ho
It is understood that the towns along
mentioned Cousin Marian’s name,
ever
though we wrote of her always, as people the line of the proposed Washington
naturally write of one who is very neat county railroad have been asked to give
and dear, and so ho came to know all the the right of way through the towns, and
happenings of her whole sweet girlish life. also asked bow much money they will
Through all the years, with their varying give as an inducement for the
company
changes and chances, a vision of a girl to build the road over this
survey.
with sun bright hair and violet eyes that
had the wide open, innocent look of a While the people of Franklin would like
child’s walked beside tin* young fellow, to have the road, it is not believed that
making him strong to resist, the tempta- they will vote to raise any money. If
tions which ever beset the path of ardent this is the best and cheapest route, it is
young manhood.
believed the road will he built through
And the girl bad parsed from childhood
here without any inducement.
If not, it
into worn .r.hood, leaving her vitality bewould not he built for the small amount
it
VY-Mild
for
the
two
hind,
seem,
past
years
had been spent by Cousin Marian at the that this town could give. One thing is
conservatory, where she pursued her mu- certain if the road does not pass through
sical studies with such ardor as to come here it will not get the business of the
home at length crowned with honors, it town, which is already considerable, and
is true, but a physical wreck, her nervous is
constantly increasing; as the Maine
system completely shattered. With sensi- Central is nearer.
tive dread she shrank from seeing any one
except kind, good old Dr. Elliott, who
dosed her with the loving care and tender- I’jist Iranklm.
Mrs. C. M. Blaisdell is visiting her
ness he
would have bestowed upon a
daughter of his own, but she grew worse daughter in Lewiston,
instead of
better, and gradually our i School closed
Friday after a successful
friends came to us only by stealth, as it
term of six
weeks taught
by 11. L.
were, when she was safe in her own room,
v...
d ing out of our hearts Springer, of l^amoiue.
and h
when Phil e
home.
I"he Sunday school concert on ChristOld Dr. El i-'.: was closeted with him inas eve was a decided success. The tree
for hours tin- u y after his arrival, ami
contained a present for each of t he
win :i 1m* 1 it i .m be came straight to
scholars, numbering more than eighty.
he-.
her
to
Cousin
i.-ing
grander.*
put
Dec. 30.
S.
> the hands
f Dr. Phil,
Marian's ca. e

boys presented

The band

success-

very

Tremont hall on New Year’s eve,
the drama “The Yankee Detective.”

fully

at

wife spent the
A. hi. Farnsworth
holiday week in Boston, very pleasantly,
but experienced a little rough v\outlier on
their return on the last day of the old
and

Tremont public library
received a
Christmas gift of a nice box of books
from, it is thought, summer visitors, as
the names of Mr. Buzell and Mr. tflreet
were found in some of the volumes.
Lowell Y. Coggins and wife, of Chico,
are
visiting Maine relatives,
sjieiit h week recently with their sister,
Mrs. A. VV. Clark, who, in turn, spent

Cal., who

somehow

hope

revived

within

us.

\ nilierst

That afternoon we three were in the garden— grandmother. < ou.-in Marian and 1
-—grandmother sitting by the invalid's
chair, holding some fleecy white knitting
in her hands, win n we saw Phil, tall and
distinguished 1 > b.ing, and, oh, how handsome, walking st might toward us. (I rand*
hnv tones,
mother ta'-ked on in soft,
though I saw her dear old hands tremble,
and she dropped more stitches than the
shining needles caught up. and as Phil
reached us she said calmly.
“This is our old friend, Phil Cray,
Marian, dear, “and Phil taking off his hat,
leaning over and taking Cousin Marian's
slim, passive hand in his, holding it a
moment, not speaking, hut looking in
tently into the eyes which were wide open,
gazing up into ids. Releasing .the h <1
gently, he sat down by me and began te
talk of old days.
Presently I saw that Cousin Marian 1 ad
fallen asb*ep. with such a look of pe- .»
upon her face ns it had not worn for many
a weary day, and with her hands cla.-oe l
and big tears raining down her withered
old cheeks grandmother was silently giving thanks.
I'

t’v

dav

Phil dronned

into

of Silas Dunham, of Amherst, was the scene of enjoyment last
Christ mas night, when his children and
grandchildren met to celebrate the joyous
holiday. The weather was exceptionally
New Kngland
warm, contrary to the
Christmas we read about, for the guests
made their appearance bedecked
with
mud instead of snow. At about five
o’clock t he Christ mas supper was served,
which was partaken of by about thirty.
Then all repaired to the parlor to await
The

home

Mr. Vinal has secured the services of a
colored evangelist, who will be accompanied and assisted by his wife, and will
open a series of revival meetings at the
Union church in Manset during the
present week.

Ploughing

digging

and

cellars is

what unusual work for the month

some-

of Jan-

uary, but it is a notable fact that the cellar foundation of a house to be built for

Marshall,

on

lot

a

the Seal

near

„Cove

gifts.

No

many pretty and useful

one was

forgotten. Among

Mr.

excellent
portrait of his late wife, showing that
Dunham’s

presents

I f tiiillirli u||i>

our

vvuu

imt

was

with

an

hi»m

uh*»

u iw

been ; not forgotten. This is the tii*nt reunion
away fr< m It. ai d >lowly at first, almost of the family, ami it proved such a pleasimpt-rr. ; Mv. 1-xn-pt to loving eyes, ant time that all unite in wishing to meet
.11 to mend.
Tho faint
C<.o
i again next Christmas.
h i!:■ kcrcd for n moment
v.
To.-y i!-'.
Dec. 30.
Spec.
!i.ek and then died out took
in her w 1.:i
on a deeper hue and lingered, the old elasOf i*.
ticity ret timed to her limbs, and the
Miss Lottie Garland is home on a visit.
graceful contours of health to her form,
Percy Grover is attending school in
and To those looking dost ly It seemed that
a new luster shone in the sweet eyes.
By Amherst.
and by we awoke to the consciousness
Henry Grant and wife are visiting at
that she had been restored to us—a new J. R.
Grant’s.
;
creature with the vigorous blood of youth
Miss Sadie Tibbetts spent the holidays
and health bounding in her veins.
Next May, just six years from tho day with her parents i: Orono.
on which
they had first looked in each
Ed Anderson,
Ellsworth, is visiting
other's eyes,
Cousin Marian and Phil
his mother, Mrs. Joanna Anderson.
stood together, baud in hand, in tho dear
Dec. 30.
Kay.
under the
old

family 1 ife

ns

Though ho had

never

<

drifting apple
garden
blooms, while ourold ministi rpronounced

the solemn words

ids keeping.
phia Times.

—

which pave her life into
in Philadel-

Mary C. Egan

(JonltUboro.

j

The Christmas ball at
well attended.

hall

The ice-cream sociable at Bay View hall

Saturday night

A Remarkable Coincidence.

Bay View

was

was

well

attended,

and

The first meeting of the Army of the all seemed to have a pleasant time.
Potomac and the Army of Northern VirRev. B. P. Capshaw was given a surginia took place at Blackburn’s ford July prise by his friends at West Bay. Among
18, 1801, and brought on tho first pitched his Christmas
gifts were a fine ulster and
battle of the war. At 10 a. m. of that
fur cap given by friends in the Spurling
day Beauregard took up his headquarters
at tho McLean house, and thero McDowell district.
attacked him with a heavy force of inThe little school-house in Spurling’s
fantry and artillery. On the 9th of April, district presented a bright appearance
1805, after 1.801 days of almost constant Christmas evening.
The trees were
lighting, the commanders of these two
decorated with presents. Santa
armies, Grant and Lee, met at the McLean tastefully
on time and amused both
house, at Appomattox, and drew’ up the Claus arrived
old and young. There was also a Christterms of tho surrender.
When Beauregard evacuated Manassas, mas tree at the Methodist church that
Major McLean removed his family to was well attended and where all had a
Fauquier. As tho tide of tho war rolled pleasant time.
again around them they removed the secDec .30P.
ond time to Lunenburg, and there, in
1863, the major returned one day and told
For a pain in the chest a piece of flanthem ho would move them this time
where tho sound of battle “would never nel dampened with Chamberlain’s Pain
reach them more.’’ They rented the brick
Balm and bound on over the seat of the
oemne •
house at Appomattox, wnioh has
pain, and another on the back between
historic, and toward which all the strategy ! the shoulders, will afford prompt relief.
of too war converged, and around which
This is especially valuable in cases where
And so it 1
it so suddenly culminated.
the pain is caused by a cold and there is a
McLean
as
frequently
Major
happened,
tendency toward pneumonia. For sale
on
him
and
ended
war
that
the
said,
began
on him.—Manassas Journal.
by George A. Parcher.

|

writ

last

nothing

Mr. Maine Reed, we have all of your
in our library, and 1 think your
is fine.”
Mr. Reed explained that he was not
he « elebriit* d Cap;. Mavne Reid, and the
< v
ook »d very much disappointed

books

o:

•Son'p Hunters’

of

the first alarm

is

uSuctUscnuTits.

dying awa>
A

down

Purify

but the rains and the attendant condilioi

And Enrich
Your Blood

of

—.

swamps and roads made rattier a break
work, and the waiting for winter go
Severs
monotonous, to say the least.
more crews have gone into the woods
Henry Howe, of Aurora, is at Middh
Branch; Mell Haslem, of Ellsworth Falls
at Eagle lake; Frank Frost of Mariaville
on
Township 39, and S. B. Giles, o
Waltham, at Partridge brook.
Jan. 3.
Flossie.
in

[

j
I

Fire*.

I

thermometer Is lower; tgg* are higher.
laid, per doz.
.25

I

Fresh

loose, per ton.10gl J

Haled.14 316

By Taking

AY"R’S

Straw.

7s»

"*l«i..10 412
Vegetables.
Beets, per bu
t’a’-'isge,
Onions, native,
Onions, pk
Squashes. per lb
» s
Ips,
Cranberries, qt

6
3
.03
,3o
3
.03

in

Potatoes, bu
Turnips, per bu
Celery, bunch,

.50
An
.25

Sarsaparilla

In his speech at a banquet in his hono
Buffalo some days ago Chauncey M

Depew

It

the

Only
Sarsaparilla admitted

“You might have waitef
dead and passed a resolutior

said:

until I was
to be engraved upon my tombstone, bu
it is sweeter to enjoy taffy while livinj
than to be decorated w'ith epitaphy whei
dead.”

.Id

Groceries.
Sugar remains strong at 6 cents.
Con^e
per lb
Klee, per lb
B>".
.25®30 Pickles, per gal

/VA.

'v

was

At World’s Fair.
AYER’S

PILLS for the Liver.

.06® .10
.4<®.«0

On

Mini

nu in

geenspnt, per gal

iu

(/aiiiunngt

glad to
gational
I know that W. W. Rich, while in Massachusetts last summer learned that he
and his wife werfe established in
the
1
pretty town of Mt. Vernon, N. II., and
church

1

will

here,

upon

these

a

friends,

who

here

have

to their

since

Santa

Claus, who

Spruce

Spruce

was

in

floor,

Pine.
M«tcbed pine,
Shingles per M—
Cedar, Extra,

Jan. 4.

Spray.

Rev. L. M. Bosworth and wife, and VY.
II. Rice and wife attended the quarterly
meeting in Trenton last week.
The high school, under the efficient inProf. W. \V. Rich, is progressing. This is Mr. Rich’s ninety-sixth
term, yet he has all the zeal of a young
teacher.
struction of

About thirty friends of E. \V. llaslem
wife spent a very enjoyable evening at their home, Thursday evening.
Ice-cream, cake, and fruit were served
during a lull in the games. Mr. and Mrs.

one,

1

1,
Scoots,
Spruce,

present, ami a pleasant evening was passed. Vocal and instrumental
music, and a reading, ‘‘The Sister Yeut*>,*’
by Gertrude Hutchings, furnished plc-i
ing entertainment, in addition to the
were

usual games.
Jan. 0.

11.

\V. Haslem, with her family,
expects to leave for Cuthlamet, WashingIb r
ton, about the middle of January.
father lias resided there for the pa*t
nineteen years, and her mother and sist«.-r
have been there for nine years past. Mrs.
Haslem will make that place her future
home,
Mrs. E.

sum

The A. O. U. W. has elected officer.** as
follows: Master workman, W. 8. Tn worgy; foreman, John M. Young; overseer,
J. M. Melvenney; recorder, J. F. Staples;
tiancier, J. E. Gott; receiver, K. G.
Osgood; guide, D. J. Curtis; inside
WHtchman, A. C. Curtis; outside watchman, W. G. Rich; representative to grand
lodge, fl. II. Phillips.
Sedgwick.

School is in session in distict No 7, east
side, under the efficient management of
Mrs. Maria Thompson, of this town.
News was received here Saturday, Dec.
of the death of Jason Fogg, of North
Yarmouth. Mr. Fogg was a former resident of this vicinity.
His wife is a
sister of Mrs. Robert Carter, of Ellsworth.

28,

Dec. 30.

0

2

40

Brick—per

M

.9<'(01.'*0 White Lead—pr

101

7. ('toll
lb .0..'a-.n8

25

Proviitiona.
Fresh

pork quotation is advanced 3
Beef, lb. 121-2(0.25
ripe, per lb

steak,
Fresh P'.rk,
Round h -g,
Vea .p. r.u

.12
,o5

.086ul"

.080.14
.06(0.Oh

Roasts,
"rued, pr lb
Tongue,
Salt Pork, perlb
Reel,

.15
.<!»
.1
1
.12

Lard, per lb
Pigs' Feet, per lb
Pork sausage,

cents,

.08
mb tripe, lb
.10
.12
Hums, per lb
Mutton, pci ib.
,06(0.10
.o85k15
Lamb, perlb

H

neve

1111ry—perlb—
Fowl,
Chickens,

.145.15
.16(0.1H

Turkeys,
Geese,’

.lata 2
fi
.It;

ivjeks,
"gna

■

Cooked ham, lb
Fiali.
Salt —per lb
l»r\ < od,

.16

Mackerel, large, apiece
J'7'0 1
.26(0.30
.05(0 06 Finnan lladdie,
.lo
.15 Tongues amt sounds,
1
.24 Halibut tins,
.12
Halibut heads,
i5
.05 Smoked bloaters, doz
25
.04
Smoked alewives,string. 12
_

"ck,
Mackerel.
•

llemcg perdoz
Fresh perlb

Cod.
li idd"ck,
11 1.
t,
S 1m n,

.140.16

Corn-d flsli per ib

;j
.15
.21
.25
.3 'a 40
.1

28(0.3o Lobsters, lb
.10
Clams, qt
.25
Clams, pk
•
lyaters, qt
Fuel.

Pickerel,
Smelts, 2 lbs,

wnod -per cord—
id' Hard.
3.06(0.600
•?."(,I03 50
I»r\ Soft,
Ro Hidings, per load

1

-al

—

per ton-

Broken,

6.00
6.PU

Stove,

6.00

Egg,
1.0001.25 Nut,
B acksmith's,
Flour, Grain and Feed,

c

per bb!

ur

~t. i.ouis

fine

6.00

orts, per nag
Mixed Teed,
W inter wheat.

M

Straights,

4.0 fa. 1.5

roller,

.!V

(a.l.oo
l.oo

4.OL’(0L5O spring wheat,
Pat ns.
Middlings, per bag
Winter wheat,
4.75
l.lo@I.2o

■

S ring wheat,
5."0
Corn 111 1 per bu
.15
60
"i'n, full weight pr bu
.76
i’.Hr’e>, per bu
bu
35
Oats, pi
If

id«*«

tildes
Ox

Tallow.

and

slightly,

Hides advance
perlb

Tallow—per

.041-4

Cow.
Ca.t Skins,

.4
green .2 (a 5i
3 a, 0
Peits.
Lamb skins,
.25<a .5o

1 laslem’s

Many

36(06"

Nalls—perlb
02(0 01
3.25 Cement- per Cask
,«u
2.10 Lime- per Cask 1( 5(0 1

No.

and

On Friday evening, Jan. 3, the first
Christian Endeavor sociable of the w inter was held with Mrs. W. F. Hutchings.

24(026
17'6 18

3.’(06/

15(016 Spruce.

an es-

his
pecially jolly mood, aided by
sprightly wife, was thoroughly enjoyed
by a large company. A good programme
of music, readings and recitations helped
to enliven tlie occasion, and all present
felt glad that the deacon’s pet hobby, the
Christmas tree, was an annual institution.
May he preside over many more in his
“green old age!”

IT

ISuilding Materials.
<
lapouards—per M—

8(010 Extra Spruce.
7.(012 Spruce, No. 1.
12(016 Clear Pine,
‘5(02» Extra Pine,
.1V(0<5 Laths—per M--

Hemlock boards

had

family.

festivities found expression as
usual here in gifts of love and good will.
The “Deacon’s tree” at the Island house
bore a bountiful crop, ami being superin-

by

M--

Hemlock.

their

Christmas

tended

Luraber--per

pleasant call

a little
Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis wished to be remembered to
all their friends at Southwest Harbor and
Green’s Landing.

departure from
daughter added

I,umber and

he

j

looking them up enjoyed

16

A strut nil

uiiu.

The many friends of Rev. T. J. Lewis, a
former well-loved pastor of the Congre-

-.

wire

Creamery per 16
TO
l>alry
.22g25
Cheese,
Best factory (new) per 16.. .15
Be-t dairy (new).15
Hutch (Imported).1.10

Best

our

a few trees and fences the heavj
wind of last week wrought no havoc here

(seed).2.50

It •! I t«-r.

The

since

was prepared last week.
Mocha,
.4u
Olives, per qt
.3 fa*.75
J*v«.37 Vinegar -per gal—
Thursday evening, Jan. 2, Rev. Mr.
Tea—per ib—
Pure cider,
.26
Vinal and wife entertained a large com40® 60 Crocked wheat,
.05
Oolong,
26®.60 Oat meal,per lb
.05
pany at their new home, the pretty par- 8ugar--per
lb—
Quaker rolled oats
.05
.f6
Granulated,
sonage recently purchased by the Baptist
Buckwheat,
.05
Coffee--A A R
.f.i Graham,
.1-4
society. Brief speeches by the ministers,
.06
Yellow,C.
Kye meal,
.04
Salt—
with other pleasant features, made the oc- Molasses per gal—
.40
Havana,
.05®25
Dairy, per hag
casion a very enjoyable event to all presPorto Klco#
.50
Liverpool, pr cwt
1.00
.60
Turks Island, pr cwt
Syrup
1.03
ent. A good supper was spread by the
Maple syrup, pqt 25®30 oil—per gal
Linseed,
members of the society, which added a
,60@.65

turn,

■

There

per l»u

quiet

among the hills that shelter us, and wt
cease to be anxious.
Except blowing

liny.

Lamoine.

contemplated removal to Washington, is deeply regretted by the entire
community.
the coming of Santa Claus.
He cunie,
Lowell V. Coggins and wife, and 1 i11 •
accompanied by the traditional clatter. son Arthur, who have been visiting relaThe folding doors were pushed aside, dis- tives in
town, left, on Jan. 1, for their
closing a large tree well laden with pres- home in Chico, California.
They w II
ents and sweets, ami Santa standing bevisit Mrs. Coggins’sister and other relafore it.
After he had made an amusing tives in
Waltham, Mass., and make a
speech and shaken hands with some of brief stay in Chicago, the home of Mr
the timid ones, he began to unload the
Coggins’ brother, Elgin Hodgkins.
tree.

sound

IVhm:

Improved,

so

that there has seemed to be

Two “Maine” Reeds.

proud republican papa and his thirteen-year old boy called on Speaker Reed,
and the youngster, for the want of somethin r better, piped out:
A

sufficient interest to report.
The mail
topics of conversation have been the wai
and the weather, but the lumbermen art
more interested in
the latter, and the

Improved Yellow Rye, per bush.2.50
l*en, hand picked, per 1 »u.... .2.00

home at

Christmas with them at the old

It has been

ing

Country 1*rod uce.

IlcHtl*.

year.

..

and

MAINE LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh flu
pounds, and
bushel of Turks Island salt shall weigh 7
pounds
I he standard weight ol a bushel of
potatoes, in good
order and fit for
flu
is
pounds.
shipping,
I he standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and tli for
shipping, lsfl.' pounds. Of wheat, beets,
ruta haga turnips and peas. 6"
pounds; of corn, 56
poiiuds; of miiuns, 52 pounds; of carrots. English turnip-.. rye. and Indian meal. 60 pounds; of barley and
Inn k w heat, is pounds; of oats 32
pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
a

116 post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the county com-

of

The supper was und*»r the management o
Mrs. Emery, Mrs. Ezra Williams, Mrs
Collar, and Mrs. Fred Williams, and tin
I young people had charge of the tree.

Wednesday, January 8, 1896.

roll away

lb-

Roiieii.
Fried,

.i-J
1

Seeds.
Herds Grass per bu
Red I 10, per ib
L iwn sc.d, lb.

3.25
12

<' over, per

lb

R it.
.18 Alsike,
Fr«*nh Fruit.

I.emons, pr d..z
Oranges, pr doz

.15
.16

.3((a35
.3 ui 36
Havana oranges, doz, .4

Apples, do/
Apples, i.iq
Grapes,
.35
Malaga,

Bananas,

l>ri«‘d

.10(0.20
2.5

ci..>i

.20

Fruit.

12'a.zu

’•lira,

.10
rnruarinils,
Currant*.,
.w«t 12
Auplt-s, choice string
.<>s
,1(0.14
choice sliced
.12
Nuts.

f»Jitt*s,

.in

rtas*n s,

"HO'.l'i

Almonds, per !1>
Pecans, per lb
Brazils, per lo
<ir«*:»t

.2*
.1*1

.15

Filberts, per
Kiijj Walnuts.pr lb .10'"
lb

Ch smuts,

qt

.15
2‘
.2n

l'oiul.

Messrs.

Austin, Cook, and Tate, surveytheir lir-l round of the

ors, have made

camps.
Mr. tioogings, of Hancock, who has
been cooking tor Moll HasJem, was called
liome

Saturday by

the illm

ss

of

iiis sis-

ter.

horses belonging to Andrew
(iregg broke througn 1 he ice at Middle
Branch pond not long ago. One of them
died in a short time after being taken out
A

of

t

<*&#•».*v*«o*ie*—***>»***&, w .• ^icsecooes© s^mnnsn

•*

Prunes,

pair

of

he water.

The sewing society has held but two
meetings recently, one w ith its president,
Mrs. Kmery, and he other with the vicepresident, Mrs. John Williams. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. Asa Williams.
Skating is the fad now. and the white
expanse of “Silver Lake" as some one
has renamed it
is dotted with flying
figures day and night. The sport wound
up Friday night with a candy pull at the
Linton cabin on the shore of the pond.

]
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i

1

Is the making of a pie.
The S
making of a crisp crust de- •
p'-ads largely upon the shorten- X
ing. Use COTTOLENE, the J
new vt getable
shortening, in- •
stead of i:\rcl, and sogginess will 2

|
];
\

be

unknown element in your
Cottolene should always be economically used—
two-thirds as much Cottolene as
| [
1
you would ordinarily use of
lard or butter, being ample
]1
to produce the most desirable
g
•
results. The saving in a year
represents a considerable item.
2
®
There are many imitations of COT2 TOLEXE ; you should therefore be careful to get the genuine,
2
t
Sold ovi rywbero in tins, with trade-mn-’s—• ••'ait -v r" and steer's head in eoti

] |

2 THE

J. C. Gibbs
at the

at

commences

the high school

village this morning.

David Smith and wife held a reception
his father, Henry Smith’s, Dec. 28.
I'.vd

Smith has been confined to tne
weeks, and is not able to

house for four
be out yet.

John iiamor and
Isles,

are

making
wife, a

Cleaves and

Dec. 30.

wife,

of

Cranberry
George

her parents,
short visit.

S.

FAIRBANK COMPANY.

5

2

C
•

2
9
8

2
z

e

2

3^

2

PORTLAND, ME.

Christmas Day passed very quietly, hut
Saturday evening following there was

.i/":
The height of my ambition in business is to satisfy
the desires and varied tastes of all who mav give

tree and

me

supper in the school building.

No violent extremes endure;

moderation stands

C.

Ralph Wakefield is to teach school at
Sorrento this winter.

N. K.

5

|fOSTKR\S piSE JfH!MTLl!E.——'

a

secure.

2tobcrttsnnrnts.

Perfect Digestion
Is secured
Hood’s Pills after
dinner,

or

by taking
if digestion is impeded by
change of diet,
overeating or
chills and
ge s 11 o n

their patronage.

In order to come as near as possible to doing this,
1 have in stock the plain and the luxurious, and combinations of both. Whether yon want suit or single
pieces, yon will find my assortment large, and my

sober

Smitliville.

Allison Adams, of Cherrytield, is visiting relatives here.

every tin.
only by
CHICAGO. 224 Slate Street. BOSTON,
Made

wrath—cn

£

the
a

an

pastry.

•

prices right.
Don't

fait

to

MA.N-STKKFT,

and

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

inspect my Upholstery Department.

(J. R,, FOSTER.

BM.SWOKTII.

RKTnflcn’Mippn US

In

restore

ol
.broad
friend.

The groat remedy for nervous prostration and all n.
tne generative organs of either sox. such as Nerve u
Ing cr Lost Manhood, InipoO i., y. Nightly EmlPMM
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium v.
sumption and Insanitj.
every && order *e
antee to cure or refund t.Ho rnonev.
gold atfcl .Of* >
ior ifi.ee. A*iz. Mu lie#
hiLAllCAJUCO.. CK
Bros., of Ellsworth, Me.

For sale

by Woodward

uses of
FullErrors.

..mi.
....

■,

......

action

the liver and bowels. At home or
Hood's Pills are a safeguard and a

■

con-

changeable
weather.
They
break up a cold,
prevent a fever,
healthy

•

I.-mi to Conu guar4| boxes
lumLOilO....

—

The Boston
weekly $1.00

oer

of Interest of HanCounty Towns.
The griin reaper passed lightly over
Hancock county last year.

News and

year,

The KUsworth American

The “Defender” boys are home again.
So is Djuraven. We hope he is “done
ravin’.”

*1.50 per year.

for $2.00.

Papers

We

ing
Journal, New

lE-ion

Itadlug

n

furni^li
Tiih

nan

|iun

newspaper,

are

ab

weekly edition of the Journal and

ami.i.h an

for •2.00 per year.

advance.

To old subscribers who pay arrearages and one year in ad-

coming
the

lumbermen.

•1.00

weekly Journal is

i.ao

•.The American

can

give

now

•2.AO

Yon

somewhat

;

end

an

which

up-river,

wait for winter
of

and

The cold snap has put

vance.

fhe price

war-

been

on

candy pulls are the
The pond,
present fad at Great Pond.
by-the-way, has lately been given the
more euphonious name “Silver I^ake.”

Skating parties

To new subscribers who pay in

(2

the

that has

are

bear

The necrology of Hanco« k county for
1895, published in this issue, m^kes an interesting column, though to many it
brings a sad reminder.

THIS OFFER IS OPEN
£l

two

together give

niort

to

monotonous

The

The

number

county

for the

The American received this week two

Either is worth the price of the two.
Ad dre-s (with check, post-office order or the

*Guey)
The American (only COUNTY paper),

523 deaths,

Bluehill.
BrounIIn
....

Brook-ville.
Bucksporl.
Casitne.
Ir it berry Isles.
Dedham.
Deer Isle.
Kastbrook.
Eden.
Elia worth.

leap year!

will

do with it?”

the
of

one

our

The

have another chance until 1904.

1900 will not be

lean

a

year.

POLITICAL JOURNAL

John Paul Gordon is a veritable Santa
Claus in Frankiin. On Christmas each of
his sixty or more employees received a

AT

BY TliK

K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Rollins, KiHtor ami Manager.

weighed, dressed, 853 pounds, thus showing a gain in weight of about 110 pounds a
month.

Hancock county, with its record of thirduring 1895 of persons over
ninety years of age, and one who had
passed the century mark, claims recogni-

1896.

teen deaths

Cl»i* ip Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rnte for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nottung but cheap
results.—Lawreueeburg (lud.) Press.

county of longevity, and Sedgwick, with its record of three nonagenarians, is the banner town of the
tion

the

administration

of

as a

county.
beautiful of

most

locality and
hunting

and
the

Lake.

large business capacity.

Ten years

one

Maine’s

many small
recognized, and

lakes, have at last been
Hancock county is promised another
fashionable summer resort.
The Green
Lake scenery, the healthf u I ness of the
and

as

I^ake, the

The natural beauties of Green

('onniy Finances.
The annual report of the county
commissioners may be found in full
another column of this issue. It is

affairs of Hancock county

remembrances.

There’s money to be made in pork, it
seem.
J. S. Condon, of Orland, on
tbe 25th of July last, bought for $10 a hog
estimated to weigh, dressed, about 300
pounds. Tbe hog was killed Dec. 26, and

Bu*ine*» communications should In* addressed
to and all mo ey orders made payable to The
Bam'ih k
county
Publishing co., Ells*
Worth. Maine.

marks

other

would

reckoned at. the rate of $2 per year.
Advert isitiu Kates—A re reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

showing,

and

not to be wondered at.

ftah-M-ription Price—5*1.50 a year; 75 cent* fur
din momh-. ::7‘a cent?' for three month*, if
paid -triftly in advance. All arrearage* are

satisfactory

turkey

fat

That Mr. Gordon is loved and esteemed
in the community in which he lives is

of

advantages

the

the

assure

fishing

for
of

success

Green

The statement of resources and liabilities of the county, which appears in

ago the debt of the county, mainly
due to the erection of a new courtfconce and jail, was 830,000; it is now

county commissioners’ report in this
issue, shows the county to be in excellent financial condition, largely due to

less than 87,000.
Throughout this

affairs

period

board,

a

$3d,0J0

unswerving
of abolishing

the

of

J.

Blnlsdell,

end

they

$7.00J

which

W.

and Nahum

the

and iie

should

Leard of

no

have

been

has

other

We

candidate,

we

print

an

G.

F.

Cand.tge,

1114*

will

the
or

rate

three

see

Treuiuu..

made

a

matter

we

extended

ers

T

was

the

(?).
ie

bonds

burned

were

of three de-

nominations—$7,500 in foOO bonds, $6,200
in $233 bonds and *8,703 in $100 bond*,
making a total of $24,433. 'These were
part of the $33,000 in bonds issued in 1885.

of Brook-

Careful

between the “old" and

note was

of the bonds

made

destroyed,

of the number*
and

as

the ashes

the “new" South. He also writes of ot the bonds crumbled away in the firethe national farmers’ congress, the place, those present signed an affidavit a**
good roads parliament, and the cot- witnesses of the burning ot the bonds.
Those present were County Commiston stiles exposition, and throws
F. B. Aiken, i\ \Y. Richardson !
many bright side-lights on the life of sioners
the South, and the problems which and Nahum Hinckley, Clerk John F.
John D. Hopkins, Lewi*
are now
before the people of that Knowlton,
Friend, A. M. Hopkins, Judge E. E.
of
natural
resources.
vast
Country
Chase, of Bluehill, John P. Gordon, of
Careful perusal of the letter will well
Franklin, Fred I. Campbell, of Cherryrepay the reader.
field, Register of Probate C. P. Dorr,
Register of Deeds \V. B. Campbell, E. F.
The Lincoln County News lias been Robinson,
J.
H.
Brimmer, County
Treasurer J. F. Davis, A. J. Grant.
After the interesting ceremony was
over, light refreshments were served at
the expense of t he county commissioners.

enlarged, and adopted the modern
quarto form. In its improved form
the News will be more welcome than
ever

to its readers.

We

welcome it
The Venezuelan Commission.
President Cleveland has appointed the
following distinguished gentlemen a commission to inquire into and report upon
the boundary dispute between Venezuela
and Great Britain:
Divi.tJ. Brewer, of Kansas, associate
justiceof the supreme court of the Uni-

to the ranks of modern newspapers.
Tue old fashioned blanket sheets are

glowing beautifully

less in Maine.

Not an appropriation over-drawn—
that is th record of the State finances
for the ye it

1895,

as

revealed when

the governor and council met Jan. 2 ted Slates.
Richard H. Alvey, of Maryland, chief
to close up the business of the year justice of tlie court
of appeals of the Districi of Columbia.

*895.

The M vine State
issue

a

-.udrew D. VYi i-e, of New York-.
Frederick R. Coudert, of New York.

agricultural society

Daniel C.
dent of the

h vndsome calendar for 1896.

Baltimore.

The calendar contains views of the
fair

grounds during

hiticn.

the annual exlii-

!

Gilman, o? Maryland, presiJohn* Hopkins university, of

Messrs. Brewer and White are republican*. Alvey and Coudert are democrats,

and Gilman is

I

an

independent.

10

8

0

6

*;

Republicans to .Meet

2
4

committee

4

waa

4

10

2

0

the
to

523

457

The

f

rum

hlillld

I.lit

actually occurring
ported.
The year was

/.11

It*

the town where

in

remarkable for
the
aged persons, there being no less
thirteen who attained the age ol

deaths of
than

June

I
;

95 y earn, 2.1
Isaac Tracy,

day

ihiCehill,

at

mouths, 17 day
Cuvi.ia F. VViisou,
2

years,
Alls.

22, aged

n.

Uouldnboro,

at

Oct.

».

at

Dec.

1,

aged !»2

|
Ncdgwick, May 25, [

Deposits in this hank

JAMES F.

Jnnf

ItOAKD

rtoriuy of

i-

in.et* oi ine

note

ji,

to

be

held

at

DKAXHa

Portland

will t»e held Rt

on

above

tne

ten

deaths
the

occurring

April

year—two
of

were

more

persons

be-

ag^s of sixty and seventy, nine
seventy and eighty, ten between
eighty and ti’.iety, and one over ninety.
Of the months, October shows
the
greatest mortality, with ten deaths, while
November follows with nine deaths.
me

Kllii

Seideinher

of

recorded

age
occurred in those

ing

murl'n.l

among infanta.
deaths of children under

nine

1

are

mortality

i»

during

the

Of
one

year,

f..r

j
i

Dwight

ok

lieiuicsney, 6
14. Michael Hurley. 59
Charles
18,
McCarthy, 80
19. John Roger Donovan, 10 weeks

can

tell

me

cold?
of

w

28, Howard Patterson, 22
A Laughable Mistake.
Two ladle-entered a book-store recently ami
til younger asked I lie clr k for a hook t-alled
••Favorite Prescriptio
The puzzled attend
ant wn- unable to comply with her
request and
stie left the storedisappolnt* <1
Inquiry elicited
the fact that -he Imd overheard a conversation
between two literar.v ladies in which “Favorite
Prescription" was memioned wi'.h extravagant
and had jumped io the conclusion that
It Was n nook, -she now Know* that Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription is a sovereign cure fu.
the ill- atid “weaknesses" peeudar to women,
ior she h
i>
otv.i eiir.d i>
>ei d
u-«j,,|
fiee pamphlet, or remit 10 cent- in stamp- r«>
llook (I tin paces) on Women and her Di-e .ses.’’
Address YY orld's Dispensary Medical Association, IiuH.ilo, N Y.

praise,

Dr. Pierce's Pellets cur
prrmanrntly constipation, sic1; In a iache, biliousness, indigestion
and kindred ailments.

( Vllnloid

Baby

was

was a

sick,

wo pave

(’laid,

she

cried for Castoria,

When she had

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castoria

city.

j

H

particulars

JFcr 5alc.

I^NCINE

AM*

BOlLEK^U^ri^hi'1I^|,»r?»-

4
power engine and boiler, portable and on
trucksuitable for any purpo-e. in don.-nr
out, where light power i- needed. Just the
In perfect repair, and
thing for wood -awing
owner hn- no furth. ru-e
will 1»* sold cheap.
for it
May be -een at Hopkins’ foundry. For
particular-, price, Ac., address P. O. liox 4>2,
Ellsworth, Me.

Speual Notices.
ANNUAL MELTIN'CL
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
and Building Association for the elecI
tion of officers, will be held on Monday evening. January 20. 18.fi, at 7: 3u o’clock, at the
office of the company, in First National Bank
Henkv W. Cushman, :.tc >.
ouilning.
FKKKUOH NOTICK.
certify that T relinquish the balhi- minority to mv son, fh^rles
O. Byrn, and will claim none of his earnings
iior pa> any of his debts contracted afie- this
Owen Bvrn.
date.
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 6, lbJti.

1

is to
ance of

the

premise*.

Cigars,
Ginger Ale,

Canned Goods and Pickles.

Ellsworth.

DONOVAN,

j
j
I

j

Southwest
I

MUST

lliirlior.

RAISE

S3.000
STOCK OF

Clothing,

ON

Ladies

Gents’

MT

FEB.

1.

to -*-11 out my entire stock and
close up the Variety -store. I slinl sell
anything and everything \ r OM, or less.
We have an extra large stock on hand, ancl
can show von the

and

Fiffisi Line of

1896

di>count.
uiA, J>yG.

COLBY
THE SHOPPING

AND

&

337 Boy 1st on Street,
BOSTON. MASS

ITV

Call and Sec before

Holt’s

Purchasing.

Variety

Store.

ILrg.nl Notirra.
Minu: i>t niuui.oM in..
1' II Hill: AS, Wraley Olit r. late uf Hancock
rr
in
the county of Hancock and state
of .Maine, by inmortgage deed, dated the
.! -t vlj_. of dan h
and recorded
ik
lirr. ol lh<- Kcifi.try of Ix-e,l» for
Hancock county, Maine, conveyed in mort.? Somerville, s .if '.k
county, Massachusetts, the following -1c
scribed real estate, viz.: A certain b-t or
parcel of lain! situated in the town of
Ham
k.
in the county of Hancock, Maine, ami bounded
ami described as follows, to wit:
Beginning
at t he west side of the town road and
on the
north side of the Isaac Smith lot; thence run
ni,,K "*>t « lght rods on said line to la:, .J
A IV Woo*t»-r; thence
running northerl. t.\
sal 1 Wooster’s Ian
h
A
and
stones; thence northeasterly t* i.inil
owned hy said Wooster to the town r.-.l,
1 hence southerly hy the town road to tinfir-t
mentioned bound, containing two acr*
more
or !• s>,
including the buildings thereon. a..d
being the same premises conveyed i«» me v
1 rosby \
Wooster oy deed recorded in \of.
lb. l»age tyu. of the
Hancock l.^,>ir>
.(
Deeds and whereas, the said Fred Fi*
si.
>
his assignment dated the 23d dav of Nmem'
a
d.
IH'.'Y
her,
.i-rdgnei and truiisferied .ui
mortgage and the debt thereby *.-ru'ed to
Hannah M. lioti, of Brooklin, Hancock connty. Maine, which assignment is recorded n
r>ook 2«H, page 3, Of the
Registry of Deed- <>f
said Hancock
county and whereas, the condition of said mortgage lias been broken
w
Iherifort-. by icuso.nof the breach of the*
dition theteof. I hereby claim a foreclosun "f
said mortgage and
give this notice of m\ intention to foreclose the sar..c
■„
h. s atute.
l^aie*. this 7th day of
January, a. d. isyg.
Ha N mi" %I. tini •,
bv a. W.
King, her

\

j

!I

•<

25 to 40 per cent, discount.
I am lorcedtodo this to raise
cash at once.
Hugest line to
select from in Eastern Maine.
Overcoats and Ulsters 30 per

<

•skat*-. SletD, Toys, Game-, Lamps, Flush and
< el'ubdd Good-, Gin-Ware, t rookery.

liabilities.

On aiul alter
to-day, and until i*eb. t. 1 S96,
you can buy
Clothing for Men, Boys and
Souths, Hats and Caps, Lathes and Gents 1
uruishiugs,
Ladies and Misses Cloaks at

Sowlhwe-t Hari-ur. lie

Holida; Goods

IN TilK

III taking inventory of stock.
I find I have to-day, Dec.
25,
1895, $16,500 worth ot goods
in my store
I can afford to
sell $3,000 or $4,000 worth
ot these goods lu
per cent,
below cost, which I shill do.
1 Ins means 50 per cent, discount to raise* cadi at once to
meet

RlUworth,

Having d elded

Furnishings.

BEFORE

Bros’.,

CLOSING OUT SALE!

*

,

v

re.

t,

1>*a,

!

Bluehill

J. II.

Host.

.To Hci.

on

Tobacco and

DRUMMEY,

BUREAU,

OUSE —The John Black house on Main
street, with or without the land. For
inquire of 8. P. Stocrhkidue,
Ellsworth.

full stock of

a

DOUGHNUTS
all cooked

Next Wood ward

355

|

keep

; BREAD, PASTRY and

(ioods.

INFORMATION

KLET-S.did gold bracelet with diamond selling. Lost between Vocnaquis
>
club-house an I Ad 'ison S Hinders' house, n
Water -t. Will finder return to American
office?

hx City Marshal Donovan licjfi) t« announce
that ho hat* leased the building
recently occu
pbNl by lewis A. Jov. ami has fitted it up as a
llrst class restaurant and lunch room.
A
new feature
for F.tlsworth Is an ALLNIGHT 1.1 N't'll Koo.M—the
only one In the

j

course,

her Castoria.

Night Lunch Room.

ilftUaUifincnts.

!

hich
John

When she became

H

22, Cornelius F Hav es, 29
June 1. Mrs Lillian A Moon, 19
6, Henry McCiiv rl •, 82
22, Yilss I-a Austin, 3.5
24, Mrs Ida C Pelllnglll, 36

-AM)-

Flour,

Fellows’ Block,

Odd

Ohio,
Lit as

When she

17, YY'i 1 i.i in Cull way, 74
20, Matthew II YY'oodward, 91
31, ill" Mary F Muon, 1.1
Feb i3, John Nivil*, 60

May 10, Maurice

in.

•J. T. IJ. FKKEMAN.
When

*

2u. Cii'-lls s Parrln. 47
22 Clifton .*> Mover, 58
March
Mi" llerilia K Dorr, hi
10. W illiam YV tiranl, 33
1., Mrs Matilda C Dray, 72
25, Mrs Caroline \ I'archer, 7>
April 5, Leamon K Yloorc, 21
13, Mrs Mary K Kineai I, 33
29, Mrs Maurice Downey, 69
30, Mrs Hannah D Hodgkins, 63

NEW RESTAURANT
12

regular lines of groceries,

M. J.

cent.

Row--, 40
13, Mrs Kmma Treworgy, K5

12,

to

ami Fane\ (iroeeries.

Staple

months.

ng the year:
Jan 1, Mrs Nuriev Drummey, 74
6, Charles YV YY'alker, 69

m.

-Also-

Followthe list of deaths in Ellsworth dtirtwo

;» a.

Bools. Slioes. Rlibbers.

II.ill’- Catarrh <’ure 1- taken internally, and
direct I > on tin blo«*d and imjenu- -urfaceof the system. Send lor te-timunial-. free
F .I.I IIK'I V Ai u, Toledo, O.
<fSold by l*ruggi-t-. 7V

six

Bukkiel.

from

I -hall

the * act

year

Hast End Union Kiver Bridge

I carry full lines of

citv ok Tolkik>.
**•
( oi NTi,
Frank L < iiknev m k«v oath that he I- the
senior partner >*f tin* firm of K .1. < iik.ski
t o, doing bu-iness in
tin* < ily of Toledo,
f’ *;int. and Star
af .r -aid -t»• d »’h:t*
I I firm
will pay the -urn <>f <>\- lirSI»RKI> |n»LL \ Its for '■nch and every ease ot CaTaKKH tha
ea"ri"t be cured bv t he li-e of • I a t.I.'s (' \T lltKII
Kit INK -I. t UKVK)
CUKE
■sworn to before me and eub-crihed in m>
pre-enee, this nth dav of p. eeinber, \ l> l«s.;
A. W. (d.MStlN,
--)
(SEAl. ;
.Votaru Public.
r —— t

net ween

August

who

SPTT-

Whitcomb,
N. B. Coolidok,

$4.50.
Lamps.

UK

ONCK.

John F.

Magnolia
Besides

AT

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.

Mine is the only *tore in the city
that carriea the celebrated

George A. Murchie, of Calais, wng
elected r State committee man rice L. G.
Downes, of Calais, deceased.

state

in

dally,

ACCOUNTS Jft'ST
TI.KH

All

on

“It i- a matter of congratulation to your mnnv
friend- that you are such a worthy -on of such
a worthy and eminent -ire.
1 tak*- great plea-ure in tendering you this posttion, not only on a-rount of your own merits
and high standing, a- one of the promising and

OI.I>

DIRECTORS:

Charles C.

9‘

I

iSLLS WORTH.

IN

sixty eight
or in
during
18J1

in

trial.

national

Lou is

St.

deaths occurred in

tne

in

that

1873.

candidate for governor.

a

Teacher—Now,
travels the faster heat or
Sedg- i
i
•'*cw.
Heat,
i*dc i,wo eulest persons in the list Bright (promptly)
dua within a day of each other.
j Anybody can catch cold.
i.

.s„.

or

busi-

Possible,

as

BVRRILL, Treasurer.

James F. Davis,
a. F. Burnham,

Bank hour-1

Low

as

to

We hope to continue the business relations with all who have patronized
the old stand in the
past, with as many
more new ones as see fit to
give us a

Deposits draw Interest from the first day of
March, June, 8epteml»er and December.

«*

r.

Prices

by lav exempt from

are

may be

Ky giving prompt attention
ness, and making our

Bank,

1,

Slaughtering

left at ihe Store.

DAVIS, President

CHARLES C.

rising young men of Maine. 1.u» a* a tribute to
the memory It your illustrious and di-tin
3, aged 92 !
I gui*hed father, whose memory will always be
y ears.
Jonathan K. Stanley, at Cranberry Isles, April [ honored by every good citizen of Maine.”
27, aged t'l years, <i inooih-, 17 days.
Pickering Katun, a > •dgwiek, -sept. >0, aged 91
Court Stenographer l*ulslfer Dead.
years, 2 iiiooths.
Major J. I). Pulsifer. the veteran steMatthew il. Uijodwaril, at Kllnworth, Jau.
20, nographer, died at iiis home in Auburn,
aged ;t.» y ear-. 9 months.
; Monday, aged seventy-six years.
.Mr-. I'n.e
VV
iloimes, at Ca-ainc, Sept. 2.3,
He was the first court stenographer in
aged 90 years.
Maine. He was well known in l*'Ms worth,
All.- ."s.4iah iiopkins, ol Treuiulit,
and Mrs.
Ko-ett sum.ier. I Amher-l, died in their9Ulli and in fact all over the State.
ea

Mnjr

guarantee it healthy and sound.

Orders for

AI.I.

aged ‘.*2 years, 1 month, 17 day s.
Uoocrt Friend, at dedgwick, July

y

ltusInrA*

taxation.

The committee empowered Chairman
ninety years, and one of these had passed
the century milestone. Two others died Joseph II. Manley to select a temporary
! chairman for each convention, and also
in the ninetieth year of their
age. This
authorized the chairman ami secretary to
is a record which should give Hancock
: i-sue calls for both conventions, and that
county a reputation for the longevity ol
its
citizens. In 1894 four persons over a basis be fixed on the vote of 1894, in the
same ratio as in former years.
ninety years of age died, the oldest being
After the meeting Chairman Manley
ninety-seven years, eleven months, and
wrote a letter to Hon. II. K. Hamlin, of
five days.
him the temporary
Following is a list of those over ninety Kllsworth, tendering
of t he convent ion at PortI
years of age who died during 1895, in the chairmanship
| land. The letter contains the following
oruer of their ages:
highiy-complim* ntary reference to Mr.
.Mrs. .Mary Uavey Hooper, at Ka.-t Franklin,
Hamlin:
Oct 14, aged loo year-. 2u days.
“You hear a name that has been a household
.Mrs. .Sally Jones, at VVaUliaiii, Oct. 13, aged 'J7
word in Maine f•
more than sixty years, one
y cai s,
nay e.
.Mr- liel-y Thomson, at Penobscot, Nov. 5, that ha- been conspicuous In the tctlon f »r a
full half century; a name that Is imperl-hably
aged 95 years.
Mrs. Manila Carpenter, at Sullivan, Feb. 13, linked with the name of the greate-t Ann- lean
of this or any age, and connected with the rnoft
aged id y cars.
eventful and important epoch* of our hl-torv.
Mr.-, hlcauor cotton, at Orlnml, April 1 i, aged
93 y ears, 5 months.
Mis. Abigail carter,

consequently

can

convention to choose four delegates

convention

re-

meat-market.
We own our own slaughter-house; our
stock is mostly native, and
inspected
before slaughtering,
we

ELLSWORTH, ME.

STREET,

roninicnrrd

and four alternate* to attend the

linua

Customers.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

on Jan. 2, at Augusta, Bangor
designated aa the place, and June 4
date of holding the State convention

nominate

m.

Hancock County Savings

4—Ellsworth Complimented.
At a meeting of the Republican State

3

—

MAIX

Hangor

at

1 p.

a. m. to

DIRECTORS:
8. K Whiting.
A. 1’ Wiswlll,
K II GkKKLT,
GKO. I’ 1U TTON,
Lewis K hiked.
L. A. Emery,

STATE CONVENTION.

IK
14
24

The above list does not include residents of the county dying at sea or

the

cremation of county bond*,
which had been redeemed. County Commissioners
Richardson
and
Aiken,
Hinckley officiated and r number of wellknown citizens were present as mournIt

have

and

was

rejoicing.

22
18
1

Verona

Kitis w

last

15
10

33

tua.i

in

20
1

Havingl bought the stock, fixtures and
accounts formerly owned by
Campbell
Jt True, and leased their store, we are
prepared to furnish all who wish with
goods usually found at a first-class

ANDREW 1’ WfswKI.L, President,
8. K. WHITING, Vice /’resident.
IlKNRV W. CUSHMAN, Cashier.

George Reed. 76
15. Mr* Lydia B Smith. 65
16. Rola*rt J Bennett, 80
18, Truman M Frazier, 45
20, Mr* Harriet Franks, 74
26, Nellie B Tinker, 4 month*
Dec 2, Mr* Klizalndh Carroll, 78
7, Joseph lr Parsons, 86

7

--

Correspondence solicited.

9

4

I

*50,000.

Kvery facility offered

14. Mr* Sidney Moore, 25
19, Mrs John B Mlu hell, 58
21, Asa Smith, 86
27, Mr* Lydht J Gray, 54
Nov 2. I*cter Ba*lor. 84
5, Jo-eph W Bowden, 69
8, Mr* Susan F Hinckley, 73

1
7

MEAT MARKET.

general National Bank business.

ft

Banking hour* from

5, Mr*. William Whitby, 59
9, Helen Louise Seed*, I
10, Jennie M Higgins, 10 month*
11, Sadie E Bartlett. 1

14
20

31
2

Does

3, Mr*. Sanra Deane Otis, 63

Oct

17
68
19

15
1
15

CAPITAL STOCK.

«

21. Jennie M Steel •. 8 month*
22. Earle Raymond, 10 month*
23. Mr* Bridget Breanahait, 82

2
SO
3

i3

OF K1.LSWOHTH.

7, Arthur Treadrlek, 9
12. Josephine I) McDonald, 5 month*
17. Mr* George Thom,»-on, 18

7

22
15
1

Tremont.

U1

Dollars

7

Surry.

that

I1LAZK.

Thousand

disaster, it

uL>on as a

line, Mass., in which lie teiis of two
Visits to the South, and draws vivid

comparisons

past two
two

less

Thursday afternoon destroyed $24,400 in
county bonds, but instead of being looked

very interesting communication
from an >ld friend of American readR.

or

hi

<’oiiiiiy Ronds Hurtled.
Fire at the county court-house

and
ers,

the

and

con-

7
7
8
57
5
33

14
13

Aeen

don't exp et to.

This week

set

Twenty-four

renomination,
it.

years

suc-

are

Richardson, of Tremont,
Hinckley, of Bluehill.

candidate for

a

remains,

now

A

for

lie is

ten

wiped out._

ceeded by gentlemen whose interest
in, "r.d "bi'ity to handle judiciously,
county
affairs, is unquestioned—

Perry

buildings

county

board, J. M. Hutchins and the late
W.

preceding

county commissioners. Of the
by the erection ot

years, another year

Aiken

members of

count)

tne

debt incurred

new

that

things.

with Mr.

of
and

ago, and wh c » at the time caused
sternation among some tax-payers,

the county debt without burdensome
taxation is largely due the present

gratifying condition
In hearty accord
were the previous

capable management
by th- present

hoards of

member

and to his

to the mission

fidelity

the

Commis-

sioner F. B. Aiken has been
of the

the

3
37
10
IK
30

—

new

What,

1
36
15
32
3*»

CAMPBELL & TRUE

MliST
NATIONAL BANK I

16. Annie Halting*, 4 month*
18. John Carroll, 45
31, l.nul-e Thompson. 6 month*
1. Mr* arnllnc E Loid, 69
5, Madeline V Delano, 9 months

Sept

5

6*t

Mariavllle.
Mt Desert.

Winter Harbor
Long Inland plantation
Swan's Inland plantation.
>o. 33 plantation.

year

KLLSWOKTII, MAINH.

most

5

Waltham.

interested

present.

were

J

1894. 1895.
Amherst.
Aurora

spec-

not

KVKRY Till’RSI)AY MORNING

a

than in 1895.

more

Sorrento

queries
correspondents. The leap year girl must
take advantage of this year, as she will

I't ULISIIF.II

THURSDAY, JANUARY 9,

66

Following is a table showing the numby towns, together with the
figures of 1894, for the sake of comparison :

MtAMV

H

or

cremation, and several

woman

(lI)c Cilsiuciill) ^American.

HA NC<
K.

Hancock

in

It wasn’t a very big blaze st the courtin Ellsworth last Thursday, but it
wiped out $24,000 of county bonds. The
county commissioners officiated at the

“It is

ELLSWORTH, ME.

AND

deaths

Sullivan.

tators

LOCAL

of

SWjrrtisntimta.

Established 1887

4, Janie* II B own, 68
4, Daniel .1 Carroll, *21
6, Capi 1* XV Kelley, 42

year just closed, so fur returned by the town clerks of the various
towns, is 457. In 1894 the returns showed

Sedgwick.

house

§>ers.

Year

Ended.

frozen;! Isle au Haut
Lamoliie.

are

swamps

us snow.

local,

ffiuiit}, i-uue and national news than cad be obtained by any other combination of weekly pa

A

County For The
.lust

•

one
news
communications,
signed Orland.
“Betsy”, the other “Topsy”, but as the ! Otis.
editor is unable to identify the writers by Penobscot.

have both for 12.00.

papers

Hancock

the Franklin.
be- Uouldsboro.
the1 Hancock.

to

was

these names, the items cannot be used.
These

Of

Banking.

July 5, George FernaM, 75
16, Mrs Hannah Austin, 85
21, Mr* Clinton Haskell, 29
26, Hannah D Garland, 85
Aug 3, A Hint T. Jelll-on, 68

ber of deaths

embraces.

warm

path, looking for the
seen near Tunk pond.

to

e

a

tue New

East Sullivan hunters

England’s

we

such

us

Year for givcold shoulder, after Decem-

forgive

can

ber’s

r>ya -|Mcial arrangement with the proprietor

Notes

cock

AND

Both

THE DEATH ROLL

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Journal,

A

CARD.

A-wo have h:«<! a lar.e
ami cu-toimr- .• ut-i lo ..1
u- to buy goo.I
g t

number of our friends
Bo-ton trequrnuv a-k
H.lvi.-t- Miof u|\e
information. in regard to
oat
Garmentrap-, an.i Maloria
where 11 ha- been itnpos-ihle lor them to t-,.ine
to Boston, ami where Hie nature of
-ueh ,.ur.
rha-vs
ami enquiries r. quireti go.*.! taste
knowledge of *i> les, ami judgment, and, while
.>tr ring lo pas
U- v\,-!I for -mb trouble we
roubl not undertake the re-pon-ibllltv wibout
detriment to our e-Labil-hed bu-ine-t. a- Dre--maker-, with the fa Pith-- which we ha.I then
Having recently acquire.! -u. ii a.htlttotial i,„ ||.
Ule««aio make it pei lectly practical t..
umierbike such bu-inc-s
in conjunction v% it Ii our
1 >re*Mmtking ami
Tailoring, we are now at
*' *rC
SUl **
og a
jou re
uire
general an.I detailed

l""

DRY GOODS.

«.W<«

EifSi

ila2?

••

HrT l4°

So

Registry

b-ul.U LT,i.ut t*

l»r
all pan-la*.
einecaium acr<u„i,ai,y
I
°"
ecui. ou

WHSKFASi

,ily

!„ y„ur

1,1,1

<>|

HiUi tLOst i:k.
N,thum Pinkham. of Dedham.
?▼
Hancock county and Slate of Maine,
by his mortgage deed, dated Sept. 22, ihm, and
recorded in vol. 2*3. page 131. of the
Hanc k
county Rcgi'Uy of Deeds, cou\eytd to me, the
1,1
mortgage the loll, wing <.cHcritied reaJ estate, to wit
A certain lot or
wilh lhe buildings thereon
uated in Dedham,
county and State aforesaid,
and bounded and described as
follows, to
w,t.: Beginning at the northeast corner at a
ceuar tree; thence west
one hundred n ils t<. a
hemlock tree; th. nee south one hundred and
u hPfuce
tree; thence east one
hundred rods to a maple tree; thence no. ih
one hundred and
sixty rods to the first-mentioned bound,
containing one hundred aci. s.
being the same premises
conveyed b* Lydia Hurd to Leominster
Fond
daled May 26, 1H46, and recorded in
VOL .9. page .-V^, of
the Hancock Registry «d
Deeds and on which said
Leominster Pond
®eafly fifty years; and which was
by 8aid Leominster Pond to the
A P°nd
by deed dated June 19.
1, uud recorded in vol. 248. page loi, >f s.»id
Hancock county
of Deeds; the same
premises were
conveyed bv sai l Fmilv \
ond to nu. the said
Nahum Pinkham, by deed
feven date hereof;
whereas the condition
!,.a>d niortgage ha« been broken, and now re/ -*l4t*
'*
If... ... ,.MVV
deie.y rcsiMin of the breach of the condition
oi said
mortgage I claim a foreclosure there1 *1 *bis
notice in willing of my inlo
»

amt other works of art.
ai'y.l'l,.* "hi,." y,,u

,'u Hvv per
oli.i«e

»

aiJd

READY-MADE GARMENTS,
FURS, TRIMMINGS, MILLINERY,
CARPETS AND RUGS,
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
FURNITURE, WALL PAPER,
BRIC-A-BRAC, PICTURES,
l»

attoiney

N°II<

if,,,
11
7

;r;u~:"‘c

THE COLBY SHOPPING AND
INFORMATION BUREAU.

ten'e"

«o

foreclose as required bv
day of Jauuary, a. d.

Dated this ,th

statute

John Nicholson.

i i J XU u\

M M.i(
XkJ

'a

v

..ar.il
il

V)

paid in ad vauoe-

serving venires,
Stenographers:
January term,
April term,

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND TREASURER.

REPORT

OF

FINANCIAL CONDITION

AND

77.71
106.42
119.92

Octol»cr term,
SherlflT and deputies:

COUN-

A pi II term,
October term,
Clerk of courts :

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES.

Tottm.
Amherst,

Aurora,
Bluehill,
Brooklln,
Brooksvllle,
Bucksport,
Car'lliio,
Cranberry Isles,
Dedham,
Deer Isle,
Ka.-lbrook,
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Frank Itu

Tax.

Paid.

*14198
71.15
834..V3
302.80
344.10

*192 15
71.15

1,021.56

1,62156

536.91
179.20
123.08
906.00

328 85
179.20
12308
906 00

79 25

79.25

5,229.27
2,839 40

5,229.27

term,
October term,
Referees
lion. L. A. Emery,
lion. A. I*. Wiswell,

Surry,
Tremont.
Trenton,
Verona.

Waltham,
Swan’s Island PI.,
Long Island PI

*237

1895,

$5,000.00
bonds, 9,000 00
by su285.05

by county

liabilities,

278-66
178.75
I0.0n

Due from
498.65
58.73

j

428 00
330 73

$3,473.58
$44.i»7

2,275.16
-2,319,23
unlncorpo
1,435.55

State, taxes on
rated-plac.es,
Due from unpaid road taxes, unincorporated places,
Due

from

company,

Southwest
costs for

damage*,
Due from city of Ellsworth, costs

904.28
187.23

defective way,
Due for amount

117.07

FUND.

500.0ft

237.36
56

81

i»nr nuruor >vnier

*20,212 77
Antuiint

*i;,937 61

*2,275,16

am

sensed

on

unincor-

Total resources,

porated

M

gra*H on
reserved

lands,

Reduction In

#2220

$13,581.44
6,915.19

debt, 1895,

"

$6,666.25

FRA

tax as'ess

ed,

I KRNAIi SOC1KTIKS.

#21,000.00

TREASURER’S REPORT.
The treasurer's report in detail,
amined ami

approved by

missioners,

is

as

the

Annual Flection of Officers In Various
as

county

com-

follows:
RECEIPTS.

Ca-h In treasury, .Ian. I,
County lax, 1*92,
••

•*
•’

1*95,

#

0,369.45

#38 52

1893,

44 07

1*94,

4.94S.92
17,937.81

1*95,

Generalissimo, S T. Royal.
Captain-General, \V. H. Dresser.
Prelate, A. W. Greely.
S. W., J. W. Neal ley.
J. W., T. E. Hale.
Treasurer, A. W. Cushman.
Recorder, M. S. Smith.
Finance committee, A. W. Greely, T. E.
Hale, E. F. Robinson.
Tne following appointments were made
by the eminent commander: St. B., S. D.
Wiggin; Sw. B., F. 1J. Aiken; warder, J.
E. Parsous; guards, C. R. Foster, E. F.
Robinson, E. E. Parker; extra guards,
Carlton McGown, '1'. O. Tracy, 1>. F. Joy;
sentinel, Geo. F. Haskell.

062.78
328.00
62.75

pal court,
Ellies from trial ju-iIce*
It. K. • lark,
E. Webster French,

475.90
ft* 00

Henrv
W. F

Itoyntou,
llruee,
T. It. Hammond,
E V. I.yuani,

6

00

5 02
l.<0
5 .00

Fines from clerk of courts,
Flue* from Win. Kennedy, sheriff,
Flue- from J. T. Cu.-hmnn, depulv

5,364 04
121.61

sheriff,

4*20

Itoud taxes, unincorporated
Peddler*' licenses,

653.29
25 04)

places,

Temporary loan,

The

9,000 00

jail.

$

Indexes of records,

Telephone service,
Court-house furniture,
Clerk of court*, balance 1*94 and 1895,
County commissioners
•1. M. Hutchins (l*!d),
S.10
F. It. A1 ke u (1895),
399 35
1*. IV. Richardson,
401.*0
Nahum Hinckley.
424.75
Wood and coal, court house and jail,
board of pri-ouers, bal. 1*94,
2.25
1>.m,
1,701.92
Clothing for prisoners,
Medical attendance for prisoners.
Furniture and supplies for jail,

Repair*

at

jail,

R aid notice* and surveys,
aim

me

tiut’iis in

| > in main

313-30
59-96
35.31
*59.70

1,234.00
697.67

l,7o4.17
i*-.i

convocation

CHAPTER.

of

Hoik)

At

394.52
212 59
21125

the

annual

Acadia
•*

Electric

ll),

Traverse jurors
January term,
April term,
October term,

297.52

592

02

1,513.05

LAXOL is the beat medicine for children. Doctors recommend it in
place of
Castor Oil.

to

and

*46,.'*>1 32

study.
Mr. Cole has visited several Maine cities,
and thinks that the prospect of forming
Ii a sufficient number
a circuit i.s good.

join the movement, a
lectures will begin in February.
.vns

jy

»

course

of

*28,3*2 26
Aug 15,1895,

condition;

more

periodicals are
daily attendance

subscribed for and the
of visitors increases.
The room has been supported, as heretofore, by entertainments given under
the

auspices

society.

of the

During

the

year concerts have been given
by the “Boston Stars,” “The Imperial

current

on

at

t bis

due

great help in

One

*>,
1,702 5*3

34.764 32

*11,77000
$33,ole in

a

work, for which

our

always grateful, is

we are

the free

use

of

a

Tiie Ellsworth American.
increased membership, and the continued willingness of each member to do
column in
An

part of the work of the society, are
the essentials now for increased usefulner

ness

in

our

city.

time.

than at

DISASTERS AT SEA.
and

Vessels

spirit
During

“Elbe,”
Spanish warship
“Reina Hegenla,” the Pacific mail steam“Colima,” the China steamer “Chattert hern,” the French steamer “Dom
Pedro,”
the Spanish steamer
“Gravana,” the
La .an steamer “Maria P.,” the Chinese

transport “Kung Pai,” and the Brazilian
steamer “Perceira.” In these nine wrecks
alone 2,690 souls perished.
Not a woman of some eighty on board
was saved from the “Colima.”
As a result of this wreck the Mexican
government issued orders to detain in future all
foreign boats touching at Mexican ports
in which cargo is not properly loaded enin hold.

Other

big wrecks during the year,
which, however, did not involve loss of
life were the French liner “L’
Amerique,”
Ward liner “Cienfuegos,” Netherlands
liner “Edam,’’and the Ley land liner “Veian.”
Over 1,000 fishermen

net

were

lost

on

continents, 500 persons in a storm
sia, and here were many wrecks

in
on

both
Rusthe

Australian coast, details of which were
not received.
It is safe to say that fully
5,000 lives were lost at sea during the
year.

__

iiii'HH Notice*.
due to an enfeebled state <>f
l"
-Kiubait's .ian- bencwtr quicKcws me
nutritive function* o! the -kin, healing ami preventing the formation of daudiuff.
Ibis

Dandruff

is

Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castorta.

present time.

As

we

seventh year, let us, in
of tile King’s Daughters,

the

the

the

our

upon

er

tirely

Fellows and the W. H.

Odd

the

charge.
4,679 13

steamer

,

we

and

patronage,
better results are looked for in the future.
The reading-room, under the faithful
care of Miss L. A. Belcher, was never in a
better

"Look forward and
< >ut and not in

l.'|i amt
A

not

ml lend

a

not

enter

the true

hack.

W as lie l>ro\vne<l 7
Albion Nutter, of Centre, aged sixteen,
left his home two weeks ago intending to
a

brother

living

at

Quarryville.

The

lad took his

skates, intending to shorten
the way by skating across Great Pond.
A few days later it was learned that lie
had not

reached

Quarryville.

It

is sup-

posed that he skated into an air-hole and
was drowned.
Search is being made for
his

horse

beau-

least 15.2

at

15.;J

or

body.

Who is that sour-looking man w ho is
always sitting on that stove-box doing
nothing?” asked the drummer. “He's
the man that knows all about how ter

I

a

fast

dam

nUUU O

Sibcrtistmcnta.
When you

in need of any-

are

in

thing

DRUGS

or

PATENT MEDICINES
You

find it

can

at

WOODWARD BROS.
Full lines of
HOT WATER
RUBBER

HOT I EES,

GOODS,

SYRINGES,
We make a specialty of Physicians’ and family Prescriptions.
We carry the finest.line
of PERFUMES and TOILET
ARTICLES in the city.
WOODWARD

to

(.lie.

The other valuable brood mare is Olivia,
whit ii the Horse Breeder -ays: **0uviu

(2.29%) was taken
Grejly, Lllswortii,
her.

in

to
v\

She is

the
ho

farm

owns

thought

of hi.
a

| Opposite ftoston Clot liing

lo

surely
Messrs.

Greely
prove

one

mares

in

the

most

iSatltoabs anb itramboats.

valuable

Maine Central

Railroad,

vvil.

broou

Loral

Maine.”

Time

BAR

I

able--Nov. 4, 181L5.
TO BANGOR.

HARBOR

IA. M. P M. p. M.
1030. *330
4 00
'■ullivan. 4 30
Ml. Desert Kerrv
1120 12 45
5 *K>
Wnukeau, Sul. Fy.. til 25 tl2 55 f5 06
Hancock. til 28
5 10
100
Franklin Knud. t I 36
1 15
5 JO
KI.LsWoRTII.
IMS
1 40
5 35
Kll~\\t.rih Falls. til 52
150 Jh 40
N i<-i »l i ii..
12 4
2 10 f5 58
On-en Lake.
tl2 12 f2 30 to 08
Lake Hou-e
+12 20 t2 4.» fn |8
K-crt’- MR!.
+12 23 -2 5o O. 23
Holden
6 25
112 26
3 K>
I'cnoli-cot Junction
3 35
12 46
6 45
Bsii.L'wr. Kx.St.
12 55
3 50 6 55
1 On!
3 55
7 00
BANGOR, M. C.

ItOKN.

bar

harbor.|

"orrrnt

BOW LKY— At ''Wall’s Island, Jan. 3, to Mr.
aid Mrs. Oliver Bowley, a son. [We-ley
Small, j
FIT/.ti Kit A f.D—At (iouldshoro, Jan 7, t<» Mr.
and Mr-. Nahum A. Fitzgerald, a daughter.
Mold; A N At Surry, Jan. a, to Mr. and Mrs.
Levereit Morgan, a daughter.
BI <' K K It I NO—\ t Orland, Dec. 31, to Mr ami
Mrs. Jame- K. Bickering, a son.
T< HtLKY At Surry, Jan. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred K. Torrey, a -on.
—

..

..

—

...

MAKKIKI).

P

Al.BF.K BLOWN—At
Kneii B. (lark, esq

Treinont,

Jail, b, by
Kllen
It. AI bee to
A
both
of
Treinont.
Brown,
Harry
BL \ K K t. LI N DLK—\t nrooksville, Dec. 31,
by Lf F Snell. m|j- An*de Blake to BrookMi Orindle, both ol Brooksville.
( LA LK
Doltc \ N— At Kd-worth. Jan. 8, b\
Ih v J 1> o’ Bri ii. V I
Mary Anna Clark to
Henri Dorgan, both of Kllsworth.
ALY-BKM
BKL
IoN-At
CON
Surry, Jan. 1,
by Lt-v. Andrew Cray, Mi-- Ina Conary to
Frill W. Bern ht-rloii. both of Smrv.
F A ItM F K —"IN N KT— \ t Verona, Dec. 81, li\
Kev. William For-vih, Mi-- Fanny h. Fanner, ol Vi rona, to Vernon I-. Sliiueit, of Buck.-,
port.
tlKKKN-VA KNUM-At Krooksvi le, Dec. 31,
l>\ Ke v < icorge Head r, Mi-- llatiie t.iven to
Lawn-nce I. Varnum, both of Brooksville.
t KI N D \ I.
\ t Fll-worth. .Inn S, la
Melt A F
K< v. II F.
ay, of Surry, Mi-s Nellie o-g,tod
Cirindal,ol Filsorth, to David Albert McKae,
ol Ko-ton.
111
IN <
MCCOI.I.n
M Fll-w.irth, .Ian. ^
l.\ Kev I. I >. Cot-lirane, Mis-.1,,lia \ !o a lliggin-, of F'l-w.irili, to Louis Anderson Nic« oil-, Of
Franklin, Mass.
C* K FFN -F a |{ Ko\V
\r
Bangor, Dec. 20, tv
K'-v 1- F I’l-mla-r, Mi-a Florence > Lim n l‘o
Franklin Farrow, b
h of Krook-ville.
KNOW LTON Dl X—At Tn-tnont Dec ill, l• v
Kev.tiiorge Mellon, Be-sir L« kn wIum, of
W.-si \i!vate. N s., to (.'.din N
»*i\, ol Tre-

Portland.
Boston.
BANGOR TO

—

BAR

M
5 35

A. M.
1 40

9 201.

IP.

Boston.

7

M
A. M.
co.
Vt on
1*.

Portland.

1100.
A

B Wt.oll.
Bangor, Kx. St
Penob-cot Junction.
11 olden.
Kgery’s Mill.
Lake llou e.
H ret mi Lake.
N i‘*«*,in
..

H1:- worth Falls...
KLL'Uwio'l,.
Franklin Road.
Hancock
"'aukeaif, Sul Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry....
Sullivan
Sorrento.
liA K HARBOR.

—

...

M

A

6 50,
o 55
7 02

M
7 oo

7 15
7 :>o
7 251 8 n5
17 2- ♦Shi
17 32 fs 15
t7 4.
8 35
17 52 t* 50
*58
S 05
9 15 10 .0
n
SMI
0 15
s 24
9 55
1 29
s 32
10 10 to 37
t8 5..
to 40
8 40
0 45
10 25
.mo
11 'v..
9 20 12 25
id no
1 u(>
7 .30
A

fStop

on

signal

or

M.

100
1*/ M.
5 00
5 05
513
5 .3
36
15 39
[5 48

M

I*. M. I’. M.
1

_

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect a* Bangor, with through
train-on Main Line to and from Portland, Mns*
ton and st John.
I'a-sengcr- are reque-ted to procure tickets
'T.t.
iiierina the ('1 iin, a d e-|M i.dly Lilaworth to Falls and Fall-to Kll-worih.
I lcketb tor All FoiiAs Sout:i and West
jn sale at the M
C. K
R. ticket
Rllsworth, C. F. Gr EENE, Agent

monl.

AD< t.UA V
\ t «trlalid, 1>< e. Ml, l.v J. S.
Mi-- Mary W
"I'dmi,
Mayo to'llarrv
L tira\. In*i h of Orlaii i.
>1 t M.l-.l
SI’KALiCF
At Swan’s L-land,
Dec J.», Mi--Clara >tanlc\ to Nel-on >prague.
SADDI.FK I’K V
At Swan's I-land, dan. I,
Mi-- A Inut Saddler to Keuben Kray.
Y«d N (., s 11 \ W
a t Su Hi van, dan. 1, bv Kev.
•F V Weed, Mrs. Minnie I
You g to Frne-t
D Shaw, both of Mould-boro
M

•

office,

—

PAY90N TUCK KR,
Vice Pres and tien’l Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBV, (Jen’l Pas-. and Ticket Ag’t.

—

—

WINTER

I >I FI).
M'tOUK

’5 58

HARBOR.

—

—

"*

be

and Bint-o have in Olivia what
of

Ii.

half in-

by Autograph (2.10%).

with foul

BROS.,

42 Main Street.

of

terest

»ct h.rmonlou.1, »lth
Ilia Hood's Sar»ap»r!U». Sic.

Unnrl’e Dillo
r

at

which bids fair

*

Only

Pr&minently in the public eye. |1; 6forfS.

lie third dam of tlii-

Alcione,

always

True Blood Purifier

Mr. Greely has also made two othei
additions to ills stable, one a
iuree-year-old roan colt, 15.2 hands, by
be

l

Is the

valuable

Jay Bird,

I

advise

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

From the above it will lie seen that the cu.i i
inbred to Ceurge Wilke?*, and b jil-o inbrtd to
the noted brood mare sire* Mambrino Batch*.,
and American
lay.

—

dou ii,
hand."

Maky Ann Gkeely,
President.
KllsWohtu, January (3, 189(3.

visit

a

purifier,

hem to
Hood's Sarsaparilla is the
take Hood's.
only one that i buy by the gross. It must
give good rat intac t ion, because I never
heard wo:d of complaint. Anyone who
takes it for a blood purifier may not see
benefit in one bottle; but, for stomach
trouble, one can get benefit right sway.’*
The record of remarkable cures effected
enables us truthfully to say that

elegant youngster was Batchen Lass, by Trot
ling Boy, and Trotting Boy was by Mamorinu
I'atehen, out ol a d ughter of American Clay
If we under.-land correctly, the second dam
of Trotting boy wtt.-aUo by .Mambrino Bute lien

the

Year .lust Closed.
The year 1S95 will go down in shipping
history as the blackest and most disastrous of the century.
The most serious disasters of the year
were the loss of the North German
Lloyd

devote to

year
share of

a

Alexander’s Abdallah.

j

H. Bice post, G. A. B., who kindly gave
use of their halls for suppers, free of

Including

considered

Los* of Life

society

just ending

the

our

are

committed,

■

in practically all the subjects
courses
covered by the universities.
If several towns can agree upon one
course, they can command the whole
time of a competent instructor.
By such
a combination the expense is kept slight.
The work of the instructor would consist not only of lecturing, but also of conducting an informal class discussion
after each lecture; of reading and commenting upon short papers written by
studiously-inclined people, and of directing the reading of iluse who had time to

I

7 69
C 75
7 68
114 75

During

received

have

<b.

Moijuette is by Wilton ,2-11)*, ; dan*,
and 1, by Kricsson; second dam a
thorough! red daughter ol imported Australian
The dam ol this colt is ILckie Wilkes, by
Hector \\ ilkes, and Hector Wilkes is by Ceorgi
Wilkes; dam, Carrie Clinch, by Harold; seeunn
dam by American Clay.
The colt's second dam was by Mambrino Abdallah, whose sire was .Mambrino Batchen. aim
whose dam was Kedmo..’s Abdallah, son oi

children each year, and it is earnestly to
be desired that in the press of other duties it will not be discontinued.
The Woman’s exchange has also pros-

pered.

cream

Betsey

of many

Amt

This is

The American society was organized in
about six years ago, and
now has about 203 local branches and a
large staff of university lecturers. It offers

t

Co.,

Hal uncollected Jan 1.
Paid city treasurer to date,

lodge, F. and A.
week, officers were elected as follows: C.
A. Allen, W. M.; William Goggins, S.
W.; E. E. Parker, J. W.; Lewis Friend, I

of

37
22 70
3 77
4s 67

hearts

the

The following statement showing collections to Jan. 1, was received from
1’ax Collector A. K. Woodward.

Di-counts allowed
38- 26,

Philadelphia

—10 cents.

0

1

Grant,

Aug 15, 1895,

worth.

Poisons engendered by food fermenting
in a dyspeptic stomach are the direct
cause of
rheumatism, gout, bronchitis,
liver and kidney complaints, asthma,
pneumonia and many nervous ailments.
These results are prevented by the use
of the Shaker Digestive Cordial, u remedy
discovered and prepared by tbe Shakers
of Mount Lebanon, N. Y. It is in itself
a food and has
power to digest other food
taken with it. Thus it rests the diseased
stomach and finally masters the worst
cases of dyspepsia.
It acts promptly, and
fresh strength and increase of weight
soon
follow. The first dose, taken immediately after eating, abates the pain
8i"i d'stress so dreeded
by dysperuioj.
Trial bottles—enough to prove its merit

1

2 46

COLLECTOR’S STATEMENT.

Collected from
to Jan 1, 1896,

extension of university teaching,
was
in this city to-day (Wednesday),
with a view to establishing a permanent
centre of university extension in Ells-

574.15

3 4u

to

says:

The

i 10;.

In 1891

brings joy

“My sales of
H*. oil’s bar-a par ilia
a;.
lour to one of
ai.y similar prtpara lion.
When people want a blood

trotter and bids lair to go last,lor if lie were noi
Mr. Leavitt would never have bought him. Il>
is well bred too on both suit- of the house. 11lstre is Moijuette (four-year oid trotting re> on.

meals.

sion

form of

maturity.

received from Dirigo hose company, city
hose company and Engle hook and ladder
company, from suppers which have been
given under their auspices. In this way
many families have bad substantial

sent

tleah,

ami should make

several donations of money have been received. One great factor in the benevo-

quartette” and the “Apollo quartette”
of
Boston; there lias been one lecture
by Hon. John II. Littlefield, and two
suppers. On July 4 a restaurant was run.
The thanks of the King’s Daughters

Collected

the

34G SS

3 63
550
1 5u
7 5o

remarkably good
meeting of Lygonia showing, considering the hard limes,
mole having
been
collected
than usual
M., Wednesday of last

representing

41KJ.84

150
155 00

*1,211 55

|

te

I M

Ellsworth El. 111.

light,

TAX

Repairs on court-house,
102 no
Janitor ami extra work,
417 50 ! treasurer; James Hi. t'arsons, secretary;
i 1. W. Dunn, S. D.; E. P. Morris, J. D.;
Land damages,
35.uo
E. H. Cushman, proxy to grand lodge; J.
59*3 20
Printing, binding ami blank-books,
Judge We-tern nancock municipal court, 402.05 : il. Higgins, Jonn Davis, E. S. Means,
Idl'Cellaneous items,
104. 05 I lintuicc committee.
G. \. K.
Supn me court bill* of c«*-t,
S.OG’.n:
Trial ju-lices* bills of cost,
Annual meeting last Mondny evening.
2,4*i>.22
Road audits on plantation roads,
794.2a
Officers elected :
Coupons on county bonds,
1.102 00
Commander, Irving Osgood.
In teres on temporary loan,
400 oo !
S. V. C., D. L. Fields.
For county bonds redeemed,
.J. V. C., B. F. Gray.
24.400.00
Salarien:
Quartermaster, A. K. Dovereu::.
Installation
on
Judge of probate, bal l>t*4, 200
Monday
evening,
I&U5, ski I,out*
Jan. 13.
hk>
Register of probate,
GuO
Jud*c H s. municipal court,
I’nlvcrsil > Extension.
<'ounty treasurer,
4u0 2,800.00
William M. Cole, formerly instructor in
Craud jurors
political economy in Harvard, and now
April term,
193 32
the American
for
October

45 00
29 10

lturrill lumber company,
Moses Mayo,
E S Stevens,

LYGONIA LODGE.

*2

i.xj.i;*

n

annual

A.

87
35
50

the

eye.

feet.
Heisoneof the sort that tills the eye of «
horseman completely, and must make a \ery
attractive horse in harness. The quality of hi
bone and muscle is of tlie very lineal and most
superior character, lie now stands 15 hand.-,

Friends from out of the society have
kindly aided with contributions of
clothing and food for distribution, and

fourteen Christmas boxes were
out, and although in 1895 the Christ75 mas mission could not be carried on so
30 extensively, fifty children received gifts
75 who otherwise would have had nothing.
45 35
In addition to presents for childrei
134 93
some useful
articles are sent with each
109 05
box for the older members of the fami0 16
lies. While not so important as oth*r
24 80
50 00 branches of the work, the Christmas mis-

•*

ing uincci’s were elected :
H. P., J. W. Neal ley.
K. E. E. Parker.
S., F. \V. Billington.
C. of 11., H. S. Adams.
P. of S., T. E. Hale.
R. A. Capt., T. O. Tracy.
Treasurer, Lew is Friend.
Secretary, M. S. Smith.
Finance committee, J. A. McGown, A.
NV. Greely, T. E. Hale.
Installation will take place next Tuesday evening. The retiring hign pricat,
J. E. Pursons, will act as installing officer.
A banquet w ill be served.

66.00
191.85
207-50
142.68

Stationery,
Express, postage and supplies,

R.

2
7
2
3
3

•*

chapter, Royal Arch Masons, took place
on Tuesday evening, Jan. 7.
The follow-

#50,164.26
IdSIlUKSKME.N TS.

Water service, court house and
Electric lighting and fixtures,

ACADIA

6 70
8 25
13 75
7 25

••

(re-elected).

Tax on unincorporated places,
Flues fr<»m Ellsworth municipal court,
Hues irom We-dcrn Hancock munici-

16 00
10 00

••

Organizations.
BLANqrEFORT COMMANI)FRY.
Blanquefort commaudery, K. T., held
its annual election last Monday evening
with the following result:
Eminent Commander, John B. Redman

ex-

seven

]

George Garland,
John A Male,
"
Charles Gray,
K 1* Grindle,
AH Carlisle,
A II Joy,
M Gailt-ri,
Nahum
school,
Flood,
High
School-house, A M Foster,
E S Stevens,
J M Harbour,
J I* Eldridge,
Insane poor.
Maine insane hospital,
11 S Jones,
C I Welch,
City library,
Win Ware A Co.,
Text-book,
TJ Holmes,
Police,
J Sllvey,
J ll Donovan,
A II Joy,
Fire dept..
Pirlgo hose company,
"
G A Pure her,
C W Smith,
E E Doyle,
3 H A E K Hopkins,
Spencer J Mail,
Eied L Frazier,
Esi E I' Itced,
Contingent,
A W CuitD,
EFJ rdan,
Morrison A Joy,

in

mark

is

rounded. His hocks are low set, clean and free
from all suspicions of pull's or curbs. Ills hind
leg drops straight from the hock to the pastern,
The latter is in harmony with the rest of his
makeup, neither too long nor too oblique, ililegs are dean and strongly corded as those o.
the best of thoroughbreds, and he has excellent

8 55
lent work was food which was sent every
2 "5
week during the summer by Mr. William
100
former proprietor of the Ameri2 05 i Weeks,
2 00 can house.
Other contributions of food have been
3 00

S

over one

Maine,

and baa
had a store at Bar
Harbor for 15) £ears.
He was cleric in
Bangor to® six years
and in Boston for
one year.
He testifies:

full, in
telligent eye, tine, lively ears, a remarkably
good neck, long and very clean at the throttle.
He rises well at the withers, while his shoulders
His buck is short,
are strong and very oblique.
very strong and broad at the loin and smoothly
coupled.
Ills hips are long and smoothly turned, his
lenuih and
croup of medium
beautifully

entered

aid,

small while

crescent

in short, tine, glossy, and exhibits
tiful sheen. He has a handsome head,

of friends.

calls for

Ellsworth,
since 1866,

“Crescent,

as

c.oat

ones.

3 50

Nahum Flood,
A M Moore,
W II Moore,
II F Mandoeks,

••

thirty-four

and

■

them from families who have not
applied before. All of the new families
have been visited, and most of the old

16 4'*
1 13

Stevens,
Leonard L Franks,

$6,915.19

#7*7.23
Total

E

School,

to

8. D. Wiggin, corner of Main
Water Streets, has been in businessat

Druggist

to

successor

of the lot is a yearling colt by
He is one of the most ehgain yearlings in conformation that we have
ever seen.
He is a rich dark hay in color with
black points and
olh hind heels while. Ills

REPORT.

lines of work have been

new

a

be will be known

Moqueite (2.

our

co-operation

Local Dealers Sell More of Hoodvs
Sarsaparilla Than of All Others.

trotter,

a

In speaking of the colt the American
Horse Breeder, that authority on horse

of

23 50
159.91
4 50

II F Maddocks,
.1 L ilaiumeit Co.
E W L«»r*i,

75.00

and the

ponded

8 5o

Gray,

Charles

319.84

$8,437.27

Not Indebtedness Dec. 31, 1895,
(’« m pa rati vr St atement.
Net Indebtedness Dec. 31, 1894,
Net Indebtedness Dee. 31, 1895,

#765.03

places,
Timber
and

2 60
45 83
4 00
3 50
25

F II Could,
Ellis Pub Co,
Hamilton Maddocks,

survey,
Coin school,

company,

fur asaeanmeut of damages,
Due from L. F. Hooper, Hue and coats
collected In 1894,
coats

from
a

upon, but satisfactory results have been
noted along the old lines.
The benevolent committee have res-

AMOUNT.

Sewer and road
129.17

of
67.93

»'u«: irum

ship

may prove no mean
lamented Bingen.

probable

work—a year
have been with increased member-

as

Bingen.

The colt has not yet been named, but it

sixth current year of
blesoed as all the preceding

No

Brady A Co,
Lord,
C M William,
Asa Barron,
John A Hale,
J P Eldrldgc,

on

on uccount

approved

K E
E W

"

paid stenographer. In-

was

Only Hood’s

May

Purchase
as

This latest acquisition was purchased
by George W. Leavitt, who purcliaseo
Bingen for Mr. Greely, and arrived in
Ellsworth the latter part of last week.

ones

NAME.

Contingent,

83.55

Ilres,

56.81

Roll of accounts No. 12
follows:

33.42

solvency cane,
Due from land owners,

118 30

PRESIDENT’S

as

the late

accepted.

To-night ends

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS.

Harbor water
assessment of

723.58
319 18

read and

Rolls of accounts for highways, |96.75;
sidewalks, |51.11; bridges, |19.44, total,
fl67.30, were approved.

Resources.

treasury,
Unpaid county taxes, 1894,
1895,

considerable

Good

and he

matter.

$15,352-46

Cash In

876.41

36

discussion of the
subject Alderman Maddocks moved that
the license be granted, subject to such
restrictions as might be imposed by a
committee to consist of three aldermen.
This motion was not seconded, and Aid.
Maddocks substituted a motion providing that the committee to impose the
restrictions consist of the mayor and two
The motion was carried and
aldermen.
Aid.
and
Maddocks
Whiting were
appointed to act with the mayor in the
After

Latest

Prove

him that should make him

in

The next regular meeting of the Handin-Hand circle will be one of special importance, and ft large attendance is desired.
At the annual meeting of the Hand-inHand circle held Monday evening, Jan.
6, the following officers were chosen:
President, Miss M. A. Greely; vice-president, Mrs. Pearl B. Day; recording secretary, Miss Marion C. Bartlett; corresponding secretary, Miss Ella F. Jordan;
treasurer, Miss Agnes Lord; board of
managers of the reading-room, Miss VI. A.
Greely, Mrs. Pearl B. Day and Miss Agnes
Lord, ex officio Miss L. A. Belcher, matron, Mrs. J. F. Knowlton, Mrs. E. F,
Redman, Mrs. Elmer E. Rowe, Mrs. F. H.
Osgood, Mrs. L. H. Cushman, Miss Susie
Byrne. Reports of the years’ W’ork were

Sunday.

Greely’s

E. H. Greely has received from Kentucky another yearling which lias stuff

supplied.

were

J. H. Donovan wuo made application for
full victualler’s license to carry on a
restaurant
business all night and on

04

$40,090 68
3,473.58

commissioners,
on county orders approved and
unpaid,
Due on supreme court orders, approved and unpaid,

1*4 48
310.08
110 96

904.28
187.23
118-30
117 07

125

Mr.

The thanks of the King’s Daughters are
clue the Eagle hook and ladder company
for a generous donation of food from
their supper on New Year’s eve.
By
means of this food twelve poor families

board of aldermen held its first

The

Due

460 25

428 00
330 73
723 58
319 18

Sullivan.

preme court,
Due on bills of cost allowed

Total

DONO-

H.

J.

meeting of the new year on Monday
evening. The full board was present
with the exception of Alderman Carlisle.
A. W. King appeared in the interest of

10 75
30.40
5.20
10.29

Liabilities.
Bonded loan outstanding,
Temporary loan for redeeming
Due on bills of cost allowed

705.90
465.54

110.96
876 41
41*8 65
58 73

76.85

00

RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.

2,839.40

ON

LECTOR’S STATEMENT.

$50,164.26

208.06

ACT

VAN’S APPLICATION FOR VICTUAL-

40(H)

Total disbursements,
Balance in treasury, Dec. 31,

302.80
344 10

1*4 48
310 08

17

John A. Peters, Jr., esq.,
J It it K. Know lion, esq.,
Albert C. Swazey, esq.,
John (i. Eaton, esq.,

834 53

460.25
705.90
465-54

GouUlsboro.
Hancock,
Isle an llaut,
Lamolne,
Marta vllle,
Mount Desert,
Orlaud,
Otis,
Penobscot,
Sed g w le k,

COMMITTEE TO

ANOTHER KENTUCKY COLT.

[Thl« department is tv on I noted l»y the Hand
in Hand circle of the King’* Daughter'-1 of Ellaworth. Headquarters at Booms li and 13 Man••ing Block, Main street, Ellsworth.)

CITY

OF

LERS’ LICENSE—TAX COL-

April

Unpaid.
*39 83

THE USUAL ROUTINE
BUSINESS.

466.38

28.85
25 00
25.00

January term,
The county commissioners—F. B. Aiken,
of Ellsworth, chairman; P. W. Richardson, of Tremont, and Ns hum Hinckley,
of Bluehill, have completed their report
of ttie financial condition of Hancock
county, and statement of tax for the year
just ended.
COUNTY TAX FOR 1895.
The statement of the couuty tax for
1895 is as follows:

<tl)c King’s Daugljtcra.

ALDERMEN MEET.

304.05

108.74
185 81
171.83

January term,

OF THE

YEAR’S TAX

TY-LAST

136.00

Constables for

HANCOCK COUNTY.

M

Moore, aged

Trcniont,

ARRANGEMENT.

BLUEHILL

December—, Hazel D.

8 mouths.

OLLSW0KTH

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

KOMKOY— \t Fll-worth, dan. 2, Mrs. Sarah F.
I’omroy. aged Mi jeara
every trouble that the country gits
\t Verona. Dec. 21. Lewis V
WAKDWFLL
the
with
an
admirinter,” replied
native,
Wan!well, aged 4ft year-, lOniomhs, 2« dnvs.
ing glance. “But w hy doesn’t he get up
and hustle, then?” “He’s mad,” was the j
rbucrtiscmnits.
awestricken whisper. “He’s told Con:
gress and the President and everybody
how to do things, and they didn’t pay no
’tention to ’im, an’ now he’s jes’ settin’ j
in silence an’ lettin’ tlie country go ter
settle

Steamer
d. A.

To the Citizens of Ells-

A countryman

was being shaved in a j
shop a day or two ago and
barber was talking at a 2.10% clip.

the

barber

As the barber
chin he said.

commenced

on his victim’s
in a
band, don’t
Yes.” “Knew you did,” said
you?”
the barber.
“Can always tell by shape of
the lip.
Mouthpiece of the instrument
leaves u mark that a sharp barber can
always distinguish. By the way, do you
p ay a cornet or alto?”
answered the countryman, “1 play the bass

“Play

worth and

Vicinity:

i tending to purchase Ceme
to I»• s -t t»i
p
•-i j.
neb.r.
ordering elsewhere, to
at m\ shop on Franklin street., ami see the line, t
lo-of n artt'.e ever on sa'e In this cit>.
*'r
r
thiir I Hrant wdl ho found there at all

\LL

persons
work

ready

!

?•

call

wilido well

to

wait upon

hours,

customers

who may call.

“Neither,”

drum.”

N. ii. HIM LINS, Ki

a.

in

hi earner

(-taue to

Surry), Surry at 6:30 a m., ev ry Monday
and Thursday, for Rluehdl, Souili BluehHI,
Brooklin, eitgwick. Deer Isle, fi.ugenl vllle,
l.inlr Deer l-le, Dark Harbor, arrivim- In

pot.”
Bangor

Juliette,

Ckockett, Capt.
is, 1895,

and after Monday, Nov
will leave Kllrtworth at 5: 0
On

op'r. j

Rockland about 5 p. m.. In sea-on to connect
with -tcamer- for Boston directKKTURMMJ
"'B' leave Rockland every Wednesday, and
Saturdav, on arrival of -learner front BosMet. about <» 3(1 a
m
h«* above tandumkinu
*"K-. arriving in Kli-worili t-arly -am
muvnoon
Tickets -old on board. Baggage checked

through.
♦♦ V
CKOI'KKTT, Manager, Rockland.
<i
W. IIIGCll.NS, Age lit, 1-31 u worth.

Subscribe lor Tuk A mkricam

THE NEW

Hon. Daniel Needham, of Massachusetts,
member of the farmers’ congress for
some years before his death.
The members of the congress were inpublic buildings; its more than seventy vited, and accepted the invitation of the
miles of paved streets lighted by electric- proprietors of a large fruit farm at Fruitity and equipped with electrical railways; hurst, Alabama, eighty-five miles from
iis factories, machine shops and foundAtlanta, where they were hospitably enriv»; its banking and commercial houses; tertained and shown about the place, and
where a session of the congress was held
its tine residences and hotels; its pure
v iter an-1 system of drainage; its colleges
under the shade of a grove of oak trees.
and schools, make it not omy a thriving Speeches were made, a barbecue served,
business centre, but a desirable place of j and the party was photographed from
residence and a city of reflmment and several points of view.

for it the name of “the Chicago of the
South.”
Northern and Western
capital has
largely aided in its development. Its tine
won

SOUTH.

TWO VISITS TO ATLANTA, "THE
CHICAGO OF THE SOITH.”

Till" NAI.'JNAL farmers’ congress
GOOD

>ads parliament—THE COT-

TON >TATES AND INDUSTRIAL EXPosuiiON

I
fro

ch.
i

1

c.

Tin
tin

THE RACE PROBLEM.

I860,

<t.na

made

the

journey

Alaimn
\

:

Co

train
eastern
through
through Georgia, South Caroh Carolina, Virginia, District of
Mary and, Delaware, PennsylNew Jersey

Thai

Tore the

war

to

New

of the

congress

enjoyed

were

much

there

“Bumble-bee stew, did you say? What
kind of stew is that?”
“No, colonel, not zackly bumble-bee
stew, but bunsby stew.”
“What do you say, ‘bunsby stew?’
“No, not zackly, that colonel, but bunbrun—”
But before he could finish the proprietor stepped to the table and said it
was Brunswick stew*, a dish of his own
compounding, which his guests considered to be very nice. So we dined on
barbecue beef, pork and mutton, and
“bumble-bee, bunsby, Brunswick stew.”
The stew which was so hard for the
waiter to pronounce, was the best of all,
but that was not saying much in its

and
system
public
with the hospitable manner in which
grammar
twenty
praise, for southern cooking and flavorwere
received and entertained. ing are so peculiar to a Northerner
schools for both white and black, two ! they
Other I From Fruithurst they took train toTal- that ttie stew might have had all the
high and several private schools.
institutions are Atlanta university, for lapoosa on their return, and there took ; names the waiter tried to apply to it
the education of colored men and women; supper at the Lithia hotel, a fine house, without change in its flavor.
ABOUT THE FAIR GROUNDS.
university, open to students where they were finely entertained. Tali Clarke
Tn the Georgia building something was
without regard to sex or color and has
lapoosa is a town of 5,000 or 6.000 people,
connected with it the Gammon theologi- I situated in Georgia, upon the Tallapoosa | found with a decided flavor. Our friend.
cal department; Spellman seminary for I river, fifty-six miles from Atlanta, and a ! Dr. Newton, of Athens, Ga., an ex-con:
women and girls; a Baptist seminary; a
place of considerable importance. There I federate, called attention to it. lie called
school of technology; Georgia military I was a long delay in the arrival of the At- it a new electric motor. He introduced
! institute; two medical colleges; business lanta bound train, but it came at a late us to the exhibitor, who asked to have
colleges, and a young men’s library of hour, when bidding adieu to their hos- our names registered In his book, and
some 10,000 volumes.
pitable entertainers t he train started and then the motor was started and worked
It is to Atlanta with the influences i reached Atlanta at midnight. The next well. We sat and rested, the doctor told
1
We
radiating from it, that we look for the day was the last of the farmers’congress; stories, the motor still running.
it adjourned to meet at Nashville, Tenn., arose, bade adieu to the motorman, who
new life and vigor which shall regenerate

seventy
schools,

York.

rebellion,

churches,
embracing

of the

their visit to Fruithurst, and
pleased with what they saw

Its educational institutions consist of

river by steamboat, and

vania

The members

culture.

Montgomery,

t»y

c

lina.

1

Alabama, to

a

a

of

|

right to vote under the new constitution.”
In Georgia the material prosperity of
the negroes lias kept pace with their intellectual advancement, as is proved by
elsewhere, as they were needed.
Augusta is a thriving manufacturing figures representing the property-holders
city of 35,000 to 40,000 inhabitants, situat- i of that race in the state. In 1.880 their
holdings were $5,764,293, and in 1896, $12,ed upon tlie right bank of the Savannah
river, the dividing line between Georgia 911,230; and yet, thirty years ago, they
and South Carolina. Its valuable water- began with nothing, and this is the
a centre of
class that South Carolina proposes to dispower has caused it to become
trade and manufactures. It is 171 miles franchise.

the way, in new dwellings, new railway
stations, and bales of cotton at the gins
and presses, ready for shipment to the
coast, or to the factories at Augusta and

it has broad, regular streets
fine residences.
Opposite Augusta on the South Carolina side of the river, and connected with
from

Atlanta;

and many

it

by bridge

is the tow

n

of

Hamburg,

the

of colored
people some years ago, with which the
name of Senator Butler was dishonorably
linked.
From the train it seemed a small
insignificant place of not more than 1.200
scene

in

of

a

horrible

massacre

habitants.

seventeen miles from Augusta, through which we passed, Hiid at
which our train made a short stop, is a
noted health resort, with fine hotels and
boarding-houses, nine churches, three
banks, academies and high schools for
each of the white and black races; two

Aiken, 8. C.,

THE

NEGRO

WAGE-EARNER.

The South is entering upon a new era
in manufacturing industries, and sooner
or later must meet the wage question and
perhaps “the walking delegate.” When
that time comes, as come I believe it will,
it is to the negroes the South must turu
to help them out of those difficulties.
The cotton mills of the Soutli are now
run by white operatives, the blacks having been tried, but their morals were
found to be

against

them

as

steady

and

reliable workers, and this is not to be
population
wondered at when the conditions from
much
o.d
not
exceed
30,000,000,
country
which they sprang are considered. Hut
of «\ L>. u number probably not more
education and higher civilizing and huj
is
and
now
of
the
than oni-third
living;
manizing effects will raise them to a
70,000,000 of the piesent population it is
The white female operahigher level.
fair to estimate that not more than one
newspapers, and a population numbering tives in the mills, on the other hand, are
in leu 11as a distinct recollection about
about 2,500. It is well situated, healthy, now said to be steady and reliable.
the period now under consideration.
1
a place of note and a pleasant one to look
This state of affairs applies to female
In ISoo, at the close of the war, 4,000,000
upon in passing.
operatives in cotton factories, but w ho is
of slaves came out of bondage, but so
in 1896.
asked us to call again, and then took our
The next place at which our train l to say that the colored girls are incapable
the South, and create for its people a new
rapid nave been the changes since that
THE SOUTHERN MULE.
and a new earth, for the whole
departure. As we stepped outside the stopped was Sumter, 8. C., forty-four of improvement, or that they may not
dale thit it is probable that not more heaven
One interesting incident of the conmotor pavilion, our eyes caught sight of
miles east of Columbia, the capital of the in the future supersede their white siswhite and black of the former
than one in three of those who had people,
slave states.
This may seem a roseate gress is worth relating. A member from the sign over the door which read, “Live state, with which it is connected by a ters in this work?
reached the years of understanding, is
It has rive churches, an
cross railroad.
view to take, but to-day no place in the Georgia exhibited a silver cup presented Oak Brand, Kentucky Whisky.”
On the farm, in the iron mills, foundnow numbered with the living populato George Washington in 1790, by the
In one of the buildings is a collection of academy, a female institute, two newspa- ries, machine shops, mines and many
South is freighted with such vast possibiltion of the colored race of the country.
ities for the good of that part of our South Carolina agricultural society, for confederate song books and relics. These pers and a population of 5,000. Near to other kinds of employment where men
Frederick Douglass predicted, shortly
raising the largest jackass. A picture of resembled the funeral habiliment of a the station stood one of Governor Till- are workers, the colored man is there to
as are contained in the wealth,
after tin close of tin* late war, that “The country,
e<lu< at tonal
development the jackass was engraved on the side of departed friend, and had about them the j man’s dispensaries, which was pointed stay. And when his knowledge equals
old Israel ites must die in the wilderness enterprise,
the cup. The raising of jackasses, mules musty odor of t he tomb and t he dead past.
out to us a one-story, brick building in
his physical powers and skill,
which
before the uplifting of his race would be and broadmindedness of the people of
and slaves in the South in 17‘*\ was con- The old Confederate soldiers, we are led ; which
not to be drank some
is sold,
Atlanta.
liquor
day will be the fact, he will not
and
white
The
old
Israelites,
possible.”
For location, salubrity <*f climate, good sidered to be commendable industries, to believe, eare nothing for these things, upon the premises.
only be important in shaping the destiny
hlack iii large numbers, have died in the
conveuieiicr- and and a good jackass was a prize animal and but some of those who never knew the
water, ami modern
| While waiting at the station a negro of his own race, but that of the whites,
wilderness, and a different state of things
all
other
cities
to
the
success
of
the
Atlanta
business.
smell
of
or
the
horrors
thrift,
“Here’s tine his neighbors, as well. And when that
surpasses
important
fruit vender cried out:
burning powder
now exists in the South, hut the colored
of the South.
Her people had the wis- The raising of mules is still a lucrative of the battle-field, and some of the seckel pears; weigh a pound a piece; sweet lakes
place it will be u condition not to
people are not yet in possession of the dom to discern “the
of
her
visita- business in the South, but the raising of women, gathered about them with an and nice; three for ten cents."
We 1h* defied with impunity.
day
1 he labor
promise l land. The evolution of time,
tion.” and to welcome and take advan- slaves for the market, we are glad to add, apparent feeling of sorrow, such as seen nought i11 ret*, iounu mem large mmi iihiiuin Egypt, has produced a people,
question, therefore, ia, in my opinion, to
like hi
exhibited by paid mourners in the East.
tage of the helps in men and money from has fallen “into innocuous desuetude.”
some, but no more like the seckel of New
play an important part in raising the
tnegrea.cr part oi w:n*m Know not oy
The thought came to me since the exThe negro building for t here is a negro England than are the Duchess. We ate black of tlie South to a
position of
experience the conditions that existed from the ashes of the old town this new hibition of that
cup, if it would not be a
building at the Atlanta fair, the new two of them, which were juicy and pleas- equality in civil matters, so thHt he may,
under tie Mave taak-nmsters, but they do
and attractive city, of which her citizens
good idea to give prizes of silver cups to South not yet having reached the point ant to Hit* taste, and the third one wt* at a future time, “ait under his own vine
know timl they still suffer indignities
have cause to feel proud.
all two-legged jackasses who should comwhere whites and
blacks can exhibit
brought home to show friends to w hat and tig tiee, with none to molest or make
which t bat old system has entailed upon
No other city of the South could have pete for t hem and brag about silver, and specimens of their handiwork and skill size tht seckel
pear grows in South Caro- him afraid."
them.
accomplished, at this time, what she has thus find a way of utilizing the silver in under tlie same roof was extremely in- lina.
Some obstructors will stand in the way
In October last, a: the solicitation of
in the matter of the cotton states exhibithe vaults of the I’nited States treasury, teresting to us, for in it were the many
Our next stop of importance was at and
try to stop the wheels of progress,
friends, 1 was appointed by Governor tion of 1895.
has
drawn
is
That
and
the output of the mines, and so “solve the proofs of advancement made by a rate
Florence, S. C., a village and railway hut they will be ground to powder: for.
Greenhalge a delegate to the farmers'
but thirty years out of the bonds of junction, thirty-nine miles northeast of
drawing large numbers of people to silver problem.”
**t hough t he mills of t he god a grind slow,
national
congress at Atlanta, Ga., to
Atlanta, who will carry away with them
My seventeen-year-old son accompanied slavery. To describe minutely w hat we Sumter, where we took supper. At this they grind exceeding tine."
represent Massachusetts in that assembly, to their homes in the North and West, a me to Atlanta. He had never been South saw is
not our purpose, as it- recital would
station our train was broken up, and our
K. <5. F. (.’ANDAGE.
and go:, g to and in returning from Atfar better idea of the South than could
before, and the sights and scenes were be wearisome, but we call attention to it ear was attached to the Florida mail exBrookline, Mass., Nov. tih, l»t*5.
lanta, 1 passed over much of the route
otherwise have been obtained by them. new to him.
The mule came in for a as a very interesting portion of the exa
a
of
an
hour
and
half.
after
delay
press,
travel's* o in IStX).
The fact of the people meeting together share of his attention and thought. One hibition.
Florence has a population of 1.000 or
A* a member of the farmers' congress
II «>\v to Salt Almonds.
from the North. West and South, will day he said: “Father, a mule is not a
At tin* opening, Booker T. Washington, 5,000, seven churches, three banks, two
and the good roads parliament, in visitTo prejmre salted almonds, blanch
of
irot
tot
is
he?
Did
ever
hem,
animal,
of
normal
and
indusgreat advantage,
prove
only
handsqme
you
Tuskegee
principal
newspapers, a cotton-seed oil mill, school
them by pouring boiling water over them
ing tin cotton states exhibition 1 came but
notice bow much like an eel their tails trial institute, of Tuskegee, Ala., was buildings, a sash ami other factories. It
through them to the w hole country.
in contact with men from all over the
and rubbing the brown skin off w ith a
are?’’ 1 said I had not noticed it before
THK BLUE AND THE GRAY.
invited to make an address. This was the whs dark before we left Florence, ami the
country; and in looking about the city I
rough cloth. When they are blanched
Time has softened, and is still at work he called my attention to it, but thought first time that a colored man had been next
morning when we awoke we were and quite dry measure them, and over
kept n.\ eyes and ears open for im- ! softening, the old antagonisms which I did see some resemblance.
invited to make an address before a at Quantico, Va., the old Acquia Creek
each cupful of nuts pour a tat)les|>oonful
pressions which would naturally come to once existed between the people of the
An old sailor once asked his shipmate
board of directors consisting of white station, forty miles beyond Washington.
|
me from the ••new South," and which 1
I.et them stand for
of the best olive oil.
free and those of the former slave states.
what a
mule looked like.
“Did you men, in the South. Here is a scene fora
HKKK IS A BOt‘EBON.
could compare with the state of the old
an hour, and then sprinkle a
tablespoonThis is manifest by the cordiality with never see a mule?” was the reply. “No,” painter a negro orator addressing an
ful of salt over each cupful, mixing it
South under slavery. I spent a very enAt Aiken, a Mr. Evans, a member of
which the people of the South now meet said the questioner. “Well then. Bill, 1 audience of white people in Atlanta,
them out on a tiat
thoroughly.
Spread
at
and
the
imweek
Atlanta,
joyable
and greet their brethren from the North.
will tell you: a mule is just like a horse Georgia, not far from the plantation of the constitutional convention of South
tin pan, and put them in n not too hot
1 there received, and those en
pre--i<
We entered
boarded our train.
delicate
oven until they have becom*- a
And especially is that the case with the only a good deal more so.”
Robert Tombs, who but a generation ago Carolina,
|
in
1
-hall
to
this
route.
try
embody
paper, old soldiers and officers of the confedinto conversation and exchanged cards. brown. I.adies' Home Journal.
So the Southern mule of to-day. though
boasted that ere long he would call the
read
who
hear
or
thai those
it,
it, may
They are loyal Americans to-day, not a handsome animal, is a strong, hardy roll of his slaves on Bunker hill! Surely He was a true type of the South Carolina
eracy.
see ; he new South through my eyes as I
3tmrrtiicmrnt5.
a grandson of Senator
Evans,
and as proud of their country’s greatness one, better adapted to the climate and
the world does move, and the rosy tints gentleman,
saw it.
and progress as we of the North.
the work he has to perform than any of the day of the new South illumine the of South Carolina, who once was I'nited
EVERY FAMILY
Wendell Phillips, in an address before
States senator. Our conversation took a
That feeling and sentiment were em- other, and “is just like a horse, only a horizon!
And yet t lie race problem of
SHOULD K/VOW THAT
the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics
w ide range at lirst, but
finally narrowed
Prof, liunnicutt, of,Georgia, £ood deal more so.”
by
phasized
the South ha.- not been fully solved nor
association in Boston, some years ago,
down to the doings of the state convenwho made the address of welcome to the
be until more “old Israelites die
can it
GOOD ROADS PARLIAMENT.
made the following remarkable statement
tion, t he color line or race question. He
farmers’congress. He said:
in the w ilderness.”
At the dose of the farmers’ congress,
in regard to t he South as compared with
informed me that he was chairman of an
“It was formerly a favorite saying of
Nothing more convincing of that fact
the
roads
was convened
good
New Bngland:
parliament
public inen to -now their broadness, that
important committee to draft portions of
can be brought forward than that of the
“The handwriting on the wall is so they knew no North, no South, no East, in the hall lately occupied by the former,
the new constitution. “But,” he said,
of the negroes in the
plai. but none but a fool need mistake no West, but we of this section found out and t ne members of the congress re- recent lynching
••we find great difficulty in changing the
a North, whicn we know and
it.
South, where the population of the wholi
Bngland is doomed just assure that the.*
maining m the city were made delegates
const it ut ion, so as to leave the whites in
iM'-ni! laws produce fixed result*.
as
respect, for n -y came this way and taugnt
town proclaim a holiday that t h» y may
to
'.ii
latter.
That
was
also
able
body
New Bog bind has no soil worth mention- us a lesson ue\- r to be forgotten by us.
control of the state, as the niggers are
be present at the burning of a black man
oebcue
t«>
and
Now
ae
to
has
all
and
ami
heard
been derived
you
dignified,
Georgia
reports from the
ing, and her wealth
in the majority."
from ner nvinufaetures. These are grad- Atlanta, wilt! u.1 the warmth of feeling different states upon road-making, road- in the public square, and quench the fire largely
Their efforts had been concentrated
her and eventually they will and friendship, and wit hall t he cordiality
w hen he is half dead, for the purpose of
ually leavi:
maierial and upon the best methods to
three j oints
lirst. a poll lax qualito the West, but most to t he of expression our Southern natures are
all g ; .>!
rekindling it later to prolong his agonies. upon
be employed in maki ig and keeping in
South, where the advantages for profit- capable of extending to you.”
fication; second, an educational qualiticathat
can
A
civilization
look
complacently
able manufacturing are all located. The
Addresses were
FARMERS NATIONAL CONGRESS.
repair country roads.
t on, and
third, a registration clause
coal and iron in the South are easily got
made, papers were read which were ex- upon a scene like that ought to be held which w<»uld disfranchise as
The farmers’ national congress, commany neat, and inexhaustible in amount; and
the
scorn
and
of
to
detestation
all
up
/.« a very remarkable remedy, hrth far IS*
foundries and machine posed *>f delegates from 1 he different ceedingly interesting, instructive and of
the ir* u
as possible and leave the whites in
and be driven from groes
7 l.P\ A [. and t:\TLP.\AL i'-e, and iron*
right-minded
people,
value.
in
to
them
than
the
can
better
of
the
the
slates
state
great
Massachusetts,
I'mon,
go
they
shops
appointed by
opinsomet lung after the plan of the
dcriul in it> quick action to rchevedistress.
control;
the American continent.
Then the
be carried to the shops.
can
governors, held its fifteenth annual ses- I ion of the parliament, is the banner state
M
constitution.
11 a *UM* ‘■■•ire for **or«
ississippi
mills
and
the
woolen
must
cotton,
P/I in iV/l/Cl
IkillRf Thrnnr.
go
The Southern states can prohibit prize
*
for good roads.
sion at Atlanta, October 10 to 16, 1895. The
( n uh In,
there, for the raw materials are produced
Chill*. Dinrrlurn, l)> •ni!m
while we applaud their action;
Crumps,
fighting,
A
from
New
York
state
these
sessions
is
for
its
advomemdelegate
there: most cheaply, uniformly and bet- purpose of
C liulcru. ii >d o
J: <url Com/’
,:i.
ami preserve a republican form <»f govbut
on
race preiinvolving
questions
cated steel roads, saying that he believed
bers from the various states to meet and
of daylight in a year's run.
extra
udices they are guilty of crimes ami ernment, and the right of the majority
rmisnh in regard t o t he G're-ii Hsrriciilr nml
it to oe Hit- roau oi me luture.
ills plan
Sirknc**, •*it U I Irndiicltc, I'nin in ibt
This of itself is no small matter. As the
practices ten times more abhorrent to the to rule? The time is coming when the
Burk
was to grade his road after t lie present
**idc. I{ luMimnrimii
interests of the country—the most imVuia!*iu.
South grow* stronger, the wealth, culcolored people will he educated,and w hen
of
our era.
civilization
These
are the
ture and power of the country w ill he portant single industry of the country— system, men lay cross sleepers level with
ummi .>?
ii
be
fur
to own a mathem
may
possible
dark
clouds
over
the
will
centred there, until she
become, not and also upon other interests affecting, the road-bed and upon them place broad
hanging
zenith,
"'I A I) C. 11 I.
n
!
»} rt’t
if/
In nil
of
alone the mistress of America, but the
which the sun of progress, in its ascent jority of the property as well, and with
Bruises, Cut*, >pruins,
and to give expression to its views in pa- steel rails, wide enough apart for carriage
>e\ere liurii*, Ac.
I
centra! empire of the world.’’
refinement
and
education,
us
intelligence,
hope and trust,
resolutions and memo- wheels to run upon them, and bicycles from the horizon, let
tr',,! a,,<*
P/i/n= f\
A liliri
///fT f:-,h° friend
I do not fully agree with the prophecy pers petitions,
MClIll
the possession of property, can it be right
f 1 h*
will dispel.
He claimed
of public opinion—to the [ could run upon a single-rail.
Mcrlinnir, lurnier. Plant, r, -uilur, and
of Mr. Phillips, but having seen with my rials--mediums
exclude
to
them
from
the
and
We met in the negro building, Hon.
privileges
In
fact r
«
ruing
of
mcdirine
at
it
would
be
service
m
always
the
United
States.
The
great
transportagri- 1j
own ey-s some of the developments of | Congressof
hn
!.u:
init riiull) ui xteruully
Mr. Livingstone, M. L’., from the Atlanta responsibilities of the franchise, and a
cultural interests of the country are so ing farm products to market, for on the
whh eerininiT of relief.
the Sout ii along the lines of that proph- j
fair participation in the affairs of the
with whom we exchanged cards.
IS RECOMMENDED
great and important that a deaf congress- steel road a team could haul with ease district,
ecy, I am not now the sceptic I was when
government under w hich they live, and,
M
He spoke in praise of Mr. Washington’s
By Pbi/urtnn». \<y Mlamonaritu,
<t(er$, by
three or four times the weight which can
i* «, hy .%(<»«<■» t’i // •, •/(,/*.
JdC'f"’"
Cotton man can hear its breathings through
the words were first spoken.
by the payment of taxes, maintain?”
address at the opening of the exhibits n
now be hauled on the common gravel or
such a body as the farmers’ national
BY EVERYBODY.
foundries
;en
iron
mills,
mills,
mills,
His answer was:
“However well eduand as being greatly
pleased and indirt road. The plan had the merit of
congress, and once heard, if he be wise,
ric * hops have in a marvellous
and no
terested in the exhibit of the colored cated, intelligent and relined be may be1
and to the delegates
novel,
it
he
w ill take heed.
being
le vc port without a supj y «.f it.
manner
sprung into existence in the
His praise was unstinted and come. he would still be a niqger, and
e-m *.?•
t-• C No fan
thu
Many questions were brought forward seemed to be original and well worth people.
South w thin the last t wo decades, and in
lr
rule
until
to
over
while
the
natural
in
the
of
men,
the
expressed
pride
progress
careful consideration.
and
ll w Hi n th«* r*
ti
in
were considered, def ull. aiut It
the
uuu.tv
congress,
aoroe jut titulars the
advantages of the
v
rulers
of
this
a.
ts
tuncost
in
colored race iu the South.
country.”
many
bated. and acted upon, if deemed of imTHE COTTON STATES EXPOSITION.
Beware of
i'M*.
I
r New Kngland have attracted
Tuk<thfi
South
This is tht Sout^i Carolina idea, and
We can no longer linger about the
C nuine **I'icHity Davis.’*
met tings and proceedings
The cotton states ami industrial exand ar<
itrncting Northern capital to portance. It*
shows
that
more
old
Israelites must die
so we pass on
to the
negro
building,
were
characterized
by decorun., dignity, hibition we visited as a matter of course,
build and run cotton mills in "the land
machinery, tine arts, electricity, agricul- in the w ilderness before the sons of Ham
and marked ability.
It is not too much
but except in a few things it resembled
;on.”
of the
1
tural, liberal arts, l nited States govern- can enter the promised land, But 1 am
All fli" _• t hrough South Carolina and to say of it, that for ability, character, other fairs. The grounds and buildings
ment, minerals and forestry, transporta- happy in liie belief thut the whole white
and common-sense of its members, it
are laid out upon the plan of the world’s
new
life
in
here
of
were
signs
your sleigh repaired or painted Before
Georgi
tion, lire apparatus,
auditorium and people of the South do not share in I,tie
snow flies?
I.et u-* know and we will
the vii ._es, at the railway stations, and would compare favorably with mat of fair at Chicago, but on a much smaller
South
Carolina
but
a
at
idea,
in
all
of
women’s
which
there
part,
least,
buildings,
the
send and get it, giving you a price for
Congress of the United States, scale, and yet it is a creditable affair.
in* where
new factories were
other |
have turned towards the dawn, presaging
was much to interest, but time will not
tiie job.
in process of erection. The | although the former n.ade less noise in The exhibits of the products of the farm,
erected
We drank not only a better day for the blacks but
permit to describe in detail.
cotton td ds, white with bolls, ready for the world.
j field and factory were extensive and in- tea with the Japanese, took a turn on the for the whites as well, when civil
Resolutions were passed, giving expres- terestiug, as were the works of art and
<1 picking, lined the way, the
the scv*
j
phenix wheel, where we had a birds-eye rights and privileges shall be accorded to
the views of its members upon I curios from home and abroad
aiding their white heads in sa- sion to
plants
A new sleigh or pung?
of the grounds; walked down the all alike under the law
view
We are mak
finance,
silver
In
the woman’s building is an exhibit
tariffs,
coinage, shipping,
lute as we passed. The season had been
ing some good ones, and will not be
1
to look at the sights and scenes
The Charleston News is by no* means
midway
river
and
harbor
and
of
Hawaiian curiosities, collected by
appropriations,
v one, and the crop one-half of
a very
beat
In
or
quality
price.
there exhibited, and then w ith reluctance certain that the new suffrage scheme w ill
many other minor subjects. The MassaMinister Blount (pronounced Blunt in
what it i\ as the previous year, and yet
took our final departure from the fair give w hite supremacy in South Carolina.
chusetts delegation presented a resolu- Georgia), which was presided over
was nearly double, so that the
the pri«
by a
that we could take away It says:
“That if existing political lines
which
was
passed, asking the young lady of great beauty and accom- grounds, feeling
NOTICE.
planter- are making money, whereas in tion,
United States Congress to examine into plishments, a graduate of a Georgia with us only general impressions of the should he drawn on any general question
1894 the.v lost money.
We have a few line, new Bangor buggies, ex
as
lack
of
would
time
not
a
or
if
the lines should be drawn
permit
hereafter,
the subject of the ravages of the gypsy female college, the oldest in America. fair,
lie AGO OF THE SOUTH.
press and road wagons left, just finished. You
of it.
on any question that would
divide the can
moth, and take such measures for its ex- She talked about the collection with systematic study
fie capital of Georgia, is sitget them at a bargain that will pay you to
Atlan.
white voters into nearly equal numbers,
HOMEWARD BOUND.
as would seem expedient, as
termination
much
and
when
she
between
to the dividing ridge
learned
buy now for next year, and will make terms
uated u
enthusiasm,
colored
voters
would
15,000
hold
the
over
the
its
would
be
a
country
that
we
had
And
so
our
week’s
spread
visited Hawaii, and that we
easy to suit.
tic and Gulf coasts, 1,085 feet
the At I
stay at Atlanta came
balance of power; and it believes that
New store house now ready to receive carhad two brothers buried at Honolulu her
to an end, and we took the train lor
^ea level.
It is 170 miles from national misfortune.
above tl
They also presented a resolution, which interest was heightened. She showed us home, knowing that our experiences had more than this number will have the riages to be repaired during the winter.
the city <f Augusta and 300 miles from
Its climate is dry and mild passed unanimously, as follows:
tapa-cloth pod, Pele’s hair, and other been enriched by w hat we had seen,
Savanna
Resolved, That the farmers’ national curios, but not a lock from Queen “Lil,” heard, and by our contact with the
aa
annual temperature of 64
Many merchants are well aware that
with a
favors the improvement of the
congress
nor a picture of her sable majesty, whom
Southern people, w hich will be treasured their customers are their best friends and
ihrenheit. The summer heat is harbors of the
degree*
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific Mr.
Blouut was instructed to restore to in memory’s store-house for future use, take
sunstroke is never coasts, the lakes and rivers of the interior,
exc -*ive and
■ot
pleasure in supplying them w ith the
and the speedy completion of the harbors
her throne, but found it to be too when and where it may seem to be ad- best
re.
known t
goods obtainable. As an instance
of refuge now begun, as they mean
a
some
to
undertake.
a
of
matter
visable.
was
town
Atlanta
In 186*
weighty
we
mention Perry & Cameron, promicheaper transportation, cheaper food,
We
dined
From
Atlanta
to
in
at
the
6.000 ;
Augusta, Ga., Aiken, nent druggists of Flushing, Michigan.
., living chiefly
unpainted fuel,' clothing, coal, iron, lumber, and
Georgia barbecue
.-e*. which “Gen. Sherman on
wood* ’i
supplies g<. u» r*!iy to every inhabitant of restaurant. It had a singular bill of fare, and Sumter, S. C\, we had daylight on They aav: “We have no hesitation in
our
it
the
if
therefore,
we
country;
and passed through a
urges upon
could believe the colored waiter’s
our
to the sea,” in
his mar
way home,
1864, laid iu
Chamberlain’s
recommending
Cough
Congress of the United Stales to make ! statement.
-SOS ;t has an estimated populaashes. 1
Beating ourselves at table, country planted with cotton ready for Remedy to our customers, as it is the best
liberal appropriations for inese objects, in
Y. M. C. A. Building,
Bangor, Me.
tion of
0.000; one-third of whom are the interest of wise economy and a broad he was asked what there was for dinner. ! the second picking, the white bolls of cough medicine we have ever sold, and
He
us Rnd
nodded
their
heads
to
is
a
which
ii
is
humanity.
there’s
replied:
“Well,
colonel,
centre;
great
railway
■egrets,
always gives satisfaction.” For side at
Business and Sh ,riband Courses.
Complete
A resolution was also passed, commembarDecue pork, barbecue beef, barbecue formed a pleasing contrast with the deep, 25 and 50 cents
one of tl
Session of
larg^t and most progressive
commences Tuesday, Sept. 3.
per bottle by George A.
Illustrated catalogue mailed tree.
red soil. There were signs of thrift along Parcher.
cities of the South, and its e»terpri»e has orative of the life and worth of the late j mutton and bumble-bee stew.”
Address
E. D. C lit Li ti, Secretary.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

[Under tlds head we shall publish each week three selections of choice reading matter intended
supplement, the reading books In the public schools, and thus afford the teachers and scholars a
variety otherwise unattainable. In every neighnorhood there can probably be found a sufficient
uumlu-r of copies of Tin. \mi i:h \s to sui p'y at least one class at a time, and we hope that
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VIII.

LESSON

He sprang up
danger, drew
his sword to defend himself. But the
coward who had hoped to take him by
surprise turned about and ran away as
fast as his legs could carry him.
Several days after this, the prince, being still closely followed by his enemies,
concealed himself in a cave not far from
the seashore. He had been there but a
short time when a spider came out from
under a rock and wove its web across the

therefore he wondered at if she begiddy with her exaltation—considered her admission into the ships and
most of the cabins no longer an indulgence, but a right ceased to return
the slightest acknowledgment for any
kindness or presents became listless ami
inattentive in unraveling the meaning
of our questions, and careless whether
her answers conveyed the information we
desired. In short, Iligluik in February
and Iligluik in April were confessedly
very different persons; and it was at last

searching for the prince passed that way.
“See this cave!” cried one.
"Very
likely he has hidden himself within; let
us stop and see.”
“Nonsense!” said the others. "Do you
not see the spider’s web across the door?
How could he go inside without brushing
that down?”
without

nnother

they

word

all

and made no stop.
The prince, who had heard their words,
raised his hands toward heaven and
thanked the Maker of all thing* for his
on

he
hnd
Afterwards, when
driven all his enemies out of the country,

goodness.
he

was

telling

fond of

every body

of

the

which he had learned from the
spider and t he fly. And never, so long as
he lived, could he bear to see any one
lesson

hurt the smalle.-t creature.
t;
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and suffering, the clash of weapand the dreadful shedding of blood,
is something with which our young people in America may be glad that they
one
have nothing to do. There was

cruelty
ons

in Europe, many years ago, which
brought to an end by a company of
little children, who, at the same time,
saved a famous city from destruction.
war

was

The story which 1 shall tell you about
these children is a true one, and for that
reason it i- all the more beautiful.

enemy
were

were

by surprise. There
them but few lighting men

the great host of soldiers
under Pr n
; and there was within
the city scarcely foot! enough to keep
th*-m alive for
fortnight. They saw the
mighty army drawn up in front of their
gates, and knew that fora short time
only c ould they withstand the besiegers.
do?” they cried.
“What
shall
we
“There is none to aid us. We and our
wives ami children must perish with
he c..y walls,
hunger ami iuiist with

compared with

ineai

Ul

in^uiK

minii

un

'*

in*

of that

if we go forth, we shall
!y be slain
by t he sword.*’
While they were thus talking, some one
cried: “Toe children! The children!
Behold, they can save os.”
“But what can the children do?” asked !
the others.
"They are young and weak.
I
They cannot tight, neither can they get
;
us food.”
!
“Let t he gates be opened,” said the tirst
sp- .i »•!*. “and I t the children go fort ti. |
Let tin* elder ones take the little one3 by
tne hand, and let the youths carry the
I
to the westward, and afterorder that new subscribers may obtain
infants in their arms, ami let them pass short round
I
t lie w hole of t his monumental work, tin
wards to the 8. 8. W., so as to come withare
Soldiers
out before our conquerors.
publishers have made a rate of |5 00. be
of four days’ journey of Repu»«o
ami their hearts »re often in three
but m.
w hieh one can have h war’s
subscript
bay.
from November, '95, and all of the numLet the children go, and they
gentle.
to acknowI
compelled
hers for the past twel\e months, froii
however,
am,
will do them no harm, neither will they
ledge, that in proportion as the superior the beginning of Prof. Skiane’s history.
1

|

1

us.”

You can
arranged.
imagine in whul distress they weio, and
how they must have suffered, when the
Ami

so

it

was

atibcrlisfmcnta.
Beecham’s

pation

pills

for consti-

and 2-J.

book at your

They Over-Estimate Their Physical
Strength. Advice to Young Women.
[SPECIAL

Women
their

are

strength

TO OUR LADY READERS

]

very apt to over-cstimatd
and overtax it.
When they are feel-

ing particularly well,
they sometimes take

chances which in the
long run cause them
much pain and trouble.
This is due
J

-1

j
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FAVORITE REMEDY

.;o
The foregoing anoiuu!
:
-..i
the county road h ading frm
f
\ urora on the
i>p
ir I iroad so
the northea-t. rly part of -.lid
2!,
and (diaries I*. Sil-hy. of -aid \
p,i iir«■ of
pointed agent to -upel'll! ti lid t in
-aid assessment
v
<»n the easier
''ltd
part, of town I
•'
die Mivi-ion, in said county, -npp
».nlain 11,040 acres, we atin
.'.J : aS
follows: Kate of taxation, t\v
a
dollar.
V.;,
No.
Nnme of owner
T <.
pita
2
.*2- s'O
George K. Campbell A < >., 2,10"
A.N.AE Kei'd,
t;o-; no
:; 04
0,087
n Campbell A Co.,
2 1 .,4
‘2,"U> 2."
Mark Frost,
320
::2" no
:i 4
187
1.-7""
2.24
Unknown,

take it morning, noon and night, and it
will cure you.
I took t lie medicine as died ed, but had no confidence in a cure, us
case
had
been
tried by so many. After
my
using it a week i began to feel better, and
ill a short while after t hat i was entirely
cured. That terrible distress, everything
1 ate breaking up sour in my throat had
all gone and I have not had a moment 's
discomfort since. To-day there isn’t a
healthier man and my appetite h grand.”
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STATK OF MAIM:
At a court <>f county comHancock, ss
mis.-ioner* begun and holdcn at Kllsworth with
in itnd for the county of Hancock on the second
Tuesday of October, a. d. 1895, and by adjournment December 2(>, a. d. 1S95.
D now the county commissioners in accordance with Section so of Chapter VI,
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, having lir-t
made ail annual inspection in the month of Sep
tember, a. d. IS *5, of all the county roaos in the
unincorporated town-hips and tracts ot land
in said county, and having thereupon made an
estimate ot the amount needed to pul -aid
roads in repair so as to lie safe aiul convenient
for public, travel, have assessed upon the following described unincorporated townshipatid tracts of land In said county, e.\clu-ive of
water and land reserved for public u-e f<*r tli.it
purpose, during tin* year lS'.Ki, as follows, viz.
On township NoSouth Division, we. asess the sum of $89.82, as follows:
Rate of tax

fully realizing

£1(2.4*5
The foregoing amount is to lie
p»o '. d upon
(*> lieddinuion,
the road leading from
.h
dVlying in said township
v 1-ion line of land of
la11 et a!and
land formerly ot Wr
riv. in;iii, and (ns
1’
-i' g
east line of said town-lu,
mid < 1
ini:,.
by, of Aurora, is appointed aged
tend the exp* nditu e of said a<»nihe we-t half of town-hi! v
2;. Mi'M'e
«
Division, s'.ippo-ed to contain il "i"
Hs-ess
Kate of
the -uni ol #88.32 as follow
taxation eight mills on a dollar.
Y.i I
No.
Tax.
Name of owner.
acres, uation.
00 #-3 20
il M A 14 Mail,
$
10,400
10,400
Unknown.
040
040.00
it 12

\N

anon,

seven

Name of

owner.

acres,

Seth Tl«(lale,
C. S. Stover (or unknown),
A. F. Burnham,

300
01
50
40
40

840
30
25
95
25

25
Ira B.

>•

Heagan (or

Val
Tax.
untion.
$l.'»oOO $ l.o.'»
r. 1 oo
.45
.is
25 00
.28
40.00
40.00
.-2s
2.94
420.10
3u.n0
.21
35
50 00
95.00
.07
50.00
.35
50.00
.35

un-

known

•I. II. We-t,
William W- Bragdon,
Gideon I.. .Joy,
Estate of Davis &. Smith
(llow age;,

Weldngton llaslam,
Whitcomb & Hayues,

21
075
135
140

10.50
337 50
07 >0
70.00

.07
2.36
.47
.49

20o

100.00
220.00
30 00
980 00
121 00
125.00
40.50
06 00
5u.o0
97 00

.70
1.54
.21
G.c-6
.87
.88

220
00

>

$ss 32
The foregoing amount is to be ex .ended oh
that portion of the county road leading from
Aurora to Ueddington. which lies in -aid township No. 22. I*etween tiie west line of -aid township and the division line between land of II.
M. Hall and others and land t .mi rlv ..f
William Freeman, and Charles I' Mlsbv, of
Aurora, is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 28, Middle Division, in said
county, estimated to contain 22.0so acres, we
Rate of
assess the sum of $88.31 as followtaxation, four mills on a dollar.
No.
Yalacres, uaiion.
Tax.
Name of owner.
Estate of Davis A Smith, 12,803 *12.so., no *51
20 0*
William M. Nash,
5,<ii.’00
5,012
100
100 oo
04
Gideon L. Joy,
4 105
10.42
Estate of J. W. Moore,
4,lu5.uU

nun- on umiar.

No.

--—--

wmcn

■

for,

destroy

TAKINGJjHANCES.
WOMEN ARE CARELESS.

*5,8.31

The foregoing amount is to 1m expended oh
the road leading fr<>m Aurora to hediiington
P.
said township No. 2>. aid « iiar!>
within
Millett,
Nelson
.33 j Silsby, of Aurora, is appointed ag-nt to-upeiGeorge Parcher,
.40 Intend the expenditure of said a -e-^nient
Ira P. Fletcher,
**
.mi t\
we a-sess
On township No. 33, in said
.35
.08 the sum of $83 05 as follows : Hat ..: taxation,
Whitcomb & Haynes,
50
150 0»
1.05 three mills on a dollar.
\ Ibert
John I.ullum,
417 oo
2.2
4.7
\ (J. Hagerthy,
No.
Yal
12 07
5T5
1,725 00
M. C. Austin,
acres, uaiion.
Tax.
Name of owner.
0 30
450
900-00
14<
00
$1.05
Ezra
Williams,
loo
100.00
.7'
T. P. Austin,
no
50
25o
75
2 94 Edward Mc.Nlnrh,
420
420 00
K. s. Lewis.
5o
300 on
.'.JO
Leonaid
Williams,
1 ,-75.»k)
13 3
750
E. W. Coombs,
5.hi o
<>5
1.50
Do 00
130 ! 'Poldas Lord,
D6
Estate ot It. Holmes,
no
1 05
50
oo
l*»oo
.84 ; King Jackson,
Kolu-rt Gem
75 no
.82
37
2aO.0ft
1 75 I George Williams,
25o
Maries Treworgy,
44
1.12
••**•» no
Erank Mace,
2.*0 00
1
1*>0
Solon Goodale,
''*0
-’«>
J.
John
Archer,
I" no
54
.70
"",M'
Georg, 1*. Dunham.
135
1-50
A -a Williams,
l'*o n
1 05
7r>
-lames <'. Grant,
‘Jo
2.»
5*7
James Culler,
00
34
.24
17
•lames Clark.
1 »5
J. ho A. Williams,
.>o no
'O
George Parcher,
• »i> on
1.115
1*»4
John Laughlin,
9 79
'932
1.398 00
E H. Groel \.
"0
Wil
Elvira
iarns,
9n.no
.03
45
H. It. PhiHii'-.
320
Estate of IL Crosby,
>r uni.i.Iron I,. -I.+
-HO
W B. Culler,
24n.no
1.08
12o
known)
125 no
38
10
John R. Shuman,
4 02
577.0.*
57*
\.U. Enis,
W F. Milliken formerly
4n0 00
3.19
l.»2
•I ud-on n A l-i-her ,e-tatt
61.21
H. B. Mason,
2e,4o5 -«-,4..5 •
'»
41
$89.82 N. It. Culler,
.53
4
175 on
Edward McNineh,
Tl.e foregoing amount i- to
expended in Henry Mosher or unknowi
j0
roads
4
23
repairing hot M lie- -.l<l and the new c..unt>
Ma> nard Linton,
and .lohti h '' hitcomb.
;_5
I
.35
in -aid town-hip No
William Mel'hee,
I- II-worth,
ill said county, i- appointed George H. Garland,
ot
25
■‘■’J
of
-aid
s
10
agent in -up. rintend the expenditure
Henry Folsom,
l-mt"
.15
n--e--nielil.
30
Fred Williams,
we as9. South Divi-i n,
h
18
tin township No
160
W hitcomb, Hay nes 4« Cc
Bate of taxsr-- the sum of $54 I" as followsation. one cent on a dollar.
$83.05
Val
No.
The foregoing amount is to he expended oh
Tax.
acres, untion.
Name of owner.
1
the county road in said town .i p >.>•
1.73b $1,730.00 $17.30 John ft. Shuman, of «ald tow n?d
.1 p Gordon.
V
apFranklin Land, Mill and
agent to superintend the expenditure
pointed
32.10 of saltl assessment.
3.210
3,210.00
Water Co.,
1
Frenchman’- Bay and Mt.
ptd
The foregoing u-scpsmcnts shall
Derwrt Lai., and Water
in the state paper and .n Tin. 1.i.i.sw oktii
500 00
5.00
500
A M ERICA N.
(;0.t
Ellsworth, Maine, Dec. 31, a d Is--'*5
$54.40
F. B Aiken,
) Co. Com’crs
Richardson.
in
Perky n\
be
The foregoing amount is to
expended
i:.
Co.
Naiuim Hinckley,
repairing the rood iii said town-ldp leading
A true copy,
ii*oni the ea-t line of Franklin through said No.
<
•\u. -I —.lulls E. Iv
W
>S
j.
..-oring
9 to -the west lino ol town-hip N«<. i".
>teulien, and John I*. Gordon, of FranhIin, in
oiti« « o-t K'
-aid count\ i- appointed agent to superintend
i« ». «»i
Mi
lin- ex primu in
IITHKH K A S, Lizzie M. McFarland a •■.! .'oho
1". western part, a<: ndoing
on tnwn-hip N"
: Lden,
hu- :.r.o
her
M.
McFarland,
\\
|. law
-t, u 1 it- ii, we a --c>- the -uni of $-1 -0. a
o
Hancock county, Maine, by
Kale "1 la\al on, nine mills on a dollar.
j deed, dated the twenty-first «i:*N-u-n her,
No.
Val.
unHancce*
a. cl. 1893, and recorded in th<_
acre-,
ualh-n
Tax
Niiiiii' of owner.
ntv Registry of Deeds, book ‘271. ;
The American Constitution, the ( liarles Knierv,
ihi
1.025 .$
$17.33
1 -nid
Snow
Almon
Iden,
2t lit veyed to me,
5,37.")
-,o.-7 50
in
-iinaie
mat
real
estate
of
Ameiican Idea, the American Spirit. Truman
Inn
kmihi
.‘.to | a certain parcel
Leighton.
town of Kden.
a:y75
.33 part of the
37-50
Maine, known as Bar H
These first, last, and all the time, John l* tioillon,
I .m ii«i
11.,0
L:>
Ai*’t,_
described as follows,
3lH)
l.aO. 00
1 ..>4 j ami
a
the western
forever.
ginning
Krenehtnai.'- l>a\ and
cornthe
northeast
street at
ad
:t Land
Ml. I>
>l
ncu
on
the plan hereinafter Ut
115
415.00
3.74
Wat- rto.
•■’0
and occupied by Sli p'.i-. iieliiiian*- 14a) and
*
north live degrees and tl
\t
ei
1
a
'id
ai
l
t
t
1»,
a y ?r
n
side
east but following the sai.i
0.45
2,'00
Water! o
l,n50(ft
t
t\
istrei
said
Fore.-'
of
sixty
f lanUlilt 1 an-: Mi.: ami
a
a ',D3r
! east corner of lot No. 18 on
mail
and
150
3UO.OO
2 7"
\\ a 11
A. (». Bulgur; tuce no;..
I by
Krai kiln I uni Mill and
*
\u>!
nine o ii.
grccs
850
Water Co.,
t t’fc
south 1 in'- of said lot No. is
:< ia
2«'0
4oil o
L ilia iglit-.n,
1
east line of J.-: No. 25 on pin
an
100
.X
1
11. 1. i.
lint.,
and Mihm
500
2.)U UO
2 27
.5!.line, Rei i-’.t> of Deeds, I
iei6
page 52; the ee south five d,
$81 N
m
minutes we-t but follow!
in
oi
nded
lint*
No.
and
f
iie
east
2
is the
b.i
The tor> _,dng amount i- to 1
\j.t
thfe
the county road in
aid.low n
owned by Snow and Mo:
, that portion ot
I tween the ea-t line n| t..\vn 111|
f said !•
9
the world.
corner
No
•;
:hwest
-hip
t
No. 0. and «i -titki marked ‘A’’
tandli.g oil tin south eighty-five d-erees
-9
me oi -am n>, d, and Jnhn 1‘. Uor
but following noitli line *■'
i.urthern
a
3
wear
rnnv
mail
Price F>r
ii'1 cou
ul Ft
?
fift ■, -four hnndri •1
j jj
agent c--m * rinteud the expenditure ot saii
< ii-u
-t
in: s| n, New York.
assessment
\.|.|r
gether with tin buildings it,1
i
No.
eastern
in
tin
N->. ITassh- w n on -aid phu
10,
on
tow
pm-?,
ill
Hancock, we a-sum o
ot
Coll lit V
right-of-way described in a
'■
Ait
l!aU
ol"
tax
a;
;m.
tl.ix
nl
--i
said
trom
aInd.'W
1
moitgage
$|00
1 Lizzie Me Fat an
'•*
and tvhon a dollar
i
No.
Vaih
mon C. snow on the fourth d
nu
said
f
acreuati-.n.
Tax
,i.
d.
iis>u-ntd
Nann
owner.
1895,
1 dersigned. R H Kittridge.
0
0
el
$3.
A t'ampi
(X'(0$dli
3,7t
J
j no nt was r- «ude o in said
01." (10
.Hi"
28 8
W Moore,
J
:
i.iH'tKj
t>U0
Is o I Registry of Deeds, book
.1 Nichoi-.
ion
of
ondit
wdicj
cas the
o
22
22
o
Talbot smith,
t' 'ht
been liM'kii-, now therefore
1. .»
la.' 1>0
4 0
KelljatUIn -III 11.
The American Protective Tariff
* orea-’h of
i c'aini ^
'be condition th
n (to
7i"
1
John »oW
t mortgm.
t
foreclosure
s..i
4 7
Ian oi)
150
Jo-iah 1 low i g
is a national
I er
d
1 del. De ca
n
50
1
Hannah U o-i- r,
gi u
7oo
Too no
"Protection to Ameucan Labor and
.Joint Collin.
20u oo
200
7
Smart iN v\»bovr,
>
<>Ki:.
its constituas
;
of
$1004
nev,
'll r'.IF.RFAS,
Augustus
as follows :
1 Y
k
Haucot
Buck-port.
The foregoing amount i-to be ex pended oi
his mortgage need Octo’.-the ea-tein pail ot the Coliniy fo.nl i<. -ai
i
I recorded in the Hancock ?
‘N
The object cf this League shall be to protect
town -hi p No In, no mine heing at >< -lake mark*
in-- in.-b-rlac
mifn-rts wh.cn shall
vol. 27«, page t->l. conveyed
Ii side of Halo load and « Xieinl
by at.hr-*
\“ oil inn la
, American
-an
industrial product#
c e rtain parcel ol
a
!
I
adequately secure A;|
c-t
line
and
-an,ue
;
tinof
hen
lido.
to
signed,
>
lug
*.
in said Bue-ksport, and h<
against the competition of foreign labor.”
N ! ampbell. "t < herry tield, i appnintnd ngeu
-"ie
to wit:
Beginning ou the
to superintend the expenditure ol -aid asses.er
ej
at
the
northe
street
!
Third
Ulelll.
or
There are no
s ,,d
land of Mark (fray; thence
western part. Midd'
On town-hip No. 21,
thw- r-teils
-aid county, suppn-id u. conlai
Uray’s land tour rods te> hiltivl-io".
in connection w th tht organiza1
the
;.tc
s.-utherfy
11,hi0 umvwe a.-- es.- llie uni oi $ em OU a- iu, I corner;
1
to the southeasterly corner <
KaC oi taxation, ll" mid "ii
dollai
!n'
low
tion and it issusta ned
..>uc*
I land; thence westerly by
Val
No
-h-im#
li>e rods to lii>» northwester
contributions and the distribution of its
Name of wnur.
Tax ,
uaiion.
acres
!\
lm£
northerly in line wi'h f'ram'j
t
40
40 00
.3 • anel parallel with said Third
Daniel -Iordan,
k i ■> p"»50
50 (H)
4 > J rods to the southerly line
1
fi
1
40
401 o
3
Dana .Jordan,
dimed; thence easterly by n.e
s solicited regard.ng
FIRST; Correspond^
"■
3.1 » ! of Franklin street producei
350
Haooo
Membership" and Off.c-al Correspondents.
f
'«■
3
30 no
Nahum -Jor an,
30
-ide of Third stre
westerly
SECOMD We need and welcome contributions,
i.
I
15
uo
Ki d -Junta..
i'll ir<l hi-uiherly a
whether small or large, to our cause.
ndiii-n -*#
14 1 ! point begun at; and whereas th
101
|0o 00
j p. S. .lord.i n,
M A l>
\.t
it
all,
said mortgage lias been hr- k.
THIRD. We pubiiah a large line of document#
7,0s0
7,0-0 On 00 1
'non
<<
t;
II.
oft
‘"'a-ff
Com*
27
)
breach
Whitcomb
the
question.
nee&Co., 3,000
3,no.
fore, by reason of
covering all phases of t! e
said mort2 1 i thereof, I claim a foreclosure
aiuuril hiek,
33
33 00
plet-j set will be mailed to ary address for 50 cents
00
3
2
30
a«37>
LiWlsJUuco,
FOURTH. Send puata card request for free 1 James
.1 I
10
10 00
T)r
Crai
—, n. fl. 1«tr
can
Economist.
dimple copy cf tl
A run; sun.
Thom as M
Addrees W.lbu- F Wakunan General Secretary,
tlua.o )
By O. P. Cuzmiiigl,-,.:, hi, utty.

account of an
English parliamentary
K'
pn 1
part of the coast election. It will be the leading feature
in fiction for the coming twelve months,
of America she was acquainted with, and
shorter novels being conthe neighboring islands, sons to construct ! other and
At tirst it was found difficult to tributed by \\ D. Howells, F. Hopkinsmi
a chart.
Smith, Mary flallock Foote, and Amelia
make her comprehend what was meant;
E. Barr.
but when Capt. Parry had discovered that
There will also be contributions fr• ::i
the Esquimaux were already acquainted
with the four card ilia I points of tie- ••••m- Mark Twain and Rudyard Kipling (: !■
appropriate latter furnishing to the Christmas (
pass, for which they bad
tury one of the most powerful stories
names, he drew them on a sheet of paper,
together with that portion of the coast lias ever written); a series of articles i.
just discovered, which was opposite Win- the great naval engagements of Nels-m.
by Captain Alfred '1'. Mahan, author «>f
ter island, w here then they were, and of
'“Influence of Sea Power upon History,
course well known to her.
three brilliant articles on Rome, conWe desired her to complete the rest,
and to do it mikkee (small), when w ith a tributed by Marion Crawford, and suillustrated by Castaigne, who
countenance of t he most grave attention ; perbly
and peculiar intelligence, she drew the niHde the famous World’s fair pictures n
The Century; n series of articles by Co rg
1
coast of the continent beyond her o
country, as lying nearly north from the Kenuan, author of “Siberia and I lit I:xi!*
The most important System,” on the mountains and mounisland.
Winter
part still remained, and it would have taineers of the Eastern Caucasus, descr bing a little-known people; articles by
amused an unconcerned looker-on to have
observed the anxiety and suspense d*Henry M. Stanley and t he late K. .J. Glave,
on Airica; a series of
papers on “The Adpicted on the countenance of our part of ministration of tne Cities
of the Cnibd
the group till this was accomplished, for
Slates,” by Dr. Albert Shaw. The Cm
the tracings of a pencil tury will also contain during the you a
were
never
1
watched with more eager solicitude. great number of papers on art subject", j
richly illustrated.
theresatisfaction
and
Our surprise
may
| Prof. Sloane’s “Life of Napoleon.'
fore in some degree be imagined when,
w
h its w ealt h
f illustration, w ill r« o h
from
the
without taking it
paper, ! it" most interesting part,—the rise of tIn |
to
the
conqueror
height of his power,
Iligluik brought the continental coast and his final overthrow
In
and exile.
II III II lift

graphical outline

altogether

among

oi

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

490
02
125
31
66
50
97

«

<

•«

■

■

Uct the

druggist’s

and

11

1

<Mtc ® jluw.

Ho sudden and unexbeen the coming of this

that the people of Hamburg

taken

hr-

Commander Dean writes:
“As Chief U.
S. Mail Agent of the IT. A: D. R. 1C, good
health is indispensable. I found myself
however all run down with Dyspepsia.
I
doctored and doctored, but I grew worse.
I sufferi (1 misery night and day, f- r fu'ly
two years.
My case was prminuneed ipcurable.
I chanced to mut t Dr. Kennedy
Hhoui that time, and told iiim of my m.,d it ion and he said, try a hot b *»f

—

great.

had

H.MV.

On township No. 21,eastern part, Middle Dit in 10,i-ion. In said county
upp*>4ed to
401 Hcre«, we asses* the sum of .*••{ 00 a- follows
Kate of taxation, nine mids on a iioilur.
No.
V. IName of owner.
acres, uaiion.
Tax.
Estate of .1. T. Grant or
08'.4
7,060
7,»>oo oo
unknown,
" Idle..ml* A
!'
4
May nr-,
'•
"
i». s
loo
1 44
.Iordan,
A rville .Ionian,
2 o no
2 4.4
270
t I irlc- W
127
^
llarjei.
u
•lolin M. Mac
too
I 14
<. A. I'hilllp and A. W.
1.12"
10.08
King,
1,12" to
\. <
:*.2"
2-3
Ilnircrthv,
.1 T. (tiles,
133
i:.o
Kohert I >av i-,
A
:
2"'
1..-Q
Unknown,

llccjal XottCflS.

|

you will look on your maps of Europe you will find that in Germany there
is an important city named Hamburg;
and some of you have read of the fine
streets and palaces in that city, and of
its beautiful gardens, and the active, industrious people who dwell there, it is
a very old place, and in the days long
gone by, it was often attacked by enemies, and many and bitter were t he struggles of tlie* people to save their homes
from destruction by hostile armies.
In the year 1432 it was surrounded by
an army of Hussites, commanded by ProIf

the

uiucrtiscmnus.

ment.

—

THE FEAST OF Cl I E It HIES.
The terrible business of war, with its

copious
pected

to

how
delicate their sensitive
i|UHiiui)
lncy
organism is.
The girl w ho has
procure between the lirst of October and
the first of April was sufficient to have
just become a woman can hardly be
marched, and from the throats of the furnished about double the number of
expected to act
waiting people rang glad shouts of working-people, who were moderate
wisely, everything is
thanksgiving.
eaters, and had any idea cf providing for
so new to her.
She,
For many years afterwards, as the day a future day; but to individuals who can
however, should be
came round on which this great event
demolish four or five pounds at a sitting,
told; and every woman
took place, it was celebrated and called and at least ten in the course of a day,
should realize that to
“The Feast of Cherries.” Through the and who never bestow a thought on tobe well her “monthly
streets of Hamburg walked long lines of
periods” should
morrow, at least with the view to provide
be regular. Wet
children, each one bearing in the right for it by economy, there is scarcely any
feet, or a cold
hand a branch tilled with cherries.
supply which could secure them from
from exposure,
In every age of the world there have occasional scarcity. It is
highly probable
may suppress or
been wars and bloodshed, with struggles that the alternate
feasting and fasting to
render irregular
between nations, and great victories; but
which the gluttony and improvidence of
and fearfully
not often do we read in history a more these
people so constantly subject them,
painful the menbeautiful and thrilling story than that of
ses, and perhaps
may have occasioned many of the comsow' the seed for
the army of little ones who saved Hamplaints that proved fatal during the
future ill health.
burg.
winter; and on this account we hardly
Lydia K. Pinkknew whether to rejoice or not at the
funn's Vegetable
of
their fishery.
GRADE V -LESSON VIII.
general success
Compound will ever be the unfailing
THE ESQUIMAUX.
reim-dy in such eases as well as all the
Ilie Century for the Coming Year.
peculiar ailments of womeu. Millions of
The Esquimaux exhibit a strange mixMrs. M. L.
women live to prove this.
The Century Magazine celebrates its
ture of intellect and dullness, of cunning
Vcrrill tells plainly what it has done for
quarter-centennial in its November issue
her:
ami simplicity, of ingenuity and stupidwith an “Anniversary Number.”
in
I will write you a few lines to tell
ity; few of them could count beyond live honor of the occasion it dons a new dress you what my troubles were Indore taking
of
with
new
and not one of them beyond ten, nor
type,
headings, etc., and it
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comcould any of them speak a dozen words appears in a new and artistic cover.
Alpound. It was the same old story,—
of English after a constant intercourse of though The Century has reached an age
my ha k and lower part of my abdofticn
and painful menstruation. Of course it
seventeen or eighteen months; yet many that is unusual among American magafemale weakwas
of them could imitate the manners and zines, it continues to show the youthful
Tin* doctors
ness.
actions of the strangers, and were on the vigor and enterprise that have always
(1 haw t t ied fi\ e difcharacterized it. The programme that
whole excellent mimics.
ferent ones)'\illcd it
has been arranged for the coming year
One woman in particular, of the name
chronh* inllammaof Iligluik, very soon attracted the atten- contains a number of interesting features.
tion of tin* womb.
41
Much has already been written contion of our voyagers by the various traits
I had leucorrhcoa for over eight
of t hat superiority of understanding for cerning Mrs. Humphry Ward’s new novel,
on the
which, it was found, she was remarkably “Sir George Tressady,” which has been years, ulcers
nei !: of :!;■• womb, terrible headaches and
distinguished and held in est* m even secured for its pages. There was a very
| backa<al;e>. Vour medicine completely
by her own countrymen. She had a spirited bidding for this novel on tin- cun >1 me.”
Mns. M. E. \ ekkill, l:~3
great fondness for singing, possessed a part of several prominent publishers, I I,ewell Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
soft voice and an excellent ear; but, like with the result that the author will probanother great singer in different society, ably realize from the serial and book
ilctospapcrs.
“there was scarcely any stopping her rights of it one of the largest sums that
has yet been given for a work of fiction
when she once begun;” she would listen,
however, for hours together to the tunes in the English language.
The story describes life in un English
played on the organ.
Her superior intelligence was perhaps Count rv-house. and also touches HomeThe First of American Newspapers,
what upon industrial questions.
It bemost conspicuous in the readiness with
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
in
the November number with an
which she was made to comprehend the gins

door.
Even before t he snider had left off its
weaving, several soldiers who were

And

ill-disposed and irritable, and lose all
work; Hiid finally, when they
begin to feel hungry, they attack and
plunder the well-supplied hives.

desire to

>'. Y.

CURED of DYSPEPSIA.

has the same disastrous effects!
upon them as upon men; they become I
which

individual.
No kind of distress can deprive the Esquimaux of their cheerful temper and
good-humor, which they preserve even
when severely pinched with hunger and
cold, and wholly deprived for days together both of food and fuel n situation
to which they are very frequently reduced. Yet no calamity of this kind can
teach them to be provident, or to take
the least thought for the morrow; with
them indeed, it is always either a feast or
a
famine. The enormous quantity of
animal food—they have no other—which
they devour at a time is almost incred-

As

Komlout,

t hese

brigand-bees can be produced artilicially i.y giving working-bees a mixture
of hom y and brandy to drink. The bees
soon u>.juice a
taste for this beverage,

The foregoing amount i* to he expend* -.1 on
the county road leading from the east line of
Ma'iavtlle through the western pari of said
township No 21, to tin- north line thereof, lining called the Moose Mill road, ami Nahum dordan, of -aid township No. 21, i- appoint d agent
to superintend the expen litnre of said assess-

Jus. S. Dean, (ini. ((rant Post,

coinpuus w hich get more and more
numerous; and finally they form regular
colonies of brigand-bees.
But it is a still more curious fact that

recollect, though not very
easy to
persuade one's self, that the
woman who now sat demurely in a chair,
so
confidently expecting the notice of
those around her, and she who had at
first, with eager and wild delight, assisted
in cutting snow for the
building of a but,
and with the hope of obtaining a single
needle, were actually one and the same

the orchards

his

cave

hurried

amusing

were loaded with cherries.
if all had been moved by the same
thought, they threw down their weapons;
and gathering great, beautiful branches
filled with the round, rosy fruit, they
loaded the children with them, and sent
them hack to their parents with a message of peace and good will. So far as the
safety of the city was concerned, the
victory was won a great and bloodless
victory, won by the children. Hack they

awakened him.

ham! ami

quickly, and, seeing

every form anil variety of
human crime is to be found
among animals. Cases of theft are noticed among

not

were

ILrgal Notices.

l3bbcTtismunts.

f'rtme Among Animals.
Almost

came

bcnetlt.]

willing to try
so desperate a plan.
Fancy the surprise
HOW A KOOI.1SH PIUSCK l.l'.AUN'Kl)
of tiie Hussite army as tin* gates of the
A I.KSSON.
city were opened, and out of them came,
There w n mice a young prince who not bands of soldiers armed for battle,
could not hear t he sight of a spider ora tly.
but a long line of little children! On
‘‘They arc such ugly creatures t hat 1 can- they came, every one clad in white, the
not look at them,” he said. “They are1 elder ones leading the way, and the
never «*f any use,and I cannot understand
j babies clinging to their hands and
why they sv» re ever made. I should like wondering what it all meant.
Hut the people of Hamburg had judged
nothing better than to know that every
one of them had been killed.”
rightly. The soldiers were but men, and
In the course of time this young prince many of them perhaps had left behind at
became n nmn amf was made a general in home just such little ones as these.
the king's army. One day a great battle When they heard the pattering of the
was fought, and he was so beset by his
tiny feet, and saw the white-rohed
enemies that he was obliged to hide him- throng surrounding their tents, their
self in a thick wood. Being very tired, hearts were indeed melted, and they feft
no longer any desire to tight, plunder,
he lay down in the shade of a spreading
and destroy. They who had come to rob
oak and fell asleep.
While he was thus sleeping under the and to ruin, only wished now to take
oak, he was discovered by one of his these little ones to their hearts and t<»
enemies, who crept quietly towards him, shower love and kindness upon them.
But just at that
What could they do for them? They
intending to kill him.
moment a horsefly bit the prince on the looked around and saw that the trees in
Ill

GRADE

female never fails to comThus regarded, she had
been freely admitted into the
a

our sex.

always
ships, tiie quarter-masters at the gangway never thinking of refusing entrance
bees. Buchner, in his “Psychie Life of
to “the wise woman,” as they called her.
Whenever any explanation was necessary Animals,”
speaks of thievish bees which,
between the Esquimaux and us, Iligluik
in order to save themselves the trouble of
was sunt for as an
interpreter; information was chiefly obtained through her, working, attack well-stocked hives in
masses, kill the sentinels and the inand she tbus found herself rising into a
degree of consequence to which, but for habitants, rob the hives, and carry off the
us, she could never have attained.
provisions. After repeated enterprises of
Notwithstanding a more than ordinary this description they acquire a taste for
share of good sense on her part, it will
robbery and violence; they recruit whole

CONDUCTED BY

teachers may find the

in

understanding
woman

became

«>f
more

this
and

extraordinary
developed

more

her head—for what female head is indifferent to praise? began to be turned
by the general attention and numberless
The
superior
presents she received.

Not

Howls,

a

few
of

w

ho read

Holland, Va.,

w

hat Mr. R»

Vrl

has to say beh

vs

will remember their own experience mij
lder like circumstances: “Last winter]
ban In grippe which left me in a low sint«
I tried numerous remedies
decency and even modesty of her be- ; of health.
none of which did me
havior had combined, with her int.any good, until
moused to try a bottle of Chamberleclua. qualities, to raise her in u.ii
am’s Cough Remedy. The first bottle o
ination far above her companions; uud
it so fnr relieved me that 1 wnsenahhd tc
often heard others express what l con'd
utieiol to my
not hut agree in, that for Iligluik alo
work, and the second bot1 x.
tle ♦. ffec.ed a cure.”
jf all llie Esquimaux women, that
For aaie at 'Zo am* 5< 1
<
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assailant down
and continu'd
and forced into
until
surrounded
lighting
the enemy’s ranks. A side shot tun* away
Terrific contest of the eighth his belt
and cartridge box. tearing into the
VERMONT AT CEDAR CREEK.
[li>h to the backbone ami leaving him
crippled on the ground. When Gordon's
Confederate division swept over the spot, ;
the Vermont*-r* Alone Aeninst a IllTislon.
some of his soldiers wearing blue coats,
Sanguinary Melee A mu ml the Kogiprobably taken from Crook's camp, Hill !
uieutal Standard The Color Guard Dejoined in the charge, shouting with the
exulting enemy and actually firing blank
stroyed—Story of a i’^rt icipaut.
shots at l»is own regiment. Once ho was
[Copyright, lv<.\ by American Press Associa- challeng'd by a Confide rate oilier r. to
tion.]
whom he answered that lie belonged to
N’F. phase of warthe Fourth to *rgia.
fare remains to
‘At the next stand of the brigade Hill
arouse
>n.*11
rusl.cti into the Union line, although ex]«
chivalry—the bat- posed to the lire of his friends as well as
tleflag borne in his foes, and continued fighting until h
t
ir
as
a chalagain sank to the ground from loss of
lenge and an en- blood. Once more befell into the enemy s
Soldiers
on
sign.
hands, but was rescued that night.
either side risk all
‘‘The light for the colors continued. A
to save or seize a
Confederate discharged his riilo within a
flag in the excite- foot of Corporal Bcmis of the color guard
ment of a close
ami wounded him. but was. in turn, shot
contest.
In the dead by one of our men. A little later
terrible ! attle of Sergeant Shores and Lemuel Simpson were
Cedar Creek the standing together by the flags, when three
Union standards Confederates attacked them and ordered
played a part in them to surrender. As the assailants had
stimulating valor. ! just discharged their pieces Simpson imSheridan said t hat mediately tired and shot one. and Sergeant
when he appeared
Shores bay. lu ted the other.
Sergeant
on the lino halted
Moran, whose devotion to the llag had
at the front, a row
been intensified by the regiment's 44 days’
of regimental bat- heroic action before Port Hudson, marvel- j
tleflags flashed up from the ground to ously escaped, lie was in the hottest of j
That occurred after the incithe fight, however, and held the United
greet him.
dent which is hero given from the descripStates llag all the while, assisting several
tion of Colonel H. E. Ilill, a participant.
times in protecting the regimental colors,
The flags fought over were among those
‘‘But as the enemy crowded on 100 men
mat
in gray took the place of the dozen graspoays v oionej
greeseu mue rnu.
Hill: “In the morning fight the colors ot
ing for the flags. Sergeant Lamb, a noble, j
the Eighth Vermont passed through a ter- generous fellow, was shot through the
rible ordeal and received a bloody baptism. I linurs anil taken nrisoiur. but later fell
But for the heroic and loyal souls in that
into our hands again and died in great |
little band, who stood up nobly against
agony.
Captain Howard was twice ;
fearful odds on the memorable morning wounded while within a few feet of the
of Oct. 19, 1864, the regimental standard
flags and almost in the center of the sav- j
would never have come out of the battle age melee, lull he managed to hobble away i
triumphant. The thrilling story of tlie when the regiment was swej back. Capfight over the standards is no myth. It tain Hall, honest and fearless, gave his
was a horrid, desperate hand to hand enj last order as lie yielded under a deadly
counter for possession of the flags; a fierce,
j wound. Captain Ford was shot through
excited and daring foe on one side, loyal both legs by bullets coming from opposite
and equally brave men on the other. GenRedirections and Ml flat on his face.
eral Crook’s corps, located on our left
fusing to surrender, he struggled to his
Nineteenth
and
corps),
partially feet and escaped in the excitement. Cap(Emory's
in our front, bad been surprised, overtain Smith, who so coolly led the skirmish
borne and swept away. General Thomas,
line, swelled the bloody list. Major Mead,
after a furious ride, hotly pursued and the leader, while fearlessly facing the enbarely escaping with his life, had arrived emy, was severely wounded in the side.
from the picket line, and by direct verbal
“Later on t lie brigade flag was in danorder of General Emory bad led his briraptured, when Captain
ger of being
the
a
handful
of
across
mere
Franklin, with half a dozen of his compike,
gade
the Confederates
men, to resist whole divisions made up of
attacked
pany, furiously
the flower of the southern army.
struggling for it and rescued it from tin it
“By the fortune of war the Eighth Ver- clutch. Moving back, he was wounded,
mont, under Major Mead, occupied the but gallantly remained with the regiment.
umst exposed position of the brigade as the
Lieutenant Client was mortally wounded.
enemy, with deafening yells, were moving j
in swiftly from front and flank. As the
great drops of rain precede the hurricane, !
so now the h aden hail filled the air, seemingly from all directions, while bursting
sh< 11s from the enemy’s cannon on the opposite hill or. .ted havoc on our only flank
not yet exposed to the Confederate infantry. Regiment after regiment of tlia
Eighth corps had crumbled away and gone
past to the rear; our two companion regi- j
ments, the Twelfth Connecticut and One
Hundred and Sixtieth New York, terribly j
smitten, clung tenaciously to us. Yet the
sudden rush of the enemy from every direction, in their yellowish suits, breaking
through the short intervals between the
commands, forced each regiment to light
its own battle, and sot-lie Eighth Vermont!
And
was practically alone lor a time.
who can count such moments, as the
swarming Confederates broke upon it with
COLONEL H. K IIILL.
resistless fury?
[Formerly Eighth Vermont Volunt* vrs. |
“Suddenly a mass of enemies confronted and Lieutenant Bruce, while I
tenting hack
the flags and with hoarse shouts demandhis sword, was severelv i
the foe with
ed their surrender.
Defiant shouts went
Lieutenant
who had
wounded.
Welsh,
back: ‘Never! Never!’ And then, amid
led the skirmishers at daybreak
tremendous excitement, commenced ono gallantly
and was then fighting liken tiger, was
of the most desperate and ugly hand to
shot in the thigh, hut stood his ground
hand conflicts over the flags that lias ever
till the regiment went hack.
Private
been recorded.
Men seemed mure like deAustin received a terrible blow from a
mons than human beings as they struck
him
musket,
killing
instantly. Captain
fiercely at each other with clubbed mus- Shattuck, after
receiving a had wound,
kets and bayonets. A Confederate of powwith his men, and Lieucontinued
bravely
erful build attempted to bayonet Corporal
tenants Sargrant and Carpenter joined the
Worden, a
Worden of the color guard.
ranks of heroes who shed their blood
tall, sinewy man, who had no bayonet on
the llags, while scores of bravo felaround
his musket, parried his enemy’s thrusts
lows in the ranks were torn and shattered
until some one—I think Sergeant Brown
in a shocking manner.
—shot the assailant dead. Another Con“The fearful carnage had swept through
federate then leveled his musket ami shot
the entire command, and over one-half tin*
Corporal Pet**e, who held the colors, in the
was killed or wounded when the
thigh, a terrible wound, from which ho regiment
thini color bearer. Corporal Blanchard,
Petre held the regidied
that night.
was also killed, and the silken colors, their
He cried out: ‘Boys, leave
mental flag.
soft folds pierced with bullets and their
me! Take caro of yourselves and the
third bearer weltering in his blood, bowed
flag!' But in that vortex of hell men did low to the earth
amid triumphant yells of
Dot forget the colors, and as Petre crawled
our enemies.
But, to their chagrin, in a
away to die they were instantly seized and |
it
seconds
was
few
again Haunting in their
borue aluft by Corporal Perhatn and were
faces.
Bleeding and stunned and being
as instantly demanded again by an assailSer- j literally cut to pieces, but refusing to surant who attempted to grasp them.
render colors or men; falling hack only t«>
geant Shores of the guard placed his mus- !
the
ket at the man’s breast and fired, instantly prevent being completely encircled,
had accomplished its mis
noble
killing him. But now another rifle flash, sion. regiment
and a bullet from the dead southerner's
“General Thomas, with his brave bri
companion killed Corporal Perhain, and |
gade, had blocked the advance of tho Conthe colors foil to the earth. Once more,
federate divisions and actually held an
amid terrific yells, the colors went up. this
uliui
ui
unit »
uit'
i. uiuii
urui,.
inifiin
time belli by Corporal Blanchard, and the
commander could form the lines upon
carnage went on.
his
In
this
terrible
of
own
choice
“Lieutenant Cooper was seen to raise ground
the Eighth Vermont, the Twelfth
bis arm in the air, and while shouting, struggle
Connecticut and the One Hundred and
•Give it to them, boys!’ he. too, was
Sixtieth New York were almost annihila ted. Our regiment lost over lbO gallant
i fellows out of 159 engaged and 13 out of
1G commissioned officers, were killed or
wounded in the fearful struggle.
Many
of those who fell had been wounded spy- I
eral times.”
Sheridan’s battles in the Shenandoah
were tiie first in Virginia for the gallant
Eighth Vermont. It had served three
years in the department of the gulf and
fought In the Red river and Louisiana
bat lies. In the sit ge of Port Hudson ti.o
regiment was 44 days under fire and participated in the two assault:- upon the
works May 27 and June 14.
Reaching
the Shenandoah valley in September. lKbt,
with the Nineteenth corps, it fought at
Winchester and Fisher's Hill
Only a
remnant remained with the standards
when they enter, d the battle of Cedar
Creek that morning
In the afternoon
fight, when the tables were turret by
Sheridan, the handful, still with the colors, entered the charge in the ratios oi
their brigade and were among the very
first to pierce the Confederale line.
The regiment lost 119 «.4li ,r.s and met;
killed in battle and o\i r3uu by death from
all causes. It ro-culisicd and served l.
the end of the war
Georce L. Kilmer.

A FIGHT OVER FLAGS

smvement knocked his
■rith a clubbed musket

j

1
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>

j
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L

been appointed printer to the university,
found it to be just sufficient for 24 copies
af the smnl'est liihie then in existence—

[liamond 24mo—and printed an edition of
lii.it number, which bore t!»e date of 1842.
Tie books were barely a third I the usual
thickness, and, although as much as $100
apiece was. rer*»d f*»r them, no copies were
Bold, and tin y were presented to the queen
and other distinguished persons.
All efforts to trace the paper to its
source were futile, and as years rolled on
the circumstance was forgotten. But early
in ls74 a copy fell into the hands of Art hur
E. Miles, who showed it to Mr. Frowde,
and experiments were at once set on foot,
at the Oxfoid university paper mills with
the object of producing a similar paper.
The first attempts were failures, but success was achieved, and Aug. 24. 1875, an
edition of diamond 24mo Bible, similar iu
all respects to the 24 copies printed in
This was the
1842, were placed on sale.
first Oxford Bible published by Mr.
The feat of compression was
Frowde.
looked upon as astounding, the demand
was enormous, and before long 250,Out)
copies bad been sold. The paper when subjected to severe rubbing, instead of breaking into holes, assumed a texture resembling chamois leather, and a strip only 8
inches wide was found able to support a
quarter of a hundredweight without yielding. The secret of its manufacture, it
may lx* said, is known to only three living
Book Review.
persons.
—
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"if
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obstruction in front—a broken down
car disabled, or other impediment—will appreciate this. While the
cable or the trolley car must stay where it
some

truck, another

until the impediment is removed, the
horse car driver, after waiting what seems
to him a reasonable time, hauls out and
strikes across the open country for some
parallel track, or he goes sailing round the
obstruction,
bumping, bouncing and
swinging over the paving stones until he
pulls in on tiie track ahead.
“And yet, notwithstanding the advantage which the horse car possesses in this
respect, the cable and trolley car are surely and rapidly superseding it. The horse
car must go, no doubt about that, but we
shall always hold in friendly and admiring recollection the skillful driver. ’—New
York Sun.
is

ch1 oi

First
er quarrel
wid Nidsey, Billy?
Second Bootblack—Yes. I had, and I’m
^oiu ter have my revenge too.
F. B.—Goin ter fight him?
S. B.—No; I’m goin ter stand aside of
him when he’s a shinin a gent, and when
he’s Cni>hed 1 in goin ter say, “Shine,
—

sir?”—Exchange.
Made

ft

Hit.

"I hear that 1)'Author’s new book is ail
the rage?"
Yes; everybody is in a rage who reads
It."—Detroit Free Press.

other

payeg.

Worcester

HI.tel.111.
A

under

lecture

stereopticon

the

aus-

pices of the Onwentsia literary club is to
be given in Kane's hall on Friday evening. Jan. 17. The subject is “Reforma-

England.*’

tion in

11 aril

closed

T^citations. Friends of 1h«
ably assisted the teacher and pupils hi making the exercises a success;
thanks are especially due Forrest Nevella
fir his kindness in playing the organ accompaniment for the songs, and for furnishing musical entertainment while-i
preparations for the more d fticult parts
were'going on behind t tie curtain ; also to
and

leaux

school

C. L. MOKANG.

Judson Giindle and wife. Mrs. Rosa Carter and Misses Hattie Grindle and Dora
Conary for aid in rehearsals, and for participation in the evening’s entertainThe

ment.

flag

salute

prettily

was

ANi\ UAL

ren-

dered hy six children, and the other selections were given in an equally praisemanner, but

worthy

arc

too

nunieiotis

to

be severally mentioned. Suffice it to say,
everyone appeared lo enjoy everything.
TO

Ki l l KB \

OF

C AID HOI

Winnow lugs of New s
Novelty and Nonsense.
The State prison record for 1896 i» fifty- i
four commitments.
Week’s

One

Shoes and Garments.

Fire in Canaan Saturday burned a
dwelling, five stores, a stable and barn.
Loss, fl 1,000; insurance, f7,000.
A
fifty-six pound cod, the largest
caught in several years, has been on exhibition in Portland. It was caught by
Robert Skillings, of Orr’s Island.

Great

fifty-six new corpofiled their certificates at the storetary of state’s office during the past year.
This number is fifty
in excess of last

Bargains Offered
o

year.
South

was

Bridgton, Friday,
of Auldis

son

n

rescued.

Probably
made

much

so

Maine hamlet has

small

no

noise

in

the

world

L. MOHANG.

('.

a
twelveFoster skated into
a hole in the ice.
While the other boys
were
preparing to rescue him his tenyear-old brother jumped in to help him
and was drowned, while the other bo\

At

year-old

Mackintoshes.

as

bo, a village on the South WindbamGorham line, noted for its water power j
and powder factory, u here forly-one nu n
Gain

by being

have been killed
the

powder mills

from 1828

up in
to the { res-

blown

up

We have

j

In
1880 there were
launched front
Maine's yards, eighty-eight vessels wit I
a
total tonnage of 41,396 tons.
In 1890
there were 125 vessels, w ith a tonnage of
j
74,467 tons. The latter is unusually large
In 1894 the industry |
for recent years.
declined to 18,692.74 tons, while that of
1895 was still less.

We shall close
the entire

The governor has appointed Col. E.
Stevens acting superintendent of public1
buildings, to till the vacancy caused h\
Israel I*. But- |
the death of Supt. Harris.
ler, of Portland, was designated as acting j
secretary in the executive department to

W. R. PARKKIt Clothing Co.,
Kl.I.sWOK ni.

Belfast,
large hotel
Crosby Inn,
pride of that city, was burned
Saturday night. Loss, $40,000; insurance,
$12,000. Tiie Belfast savings bank had a
mortgage on t he hotel for $20,000 which
at

and the

the

insurance and land will

hotel

was

erected

seven

The

secure.

by

years ago

syndicate of enterprising
promote the city. It was

a

citizens to
of the

“Peregrine,” which

the Bath Iron works has

White, of Boston,

was

children

built for K. H.
on Thurs-

launched

day. The “Peregrine” is 158 feet, inches
overall; lengthen water line, 131 feet;
depth of hold, 13 feet; mean draught, 10
feet. The yacht will be lighted by elec- |

^

j Si

tricitv. and will have electric bells and
telephone connection to all parts of the
interior of the craft.

During the season of 1895,
output of lumber from Bangor

new

the

total I

was

111.-

S

y.

*\

*

\

*

DIARY

a

;

your #

J

CARDS

for

children

<

and

i

people

grown

S

FINE STATIONERY of all kinds

\

EAHGAINS in Novelties for New Year Gifts.

These figures are not quite
up to the average for the preceding ten
year*, in which the lowest figures ar«*
129.000.000 in 1894 and 142,000.000 in 188.5,
000.000 feet.

MAItltlEI) EIGHTY YEARS.

•8®8®®S!S5®I8B*

t

one ever

expensive

a

t

win,and they

Cosmopolitan.
bought of introduc ing

feature

as

lithographic

are
so

color

work in the days when the leading magazines sold for $4.00 a year and thirty-five
But times change, and the
cents a copy.
magazines change with them. It has remained for The Cosmopolitan, sold «t one
dollar

a

year,

to

put in

an

extensive lit ho-

French.

horn in

were

l»uis Darw in

Sept. -4, 1788,

and

is

versary.

They

seven sons

and five

born

was

born

g)

on

107 years
March 17,

^

which

ness,

ridiculous,

at

hs was

married in 1815

^Vj

eightieth annia family of
daughters, only five

Vj

reared

times
the

was

case w

prescribed

ppJce
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1

is

much

thank

farm,

have been able to

be

about

•jsmfwe-’

the

very sick at
present, and there seems little hope of
their recovery.
After fourscore years ul
married life they are disposed to say that
so

far

that

but

they

they
marriage
as

are

are

concerned

is not

Icar i,
li oic

L. F.” does it.

L. F.” will do it.
“L.r "Mediche,35e.

a bottle.

(The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.)
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WORMS

they

failure.

Hondredr of Children, and adults have worm
but are treated for other disease*.
Thesymp
toms are—indigestion, with a variable
ap

]//

the rectum and about the anus,
eyes

II

petite, foul tongue; offensive breath hard
Il *ud full belly, with occasional gripings aud
pains about the navel. hen t and itching sensa
JJ tion

ly
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heavy and dull; itching of thenose; short, ary
cough grinding of the teeth start ing during
sleep, slow fever, and often in children, con▼ulsiona.
1 he test worm remedy made is
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It h», b.en In omi 44 TT.-I.par.], ....Lb].,
harmU ss and effectual. W here no worms are
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both

De man,” Maid Uncle Eben, “dat

Subscribe lur The Ellsworth American.
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very
worse,
you. doctor.”
T ie old couple have been very rugged |
and iiearty and have lived in a cottage by
themielvea for several years, and all this
summer

C<f>

'5^

somewhat

hem his

city. “Good morning, Mr. DarII
win,” said he. “How is your wife this j 111
'll
morning?” Politely raising his hat he II
“She

L. F.” has done it.
“

0

to the

said,
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f)

very sick. The attending physician,
going to see her, met the husband going

£3

Dyspepsia causes sufferiag.
Dyspepsia caa be cured.

;o

was

'If it don't cure you, cash threhrck.
is fT.red to nl’
Why rot take a :v:,nta^e of
this reat off. 1 ? Dr. John swan, the eminent
er\ons di't-ases and all heart
sr:»> in
an- ct.ons. will advise without.cha.ge all who
may call at our la bo: at- ry or who will write
their symptoms to us. Dr. Swan's valuable
prescription, under which Dr. : wan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic i. formulated, has accomplished many wonderful cures and is re ommended and
by eminent physiIt supplies the nerves
cians everywhere
with f od, makes new blood nd removes the
We
cau-e cf disease, u.d makes you wc.l.
give a bank check with rv ry*l>otile. If the
renudy d< u’t c re you. r*'/ t ✓ c*>rrk. You
Full pints,
arc sure to g t your money back.
f 1. s* Id evei ywnere. or sent carriage free ou
recei »« f
S a>cj MetHcal Co., Westbrook. Me.

Dyspepsia exisis.
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birthday.
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Montreal and

therefore

past. Ills wife was
1701, and was 101 her la«*t
This aged couple were
and have passed their
old

have

| FactsIncontestable. |

graphic plant capable of printing 3*20,000 of them
being alive now. The oldest
pages per day (one color).
The January issue presents as a frontis- daughter lias a large family, she being
a
water-co'or
drawing by Eric married w hen she was eleven years of age.
piece,
W--N-. ED To fake on! rs on the r^ad during Pape, illustrating the last story bv Robert
have the fourth generation from
I
the con.in. -i r ng and
umnier
Loui* Stevenson. The cover of The Cos- They
'qualhd
•hanee lor beginner- and experienced men.
mopolitan is also changed. A drawing ttie parent tree. The old gentleman whs
n •• wain tom liel |> a ini Hr* willing to pay
of page length by the famous Paris artist one of the liveliest among tiie “boys” on
I lierai'
for i..
Rossi in lithographic colors on white
Do not fail to write at once for f u 1 information.
the river there forty years ago and could
WHlTInC NURSERY CO.,
paper takes t he place of t he manilla back dance all around the
young„ fellows at
457 Blue Hill Ave.. Boston, Mass. with its red stripe. Hereafter the cover
that time,
lie was noted for his politeis to be a fresh surprise each month.
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require
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lot at

till the vacancy left by the apj ointment
of Col. Stevens. Both appointments will
probably be made permanent.

No
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Sl’^.OO

Regular price,

j

t be

hand about

on

25 mackintoshes.

ent time.

output for that time i
was
1889, the average cut Wonderful 01*1 Couple who Think
being 156.000.000. The outlook for next
Marriage a Success.
The lumberseason is most encouraging.
There is living near Black Kiver Falls,
more
this
winter than for
men will cut
\V w., probably t he oldest married couple
several years past.
in tile I'm led States. Their name is Dar-
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Lumpy.

or

he greatest
179,000.000 in

sUrtjcrtisrtnmts.
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Docs Not Grow

No. 21, Elva G. Billings,
Dec. 27, with an appropriteacher,
ate programme in the evening, consist ing
of songs, dialogues, declamations, tabSchool in

while

under*

rising

gee

largest in Maine.
Kevenge.
Bootblack You had

(mg brood
tjit'

Feet.

The skill of the pedicure is now calk'd
into requisition nearly as often as that of
the manicure.
Many persons have their
feet carefully and systematically looked
after and tiie nails of their toes as nicely
kept Yts the nails of their lingers. The
visiting pedicure is a distinct profession
in the large cities.
Unquestionably the
care of the feet has much to do with their
condition as recards comfort and service.
Tender feet can bo somev hat hardened
and rendered less susceptible by bathing
them every morning in tepid, not hot,
water into which a teaspoonful of eau de
cologne has been put. The occasional
parboiling in almost scalding water, which
is still a provincial practice for the softening of corns and other excrescences, is
harmful and increases in the end the very
troubles for which it seems a temporary
relief.—New York Times.

rrible time

enhi

County Sacs

rations

“It must be admitted,” said Mr. Gratebar, “that the horse car has a certain facility of movement that does not pertain
to the cable or the trolley car—the one
must stick to its cable and the other to its
wire, but the range of the horse car is determined by the strength of the horses
Whoever has
and the skill of the driver.
been on a horse car that was halted by

the

additional

ror

Four hundred and

The Horse Car Driver.
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ftrieken with a death wound, and his
white, sed. dead face is one of the living
Lietr nnnt Coopmemories of riie spot
d by
er s Ue.*ih v*.»s instantly ao
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shot
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gliding
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Inly Three Persona Knew llew to Ma. «>
a Wondvrtul Ir.C.a Taper.
Tli** marvelous Oxford India paper was
3rst introduced in 1875. ^ince then it has
revolutionized the liible and prayer book
irade. and it is now used for all the more
popular devotional books throughout the
world. In the year 1S41 an Oxford graduate is said to have brought home from
rhe far east a small fold of extremely thin
paper, which was manifestly more opaque
and tough for Us substance than any paHo
per then manufactured in Europe.
presented it to the Clare mi on press. The
iate Thomas Combe, who hu.l only recently

Care of
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it acts as a Tonic ami corrects the conyl present
of the mucous membrane of the stom- (J
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